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In recent years, monwllts and their uses have been investigated hy mathematicinus, 
statisticians, and engineers. In 1987, the American Mathematical Society sponsored a short 
course ou ''1'1oments in Mathematics" at its meeting in San Antonio, Texas. This led to 
a volume containing the six papers delivered there. The volume was publishe(l by tlw 
Society in its Short Course Series as Volume 37 in its PTocceding.~ of Symposia in Applied 
M athernat·ics. 
Recently, Dr. James l\Inar of the National Security Agency noted a llllllllH~r of 
problems in signal processing in which moments of distributions were important and yet 
statisticians and signal processor scientists were unaware of what had been accomplished 
by each other. He initiated discussions with Professor Peter Purdue of the Operations 
Research Department of the Naval Postgraduate School and Professor Herbert Solomon of 
the Statistics Department at Stanford University about developing a conference in which 
moments and signal processing and their interaction would be featured. Professor Purdue 
and Professor Solomon agreed to explore this idea and they developed and co-chaired a 
Conference on Moments and Signal Processing which was held at the Naval Postgraduate 
School on l\Tarch 30-31, 1992. The Proceedings herein resulted from that conference. 
The Conference developed around eight speakers whose interests include mornents 
and statistics, signal processing, and interactions between the two. Professors Jerry Mendel 
and Max Nikias came from the signal processing community; Professors Satish Iyengar and 
l\Iichael Stephens came from the statistical community. The remaining four, Professors 
David Brillinger, Ken-Shin Lii, Bruce Lindsay, and Eel Vlegman, came at the subject in 
different shadings emanating from the central core of the Conference. 
The Conference was supported substantively by the National Security Agency 
and partially by the Office of Naval Research. Many thanks are due to these agencies. A 
number of go\·ernment scientists from the Department of Defense and a limited number of 
general community attendees participated in the Conference. This led to a lively audience 
of 40 to 50 participants over the two day period. 
It is hoped that the wde availability of the papers in this report will lead to more 
communication between the t\\·o communities and of course within each group. 
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ADAPTIVE BLIND EQUALIZATION1 
Yuanjie Chen and Chrysostomos L. Nikias 
Department of Electrical Engineering - Systems 
Signal and Image Processing Institute 
University of Southern California 
Los Angeles, CA 90089-2564 
1This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under contract 
N00014-92-J-1034 and the National Science under grant MIP-9206829 
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ABSTRACT 
This tutorial paper is focused on two topics, namely: (i) to describe system-
atic methodologies for selecting nonlinear transformations for blind equal-
ization algorithms (and thus new types of cumulants ), and (ii) to give an 
overview of the existing blind equalization algorithms and point out their 
strengths as well as weaknesses. It is shown in this paper that all blind 
equalization algorithms belong in one of the following three categories, de-
pending where the nonlinear transformation is being applied on the data: 
(i) the Bussgang algorithms, where the nonlinearity is in the output of the 
adaptive equalization filter; (ii) the polyspectra (or Higher-Order Spectra) 
algorithms, where the nonlinearity is in the input of the adaptive equal-
ization filter; and (iii) the algorithms where the nonlinearity is inside the 
adaptive filter, i.e., the nonlinear filter or neural network. We describe 
methodologies for selecting nonlinear transformations based on various op-
timality criteria such as MSE or MAP. We illustrate that such existing al-
gorithms as Sato, Benveniste-Goursat, Godard or CMA, Stop-and-Go and 
Donoho are indeed special cases of the Bussgang family of techniques when 
the nonlinearity is memoryless. We present results that demonstrate the 
polyspectra-based algorithms exhibit faster convergence rate than Bussgang 
algorithms. However, this improved performance is at the expense of more 
computations per iteration. vVe also show that blind equalizers based on 
nonlinear filters or neural networks are more suited for channels that have 
nonlinear distortions. 
The Godard or CMA algorithm is probably the most widely used blind 
equalizer in digital communications today due to its simplicity, low complex-
ity and constant modulus property. Its main drawbacks, however, are slow 
convergence and no guarantee for global convergence starting from arbitrary 
initial guess. We present a new method for blind equalization, the CRIMNO 
algorithm (i.e., criterion with memory nonlinearity), which is shown to have 
the same advantages as Godard (simplicity, low complexity, constant modu-
lus property) and yet guaranteeing much faster convergence. The CRIMN 0 
algorithm is flexible enough to address blind deconvolution problems when 
the input sequence is colored. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Blind deconvolution or equalization is a signal processing procedure that recovers the input 
sequence applied to a linear time-invariant nonminimum phase system from its output only. 
Blind equalization algorithms are essentially adaptive filtering algorithms designed in such a way 
that they do not need the external supply of a desired response to generate the error signal in 
the output of the adaptive filter. In other words, the adaptive algorithm is "blind" to the desired 
response. However, the algorithm itself generates the desired response by applying a nonlinear 
transformation on sequences involved in the adaptation process. All blind equalization algorithms 
belong to one of the following three categories, depending where the nonlinear transformation is 
being applied on the data: 
• The Bussgang algorithms, where the nonlinearity is in the output of the adaptive equal-
ization filteri 
• The Polyspectra (or Higher-Order Spectra) algorithms, where the nonlinearity is in the 
input of the adaptive equalization filter; 
• The algorithms where the nonlinearity is inside the adaptive filter; i.e., the filter is non-
linear (e.g. Volterra) or neural network. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the existing blind equalization algo-
rithms and to discuss their advantages and limitations. Conventional equalization and carrier 
recovery techniques used in multilevel digital communication systems usually require an initial 
training period, during which a known data sequence (i.e., training sequence) is transmitted (43], 
(45]. An alternative effective approach to this problem is to utilize blind equalizers which do not 
require any known training sequence during the startup period. 
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The paper describes systematic methodologies for selecting the nonlinearity based on various 
optimality criteria, such as maximum likelihood (ML), mean-square error (MSE) or maximum 
a posteriori (MAP). As an example, it is illustrated that such existing algorithms as Sato [46], 
[47] Benveniste-Goursat [5], [6] Godard or CMA [22], [50] and Stop-and-Go [41] are indeed spe-
cial cases of the family of Bussgang techniques where the nonlinearity is memoryless [3], [4]. It 
is demonstrated that the polyspectra-based algorithms exhibit faster convergence rate than the 
Bussgang algorithms. However, this improved performance is at the expense of more computa-
tional complexity. On the other hand, blind equalizers based on nonlinear filters are well suited 
for channels that have nonlinear distortions [39], [40]. 
The Godard algorithm is probably the most widely used blind equalizer in digital communica-
tions today due to its simplicity, low computational complexity, and constant modulus property. 
Its main drawbacks, however, is slow convergence and no guarantee for global convergence (con-
vergence starting from arbitrary initial guess). The paper describes the development of the 
CRIMNO algorithm (i.e., criterion with memory nonlinearity) which is shown to have the same 
advantages as Godard algorithm (simplicity, low complexity, constant modulus property) and yet 
guaranteeing much faster convergence [12], [13]. Extension of the CRIMNO algorithm to the case 
of colored input signals is also presented. 
The polyspectra-based adaptive blind equalization algorithms are also described in the pa-
per. In particular, the Tricepstrum Equalization Algorithm (TEA) [24], the Power Cepstrum 
and Tricoherence Equalization Algorithm (POTEA) [7], and the Cross-Tricepstrum Equalization 
Algorithm (CTEA) [8] are presented, as well as their advantages and limitations. It is shown 
that these algorithms perform simultaneous identification and equalization of a nonminimum 
phase communication channel from its output only. Simulations with PAM and QAM signals 
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demonstrate the effectiveness of the polyspectra-based algorithms. 
Finally, the paper provides an overview of the neural network based adaptive equalization 
algorithms either with or without a training sequence [11], [20], [26], [27], [39], [40], [49]. 
2 DEFINITION OF BLIND EQUALIZATION PROBLEM 
Let us consider the discrete-time linear transmission channel whose impulse response {!( i)} is 
unknown and possibly time-varying. The input data { x( i)} are assumed to be independent and 
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, with non-Gaussian probability density function. 
Let us also assume, without loss of generality, that the sequence {x(i)} has mean E{x(i)} = 0 
and variance E{lx(i)l 2} = Qx. If x(i) is real, we may drop the magnitude function and simply 
write E{x2(i)}. Initially, noise is not taken into account in the output of the channel. From 
Figure 2.1, it follows that the model we consider is 
y( i) J( i) * x( i) 
= 2: f(k) x(i- k) (2.1) 
k 
where "*" denotes linear convolution and {y( i)} is the received sequence. The problem is to recon-
struct (or restore) the input sequence { x( i)} from the received sequence {y( i)} or, equivalently, 
to identify the inverse filter (equalizer) { u( i)} for the channel. 
From Figure 2.1, we see that the output sequence { x( i)} of the equalizer is given by 
x(i) u(i) * y(i) 
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= u( i) * (!( i) * x('i)) 
u(i) * f(i) * x(i). 
So, to achieve 
x(i) x( i- D)ei0 
where D is a constant delay and 8 is a constant phase shift, it is required that 
where 





Performing the Fourier transform on (2.4), we obtain 
U(w) · F(w) j(9-wD) e . 
In other words, the objective of the equalizer is to achieve a transfer function 






In general, D and 8 are unknown. However, the constant delay D does not affect the reconstruc-
tion of the original input sequence { x( i)}. The constant phase shift 8 can be removed by a carry 
recovery technique. As such, in the sequel, it will be assumed that D = 0 and 8 = 0. 
Blind equalization schemes may be classified into three categories; i.e., those which utilize 
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nonlinearities in the output of the adaptive equalization filter, those which place the nonlinearity 
in the input of the adaptive equalization filter, and those which utilize adaptive nonlinear equal-
ization filters. The Bussgang equalization algorithms with memoryless or memory nonlinearity 
belong to the first category whereas the higher-order cumulant-based equalizers (TEA, POTEA, 
etc.) belong to the second category, as they perform memory nonlinear transformation on the 
input data of the equalization filter. Blind equalizers based on nonlinear filters, such as the 
Volterra filter or neural networks, belong to the third category. Figures 2.2 (a)-( c) illustrate the 
block diagrams of the aforementioned three families of blind equalizers. 
3 PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR ALGORITHM EVAL-
DATION 
Four different performance measures are usually considered in simulation experiments for the 
testing of the blind equalization algorithms: the time-average squared error (EASE), the tran-
sitional symbol error rate (SER), the residual intersymbol interference (lSI) and the discrete eye 
patterns [43], [44]. They are defined as follows. 
Time-Average Squared Error(EASE or MSE) 
At iteration ( i), the mean square error in the output of the equalizer is defined as : 
N 
2_ L lx(i- D)- x(iW 
N i=I 
(3.1) 
where x( i) is the output of the equalizer at iteration ( i) and x( i -D) is the corresponding true 
value. Note that the delay D, which is introduced by the channel and the equalizer, does not 
I 
affect the recovery of the original information { x( i)}. However, it must be taken into account in 
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the calculation of MSE ('i). The MSE ( i) gives a measure of both the noise and residual lSI at 
the output of the equalizer. 
Transitional Symbol Error Rate (SER) 




#of wrong detections in 500 symbols 
500 (3.2) 
The residual lSI in the output of equalizer is defined as follows. Let {!( i)} be the channel impulse 
response and { u( i)} the equalizer tap coefficients at iteration ( i). Let s( i) = f('i) * u( i), then 
ISI(i) = Li ls(i)j2- max{ls(i)i2} 
max{ls(i)l 2} (3.3) 
Physically, this indicates the amount of lSI present at the output of the equalizer due to imperfect 
equalization. 
Discrete eye patterns 
Discrete eye patterns (or equalized signal constellation) consist of all possible values of the output 
of the equalizer, x(i), at iteration (i), drawn in two-dimensional space. We say that the 
eye pattern is open whenever the ideal decoding thresholds are easily distinguishable between 
neighboring equalized states. 
In our simulations, all performance measures were calculated for many independent signal 
and noise realizations. For the EASE' time averaging over 100 samples were performed for each 
realization. The eye pattern at iteration ( i) was obtained by drawing the output of equalizer for all 
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independent realizations and for a specific number of samples (for each realization) symmetrically 
located around ( i). 
4 ALGORITHMS WITH NONLINEARITY IN THE OUT-
PUT OF THE EQUALIZATION FILTER 
Let us assume that a guess for the impulse response of the inverse filter (equalizer), u9 ( i) has 
been selected. Then, 
u9 (i) * J(i) = 8(i) + f(i) (4.1) 
where f( i) accounts for the difference (error) between our guess u9 ( i) and the actual values of 
u( i). If we convolve the initial guess of the inverse filter, { u9 ( i)}, with the re<.eived sequence, 
{y( i)}, we obtain 
x(i) y(i) * u9 (i) 
x(i) * f(i) * u9 (i). 
Combining ( 4.2) with( 4.1 ), we obtain 
x x(i) * (8(i) + f(i)) 
[x( i) * 8( i)] + [x( i) * f( i)) 





n(i) = x(i) * E(i) (4.4) 
is the "convolutional noise", namely, the residual lSI arising from the difference between our 
guess u9 ( i) and the actual inverse filter u( i). 
Our problem now is to utilize the deconvolved sequence { x( i)} to find the "best" estimate of 
{ x( i)}; namely, { d( i)}. Note that in adaptive-filter literature d( i) is used to represent the desired 
response [25]. Two criteria are employed to determine the "best" estimate of x( i) from the given 
x( i) . These are the mean-square error (MSE) and maximum a posteriori (MAP). 
Since the transmitted sequence x( i) has a non-Gaussian probability density function, the MSE 
and MAP estimates are nonlinear transformations of x( i). In general, the "best" estimate d( i) is 
given by [3], [4], [23], [54). 
d( i) g[x(i)] (memory less) 
or 
d(i) g[x('i),x(i-l), ... ,x(i-m)] ( mth - order memory) ( 4.5) 
where g[·] is a nonlinear function with or without memory. The d( i) is fed back into the adaptive 
equalization filter as shown in Figure 4.1. From this figure, it is also apparent that the nonlinear 
function g[·] is in the output of the equalization filter. 
4.1 Optimum Selection of Nonlinearities 
4.1.1 Nonlinearities with MSE Estimates 
In summary, a well treated classical estimation problem is as follows: 
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x( i) x(i) + n(i) (4.6) 
where 
(i) n( i) is Gaussian. Nate that if E( i) in ( 4.4) is long enough, the central limit theorem makes 
the Gaussianity assumption for n( i) reasonable. 
(ii) { x( i)} are independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) and in general non-Gaussian. The 
pdf of x( i) is known; in digital communications the { x( i)} are usually equi-probable discrete 
signal points. 
(iii) x( i) and n( i) are assumed independent. 
Given the x( i), we seek the MSE estimate of x( i), namely, dmse( i). 
From Van Trees [52, p. 58], it follows that the best MSE estimate of { x( i)} given { x( i)} is 
the mean of the a posteriori density, i.e., 
dmse(i) l +oo -oo dx xPx;x(xjx) 
E{x(i)/x(i)}. (4.7) 
where Px;x(xjx) = P,tx~~(~("'(x) is the a posteriori density; Px;x(xjx) is Gaussian, N(x( i), Qn), 
with Qn being the variance of {n(i)}; the a priori density Px(x) is the pdf of x(i), and Px;x(x) 
behaves as a normalization constant in the integral of ( 4. 7). 
If x(i) is zero-mean Gaussian with variance Qx; i.e., Px(x) is N(O,Qx), (4.7) reduces to 
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dmse(i) (4.8) 
which, in turn, implies that g[x( i)] is a linear function. However, when Px(x) is non-Gaussian, 
the integral ( 4. 7) can not be reduced to a simple expression and g[·J will be a nonlinear function. 
In the sequel, we show dmse( i) versus x( i) when pdf Px( x) is uniform and Laplace. 
Uniform Distribution 
The a priori pdf is given by 
{ 
2\ -.A :S x :S A 
Px(x) = 
0, otherwise. 






1 1 [ (x- x?J exp -




Substituting (4.10) into (4.7), we obtain dmse(i) as a function of x. However, this relationship is 
not easy to express analytically and is obtained by numerical integration as shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Laplace Distribution 
The a priori density is given by 
(4.11) 
and thus the a posteriori density takes the form 
( 4.12) 
where 
~ · exp [-A I xI · 1 exp [- -'--( x_-----'x )'--2 ] 
2 .,j27rQn 2Qn 
;_: A2(x)dx. 
Combining (4.12) with (4.7) and using numerical integration we obtain dmse vs x as shown in 
Figure 4.3. 
4.1.2 Nonlinearities with MAP Estimates 
In this section we treat the estimation problem 
x(i) x(i) + n(i) 
where n( i) is Gaussian and x( i) is i. i. d. non-Gaussian. However, we seek MAP estimate of x( i), 
namely dmap( i) when n( i) is white or colored, or correlated with x( i). The colored noise case, 
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as well as the case of correlated noise with x( i), will result into a memory nonlinear relationship 
between dmap and x(i); i.e., dmap(i) = g[x(i),x(i -1), .. . ,x(i- m)]. If x(i) is Gaussian i.i.d. 
and n( i) is white Gaussian, independent from x( i), then the dmap( i) is identical to dmse( i) and 
is given by ( 4.8). 
If we denote !!2. = [x(i),x(i-1), ... ,x(1)] and .f.= [x(i),x(i -1), ... ,x(1)], then a posteriori 
pdf is given by Van Trees [p. 58] 
P:p_(-'!2.) • Py:f.(i./!!2.) 
P(i.) 
and the MAP estimate, .dmap, of !!2. given .f. is the value of !!2. which ma..ximizes f(-'!2.), where 
where the denominator of ( 4.13) does not contribute to the ma..ximization of f(.f!2.). 
CASE I: White Gaussian Noise 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
In this case the n(i) is white, Gaussian N(O,Qn), and independent of x(i). It is also assumed 
that { x( i)} are i. i. d. and non-Gaussian. Consequently, joint pdfs are expressed as products of 
marginal pdfs and the MAP estimate at each iteration { i}, dmap( i), is obtained by maximizing 
That is to say that the estimation problem is decoupled and the resulting relationship 
dmap(i) vs x(i), is memoryless. 
The following memoryless nonlinearities can be derived. 
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(i) Uniform Distribution (·l.9) 
dma.p( i) i·( i), -A :S x( i) :S A (4.1.5) 
,\, i(i) >A 
Noll' that dma.p does not depend on Q 11 • 
(ii) Laplace Distribution ('Lll) 
x(i) + ,\Qn, i(i) < -,\Qn 
dmap( i) 0, (4.16) 
Here the MAP estimate depends on Q11 • For the symmetric uniform and Laplace a priori distri-
but ions the resulting a posteriori pdf, Py£(i_/ ;r), is asymmetric. 
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the MAP memoryless nonlinearities. 
CASE II: Colored Gaussian Noise 
In this case we assume that n(i) is colored Gaussian N(O, R) where R is m X m correlation 
matrix. On the other hand, { n('i)}. Based on these assumptions, the numerator of ( 4.13) is 
(4.17) 
where 
P:::.t (xjx) = (-1-) T exp [-~(x- x)TR-1(x- x)] 
£1£ - - 21riRI 2 - - - - -
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and 
rn II Px(:r:(i)) 
i=l 
For mathematical tractability, we consider the case m 2 and derive the memory nonlinear 
relationships Qmap(i) vs i_. 
For m = 2 the correlation matrix takes the form 
( 4.18) 
For simplicity, we also define the following vectors 
~- (4.19) 
(i) Uniform Distribution (4.9) 
Maximizing ( 4.17) is equivalent here to minimizing 
J (i.- ~f R-I (i.- .f.) ( 4.20) 
with the restrictions -.>.. ~ XI ~ .>.., -.>.. ~ x2 ~ .>... Hence, we seek a point in the area 
x2 = {(xi. x2) : -,\ ~XI ~ ).., -A ~ X2 ~ .A} such that J is minimized. Differentiating J 
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with respect to x 1 and :r2 and setting the derivative to zero we obtain 
0. (4.21) 
From (-1.~ t ), it is apparent. that if ~cY2 , that is -A :S x1 :SA and -A :S x2 :SA, then 
for i£X2 ( tJ.22) 
when i:. is outside X 2 , the minimum is achieved on the boundary of X2. That is 
dtmap 
for i /Xz (4.23) 
where 
A, X> A 
fc(x) x, (4.24) 
-A, X< -A. 
(ii) Laplace Distribution (4.11) 
To obtain the MAP estimate is equivalent to minimize 
( 4.25) 
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The necessary conditions are 
0. (4.26) 
where c = Qn(f-p2). Clearly, ( 4.26) is a nonlinear system of equations. Two special cases 
are the following: 1) when ->.jc ~ i1- px2, x2- px1 ~ >.jc, then d1map = 0, and 2) 
when p = 0, the problem reduces to the case of white Gaussian noise. 
4.2 The Bussgang Algorithms 
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the Bussgang adaptive blind equalization algorithms when an LMS type or 
stochastic gradient algorithm [53] is used for the adaptation of the equalizer coefficients, and the 
nonlinearity g(i)[·] is memoryless [3], [4], [23]. The following equations, consistent with the block 
diagram of Fig. 4.1, describe the Bussgang family of algorithms: 
1£( i) [ui(i), ... ,uN(i)]T equalizer taps 
1£(0) [o, ... , 1, ... , o]T initial tap values 
'H_( i) [y( i), ... , y( i - N + 1) ]T input to the equalizer block of data 
i 0, 1, 2, ... iteration index 
(4.27) 
x( i) 1£H ( i)y_( i) equalizer output or reconstructed sequence 
d( i) 9 (i)[x( i)] = 9(i)[1£H ( i)'J!..( i)J output of nonlinearity 
e( i) d(i)- x(i) error sequence 
1£( i + 1) 1£( i) + J.L'H_( i) · e* ( i) LMS-type adaptation 
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4.2.1 Convergence Rate and Properties 
From ( 4.27) and Figure 4.1, it is apparent that the output sequence of the nonlinear function, 
d(i), "plays the role" of the desired response or the training sequence. It is also 
apparent that the Bussgang technique is simple to implement and understand, and it may be 
viewed as a minor modification of the original LMS algorithm (the desired response of the original 
LMS adaptation is a memoryless transformation of the transversal filter output). As such, it is 
expected that the technique will have convergence that will depend on the eigenvalue spread of 
the autocorrelation matrix of the received data {y( i)}. 
From ( 4.27), the LMS adaptation equation for the equalizer coefficients is given by 
J.£( i + 1) J.£( i) + J.l.]!_( i) e*( i) ( 4.28) 
If we obtain the expected value (ensemble averaging) of ( 4.28), we have 
E{J.£(i)} + f.l.E {JL(i) (g(i)*[x(i)]- x*(i))} 
E {J.£( i)} + J.l.E {JL( i)g(i)*[x( i)]} - J.l.E{]!_( i)x*( i)}. ( 4.29) 
The adaptive algorithm converges in the mean when 
E{JL(i)x*(i)} (equilibrium) 
and it converges in the mean-square when 
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E { x(i)g(i)*[x(i)J} = E{x(i)x*(i)}. ( 4.30) 
. Thus, it is required that the equalizer o1,1tput x( i) be Bussgang at equilibrium. 
Note that identity (4.30) states that the autocorrelation of x(i) (right.,hand &ide) equals th~ 
cross correlation qetween x(i) and a nonlinear transformation of x(i) (left-hand side). Processes 
which satisfy property ( 4.30) are said to he Bussgang [10]. In summary, the adaptive Bussgang 
techniques converge when the equalizer output sequence, {x(i)}, becomes Bussgang (necessary 
condition). 
A stochastic gradient algorithm (steepest descent) essentially minimizes iteratively a perfor-
mance index J(i) = E{G[x(i)]} with respect to the equalizer coeffici!mts .u(i). A more'general 
form of the equalizer ta:ps adaptation equation ( 4.28) is [25] 
.U(i + 1)= l!(i)- J.ISluJ(i) ( 4.31) 
where V uJ( i) is the gradient of J( i). Differentiating J( i) by using the composite function rule, 
v.re obtain 
Y'uJ(i) = -E{Y'u[x(i)] · Y'x[G(x(i))]} 
-E{JL(i) · Y'x[G(x(i))]} ( 4.32) 
By dropping the expectation operation, i.e., by using a single-point unbiased estimate, 
we obtain 
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~ uJ( i) = -}l( i)e*( i) (4.33) 
where 
. e*(i) = V:r(G(x(i))] 
= 9(i)•[x(i)]- x*(i) (4.34) 
Equation ( 4.3.4) shows the relationship between the nonlinear function g(i)[·] used in the Bussgang 
' t • ' ' ' ' . . 
Techniques with the nonlinear cost fu~ction G(·] which defines the performance index, J[·]. 
Example for one-dimensional modulation (PAM) 
The)i.rst blind equalization algorithm was introduced by Sato in 1975 (47] for PAM signals. He 
chose the simple nonlinear function 
g(x) = 1sgn[x] (4.35) 
where 1 is a gain parameter which must be chosen to satisfy the Bu~sgang property (4.30) i.e., 
or 
1 = E{x(i)l2} /E{Ix(i)j}. ( 4.36) 
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We could also write Sato's algorithm in terms of 
(4.37) 
4.2.2 Extension to QAM modulation 
The extension of Bussgang algorithms to two-dimensional constellations (QAM) is somewhat 
straightforward (3], [4]. In the case of two independent quadrature carriers, the conditional 
mean estimate of an equivalent complex transmitted symbol x given the complex observation 
x = XR + jxr can be written as 
d = E{x fx} = g[xR] + jg[xJ]. (4.38) 
We keep the notation simple by omitting ( i). For example, the Sato nonlinearity for QAM signals 
takes the form [47]. 
g(x) = 1csgn(x) = i{sgn(xR] + j sgn(xJ]}. ( 4.39) 
It is clear that real and imaginary parts of the data can be estimated separately. The complex 
data equivalent of the adaptive Bussgang Techniques is described in ( 4.27), but with 
( 4.40) 
Consequently, the error sequence is 
( 4.41) 
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For example, the "Stop-and-Go" algorithm introduced by PiCchi and Prati [41] is an adaptive 
Bussgang technique with the following nonlinearity 
g[x(i)] = x(i) + ~Ax(i)- ~Ax(i) 
+~Bx*(i)- ~Bx*(i) 2 2 ( 4.42) 
where x(i) is defined as the quantizer (slicer) output in Figure 4.1 and (A, B) is a pair bf integers 
taking values (2, 0) or (1, 1) or (1, -1) or (0, 0). The values of (A;B) are generally different at 
each iteration, and how they are chosen is described later in this section. 
Another example of a Bussgang technique is the heuristic modification of the Sato algo-
rithm suggested by Benveniste and Goursat [5], [6]. In this case, the nonlinear function takes the 
form 
k2lx(i)- x(i)l ~ (-ycsgn[x(i)]- x(i)] 
or 
g[x(i)] = x(i) + lx(i)- x(i)l 
k2 [-ycsgn[x( i)] ...,. x( i)]} ( 4.43) 
where k2, k2 are constants. From ( 4.3~) we observe that the Benveniste-Goursat error function 
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may be seen as a weighted sum of the Decisi6n Directed (DD) [43] and Sato errors. On the 
other hand the "Stop-and-Go" error function (4.37) is the weighted sum of the DD error and 
its conjugate. The weights of the two algorithms, however, are chosen in a completely different 
manner. 
4.2.3 Unknown Carrier Phase: The Constant Modulus Property 
Equation ( 4.33) can be written in polar coordinates as 
d (4.44) 
If we assume that all rotated constellations are equally likely, since the carrier phase is 
unknown, then the conditional mean din ( 4.39) has the same argument as x, and is given by 
d = 9[1xiJ · ei arg(x) ( 4.45) 
where 9[·] is a nonlinear function and lxl = Jx'h + XJ, arg(x) = arctan(xr/xR]· Combining (4.39) 
with (4.40) we obtain [3], [4], [23] 
e( i) d( i) - x( i) 
9[1 x( i) llej arg[x(i)] - x( i) 
_(,.)[g(jx(i)IJ _ l] 
x t lx(i)l . ( 4.46) 
Hence, the error term is independent of any fixed phase rotation of the signal constellation. 
Equation ( 4.27) also represents the Bussgang technique for the case of unknown carrier phase, 
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provided we substitute e(i) in (4.27) by e(i) of (4.41). 
Example: The Godard (or CMA) Algorithm [22], [50] 
Under the assumption that all rotated constellations are equally likely, Godard [22] suggested 
that 9[lxl] in ( 4.41) be chosen as 
( 4.47) 
where Rp is a real constant. As we shall see this form has some very nice properties. Special 
cases of ( 4.42) include 
(p= 2) 
and 
9([1xl]) = R1 (p = 1). 
The parameter Rp is a gain constant which has to be chosen according to ( 4.30). Since 
g[x( i)] = 
combining ( 4.43) with ( 4.30), we obtain 
or 





At perfect equalization, x(i) = x(i)ei8 (assuming time delay D = 0), and thus 
where mp E{lx( i)JP}. 
Combining ( 4.34) and 4.43), we obtain the Godard performance index nonlinearity, namely, 
G(x(i)) = 2~(Jx(i)JP-Rp) (4.50) 
Fig. 4.6 summarizes the nonlinear functions of the Bussgang iterative techniques. 
4.2.4 The Sato and Benveniste-Goursat Algorithms 
Sato [46] introduced the first blind equalization scheme in 1975 by introducing the sign non-
linearity to generate the desired response of the adaptive scheme shown in Figure 4.1, i.e., 
d(i) = 1 sgn [x(i)]. In 1986, Sato [47] extended his 1-D PAM algorithm to the multidimensional 
blind equalization problem where all transmitted signals become vector processes and all impulse 
responses (channel and equalizer) are square matrices. The extension, however, is straightfor-
ward. For example, in the two-dimensional case of QAM signals the "sign" nonlinearity becomes 
the "complex sign" defined by ( 4.34 ). The error signal of the Sa to algorithm 
es( i) = 1 cgn [x( i)] - x( i) (4.51) 
is very noisy around the solution unless the transmitted sequence x( i) takes only the values ±1. 
In other words, although es( i) is zero-mean at the solution, it has a large variance. On the other 
hand, the Decision Directed (DD) error signal en(i) = x(i)-x(i) (see Figure4.6) [33], though not 
robost for blind equalizers, enjoys the property of being identically zero at the solution. Hence, 
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Benveniste-Goursat [5] suggested the idea of combining (heuristically) both error signals in the 
form of a weighted averaging as follows 
eBa(i) = k1 ev(i) + k2 es(i) lev(i)l (4.52) 
where kt, k2 are constants. The rationale behind the error expression ( 4.4 7) is the following. 
Before the eye of the equalizer opens, lev( i)l is large and thus the Sato error es( i) contributes to 
the proper direction. At the opening of the eye and thereafter lev( i)l becomes small and the DD 
mode of the error eBa( i) takes over to speed up convergence and to achieve faster rate than the 
original Sato algorithm with es( i). It is no wonder, therefore, that in our simulation ~xperi~nce 
we have seen the Benveniste-Goursat (BG) algorithm exhibiting initially very slow convergence. 
A faster convergence rate has been observed only after the eye opens. The Benveniste-Goursat 
algorithm may be seen as the Sato algorithm that switches automatically to aDD one when the 
eye of the equalizer opens. The extension of the Benveniste-Goursat algorithm to a Decision 
Feedback Equalization (DFE) implementation [2] was given by Macchi et al. [32]. 
4.2.5 The Goda.rd and Donoho (or Shalvi-Weinstein) Algorithms 
The basic motivation behind the development of Godard's algorithm introduced in 1980 [22] was 
to find a cost function that characterizes the amount of lSI at the equalizer output independently 
of the carrier phase. Since the input sequence x(i) is i.i.d., the cost function that satisfies the 
aforementioned conditions is 
( 4.53) 
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which depends on the input sequence, For p = 2, and q = 2, J(2) takes the form 
(4.54) 
where we assume that E{ x 2( i)} = 0. However, ( 4.48) or ( 4.49) can not be used in practice because 
{ x( i)} is inaccessible. To avoid this difficulty, Godard [22] suggested the use of a dispersion 
function 
( 4.55) 
which was shown to behave like the cost function J(P) and yet it is independent of the input 
sequence. Note that RP is defined by ( 4.44). Assuming p :;:: 2, q = 2, ( 4.49) and ( 4.50) can be 
written as [22] 
I 
{ 4(E{Ix(i)l 2}? ·1/(0)12 - 2(E{Ix(iW})2 } • L lf(k)l 2 (4.56) 
k 
and 
D(2) = J1 + J2+ 
{ 4(E{Ix(i)l 2} ) 2 ·1/(0)12 - 2E{Ix(iW}} · { ~ lf(k)l 2 + R~- E{lx(i)l4}} (4.57) 
where I:~ is taken for k =/; 0 and 
I 
J 1 E{lx(i)l4} (1 -lf(o?) + E{lx(i)l 4} • L if(k)i\ 
k 
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2(E{Ix(ill'} l' · { ( ~ 1/(k)i') 2 - ~ if(k)i4 }. ( 4.58) 
Comparing (4.51) with (4.52), we see that for D(2 ) to be similar to J(2 ) , the following inequality 
must be satisfied: 
or 
2 E{lx('iW} 
lf(O)I > 2(E{Ix(i)l2})z· ( 4.59) 
Godard suggests ( 4.53) and f(i) = 0 for i :1 0 as a way of initializing his algorithm. 
Based on what has been reported in literature [50] and on our simulation experience, the 
Godard algorithm has always converged to a minimum that opens the eye when Godard's initial-
ization procedure is being followed. The Godard algorithm is S'lmmarized in ( 4.2'1) and Fig. 4.6. 
Its convergence for p = 2 is better than p = 1. In addition, Godard noted that convergence im-
proves when the step size f.1. is divided by 2 at each 10,000 iterations [22]. The Constant Modulus 
Algorithm ( CMA), suggested independently by Treichler and Agee in 1983 [50], is the Godard 
algorithm for p = 2 and R 2 = 1. Ding et al. [15] reported that the Godard-type algorithms 
exhibit local (not global) undesirable minima. 
Shalvi and Weinstein recently introduced [48] a blind equalization scheme based on the idea of 
matching the kurtosis measures between the transmitted sequence {x(i)} and the reconstructed 
sequence {i(i)} at the output of the equalizer. The kurtosis of the input complex sequence x(i), 
is defined by 
( 4.60) 
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which is zero for complex Gaussian random variables. The important point made in [48] is that 
if E{lx(i)J2} = E{lx(i)J2}, then (1) IK(x(i))i ::; IK(x(i))l and (2) IK(x(i))l = IK(x(i))l if 
perfect equalization is achieved. Thus, the problem is to maximize the magnitude of the kurtosis 
measure IK(x(i))l in the output of the equalizer at each iteration subject to the constraint 
E { lx(i)l 2 } = E {ix(i)l 2}. One of the special cases of the Shalvi-Weinstein algorithm is the original 
Godard algorithm. It has recently been recently reported that the Shalvi-Weinstein algorithm was 
originally introduced by Donoho [16] for real-valued signals and that the algorithm's convergence 
is only guaranteed for infinite-length equalization filters. 
4.2.6 The Stop-and-Go and Decision-Directed Algorithms 
The basic idea behind the Stop-and-Go algorithm, which was proposed by Picchi and Prati 
[41] in 1987, is to retain the advantages of simplicity and fast convergence (in open eye-pattern 
conditions) of the Decision directed (DD) algorithm [33) while attempting to improve its blind 
convergence capabilities. 
The adaptation error ev( i) used in the DD algorithm is [33] 
ev( i) = x(-i) - x(-i) (4.61) 
where x(i) is the output of the equalizer and x( i) the output of the threshold detector. Assuming 
that the equalizer initial tap setting corresponds to a closed eye-pattern, ev(i) will be large most 
of the time due to the large number of incorrect decisions x( i). Consequently, the DD algorithm 
cannot converge in closed eye-pattern conditions. 
In the Stop-and-Go algorithm, Picchi and Prati proposed the use of the error sequence 
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e(i) = %{A(i)ev(i) + B(i)e.D(i)} ( 4.62) 
where 
A(i) IR(i) + i[(i) 
B(i) IR(i)- i[(i) 
and 
lR(i) = { 






sgn[ev(i)]I sgn[ es( i)]I 
Note that es(i) is the Sato error given by (4.46). 
From the foregoing, it is clear that the Stop-and-Go algorithm is essentially the DD algorithm 
when the eye is open. It is mostly during closed eye-pattern conditions that the Stop-and-
Go adaptation rule takes place. Also, it is clear that the Benveniste-Goursat and Stop-and-
Go algorithms have different convergence properties when the eye-pattern is closed and similar 
convergence properties when the eye is open. The modifications of this algorithms have been 
proposed to incorporate joint equalization and carrier recovery, decision feedback equalization [1] 
as well as fractionally spaced equalization [21], [45]. 
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4.3 The CRIMNO Algorithm 
Although the Bussgang algorithms are different from each other, as we have seen, they perform 
only memoryless nonlinear transformations on the equalizer outputs to generate the desired re-
sponse. This, in turn, implies that the cost functions they attempt to minimize with respect 
to the equalizer coefficients are also memoryless. These algorithms do not explicitly employ the 
fact that the transmitted data are statistically independent, which is the essence of the new crite-
rion we introduce in this section. Since statistical independence of the transmitted data involves 
more than one data symbols, this results in a memory nonlinear transformation on the equalizer 
outputs and thus a memory nonlinear cost function. 
4.3.1 Criterion with Memory Nonlinearity 
As we have seen, Godard solves the blind equalization problem by proposing a cost function 
which is independent of the transmitted data, and yet reaches its global minimum at perfect 
equalization. The Godard cost function (also known as the constant modulus algorithm (CMA) 
[22] is given by ( 4.50) and ( 4.44). 
Note that only the expected value of some function of the current equalizer output appears 
m Godard's cost function. Therefore, the Godard criterion only makes use of the probability 
distribution of the transmitted data. It does not explicitly use the fact that the transmitted data 
are statistically independent. 
Assume that perfect equalization is achievable and consider the situation where perfect equal-
ization has indeed been achieved. That is 
x( i) x('i- D) 
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where d is some positive number, which accounts for the delay. Since the transmitted data 
x( i) are statistically independent from each other, so are the equalizer outputs x( i) at perfect 
equalization. In addition, for most transmitted data constellations, the mean of transmitted data 
x( i) is zero. Therefore, at perfect equalization , we have 
E{x(i)x*(i -l)} = E{x(i- D)x*(i -1- D)}= E{x(i- D)}· E{x*(i -l- D)}= 0 
By making use of this property and combining it with Godard's criterion, we obtain a new 
criterion, called criterion with memory nonlinearity ( CRIMNO ), which is the minimization of the 
following cost function: 
M(P) =woE (Jx(i)JP- Rp)2 + wllE{x(i)x*(i- 1)}12 + ... + WMIE{x(i)x*(i- M)}J2. (4.63) 
The rationale behind the CRIMN 0 is that since each term reaches its global minimum at 
perfect equalization, by appropriately combining them, we can increase the convergence speed of 
the corresponding CRIMNO algorithm [12], [13]. This is clearly demonstrated in the simulations 
section. 
Remarks: 
1. Memory nonlinearity: the CRIMNO cost function depends not only on the current equalizer 
output, but also on the previous equalizer outputs. As such, it results to a criterion with 
memory nonlinearity. The parameter M determines the size of memory. 
2. Generalization of the Godard criterion: when wo = 1, Wi = 0 for i =I 0, the CRIMNO 
cost function reduces to the Godard cost function. Therefore, the CRIMNO criterion may 
be seen as a generalization of the Godard criterion. 
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3. Constant Modulus Property: the CRIMNO criterion preserves the constant modulus prop-
erty inherent in Godard. 
4.3.2 CRIMNO Blind Equalization Algorithm 
Define the equalizer coefficient vector .?!( i) ~ [ u1 ( i), · · ·,UN( i)]T, and the received signal vector 
Jj_( i) ~ [y( i), · · ·, y( i-N+ 1 )JT, where N is the length of the equalizer. Then the equalizer outputs 
are 
x(i -l) = Jj_T(i -l) · .?!(i), l = 0, 1, · · ·,M, (4.64) 
where superscript T denotes transposition of a vector. 
Differentiating the cost function M(2 ) with respect to the equalizer coefficient vector!£( i), we 
obtain [12] 
8M(2 ) 
B.?!( i) = 4woE[JL*( i)x( i)(lx( iW - R2)] 
+2w1[E(Jj_*(i- 1)x(i))E(x*(i)x(i- 1)) + E(JL*(i)x(i- 1))E(x(i)x*(i- 1))] 
+··· 
+2wM[E(Jj_*(i- M)x(i))E(x*(i)x(i-1\II))+E(Jj_*(i)x(i-M))E(x(i)x*(i- M))]. (4.65) 
By using the steepest descent method to search for the minimum point, we obtain 
.?!(i + 1) =.?!(i)-a· {4woE[Jj_*(i)x(i)(ix(iW- R2] 
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+2wl[E(~*(i- 1)x(i))E(x*(i)x(i- 1)) + E(~*(i)x(i -l))E(x(i)x*(i- 1))] 
+··· 
+2wM[E(y*(i- M)x(i))E(x*(i)x(i- M)) + E(y*(i)x(i- M))E(x(i)x*(i- M))](4.66) 
- -
where 
In ( 4.6), the expectation are the ensemble averages taken with respect to transmitted data x( i) 
while the channel impulse response f( i) and the equalizer coefficients u( i) are treated as fixed. 
If we use single point estimates for the ensemble averages, we obtain the stochastic gradient 
CRIMNO algorithm: 
.'!!( i + 1) .'!!(i)- a[4WoJL*(i)x(i)(ix(i)l 2 - R2) + 2wl(~*(i- 1)x(i)lx(i- 1)12 + JL*(i- 1)x(i- 1)ix(i)l2) 
+ · · · + 2wM(~*(i)x(i)lx(i- M)l 2 + ~*(i- M)x(i- M)lx(i)l 2 )] 
+2wl_!L*(i- 1)x(i- 1)ix(iW + · · · + 2wM1!.*(i- M)x(i- M)lx(i)l 2]. ( 4.67) 
·Note that at each iteration, all equalizer outputs x( i- 1), 1 = 0, 1, · · ·, M are recalculated using 
current (most recent) equalizer coefficient vector .'!!( i) via x( i -1) = l!.T ( i - l).'!!( i). This requires a 
lot of computations. If, instead of using the current equalizer coefficient vector .'!!( i), we use the 
delayed equalizer coefficient vector .'!!( i- l) to calculate x( i- l). Note that (for small step-size, 
which is required for the stability of stochastic gradient-type algorithm, the difference between 
.'!!( i) and JJ.( i - l) is negligible. Then at each iteration we will need to calculate only one equalizer 
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output x( i) using the current equalizer coefficient vector J£(i). 
4.3.3 Adaptive Weight CRIMNO Algorithm 
The shape of the cost function depends on the choice of weight wz. So does the performance of 
the CRIMNO algorithm. Here, we describe an ad hoc way of adjusting the weights on-line in the 
blind equalization process. 
The basic idea is to estimate the values of all terms in· the CRIMNO cost function over a 
block of data and then set the weights used in the next block proportional to the deviations of 
the corresponding terms from their ideal values at perfect equalization. The rationale behind 
this scheme is that if one term in the criterion has a large deviation from its ideal value, then in 
the next block the weight associated with it will be set equal to a large value, and consequently, 
the gradient-descent method will bring it down quickly. 
To elaborate on this idea, we rewrite the CRIMNO cost function as 
( 4.68) 
where 
IE(x(i)x*(i- zw 1 ~ z ~ M. (4.69) 
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(4.70) 
where' .Ji'') is tlw va1tw of ./1 at perfect equalization (Jlo) = 0, l = 1, · · ·, .M). Then the weights 
an' ;;djustt'd using the following formulae: 
wo { !oD(Jo) !oD(Jo) <A A !oD(Jo) 2: A 
{ !D(Jl) !D(Jz) <A (4.71) A !D(Jz) 2: A 
where Ao > 0 is the scaling constant for the first term, 1 > 0 is the scaling constant for the other 
terms in the CRIMN 0 cost function, and A is a constraint on the ma..ximum value of the weights 
to guarantee the stability of the algorithm. 
The CRIMNO algorithm with weights adjusted in this way is called adaptive weight CRIMNO 
algorithm. Some in-depth comments are provided below: 
1. When the deviations of all terms vary proportionally, the adaptive weight scheme be-
comes an adaptive step-size algorithm. Moreover, the adaptation is done automatically. 
So when the algorithm converges, then weights decrease to zero. Hence, the adaptive 
weight CRil\I:N 0 algorithm acquires as a byproduct the decreasing step-size, which has 
been proven to be an optimal strategy for equalization [51]. 
2. For the adaptive weight CRIMNO algorithm, the shape of the cost function is changing. 
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The local minima of the cost function are also changing. Thus, what is local minimum of 
the cost function at one iteration may not be at the next iteration. However, whatever 
the change of the weights, the global minimum does not change, and it always 
corresponds to perfect equalization. 
3. The adaptive weight CRIMNO algorithm tends to move out of a local minimum of the cost 
function quickly, if the cost function has local minima and the algorithm gets trapped in 
one of them. This is based on the following arguments. In the adaptive weight CRIMNO 
algorithm, the equalizer coefficient increment, .6._y_( i + 1) = _y_( i + 1)-_y_( i) is a random vector, 
the variance of which determines how fast the algorithm will move out of a local minimum. 
The variance of the equalizer coefficient increment depends on the step-size a, gradient 
a~h and the weights wz (proportional to D(Jz)). The step-size and gradient are the same 
with the fixed weight CRIMNO algorithm; we thus concentrate on the third one: wz, or 
equivalently D( Jz). At a global minimum of the cost function, D( Jz) are all small, thus, 
the variance of the equalizer coefficient increment is small. Therefore, the algorithm will 
remain near the global minimum. However, that is not the case with a local minimum. In 
that case, D( Jz) will be large, therefore, the variance of the equalizer coefficient increment 
will be large (relative ot the case at the global minimum), and the algorithm will move out 
of that minimum quickly. Moreover, the larger the deviation D(Jz), the more quickly the 
algorithm will move out of the local minimum. 
4. Blocks of data are used to estimate { Jz}. The block length should be sufficiently long to 
make the variances of the estimates small, but not long enough to make the weight update 
fall behind. 
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4.3.4 CRIMNO Extensions 
In this section, the CRIMNO ideas, i.e., memory nonlinearity, are extended to the following cases: 
(1) the case of correlated inputs; (2) the case when higher-order correlation terms [38] are utilized. 
Colored CRIMNO 
One of the key assumptions in the CRIMN 0 criterion is that the transmitted data are independent 
and identically distributed (i.i.d). However, in practice, this may not be true for QAM signals. 
Usually, in order to overcome the phase ambiguity caused by the squaring loop for carrier recovery, 
differential encoding techniques are used, which correlate the input data when the source symbols 
are not equiprobable. Since the operations of differential encoding are known, the autocorrelations 
of the input data can be derived. In the case where the autocorrelations of the input data are 
known a priori, the CRIMNO criterion can be modified as follows: 
where f3l ~ E(x(i)x*(i -l)) are the known autocorrelations of the transmitted data. 
Higher-Order Correlation CRIMNO 
Here, a criterion which exploits the higher-order correlations, such as the fourth-order statistics 
of the equalizer output, is given below: 
M~P) = woE(Ix(i)IP- Rp? + L wdE(x(i)x*(i -l)W 
l 
+ vikdE(x(i)x*(i- j)x(i- k)x*(i -1)1 2 (4.73) 
j,k,l all different 
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The performance of both ( 4. 73) and ( 4. 7 4) criteria needs to be investigated. 
4.3.5 Computer Simulation 
Computer simulations have been conducted to compare the performance of the adaptive weight 
CRIMNO algorithm with that of the Godard (or CMA) algorithm. Fig. 4.6 shows the perfor-
mance of the adaptive weight CRIMNO algorithm, compared with that of the Godard algorithm 
under the different step-sizes, including the optimum one: We see that the performance of the 
adaptive weight CRIMNO algorithm is better than or approaches that of the Godard algorithm 
with optimum step-size. Fig. 4.7 shows the performance of the adaptive weight CRIMNO algo-
rithm for different memory sizes (M = 2.4.6). Fig. 4.8 shows that the corresponding eye-patterns 
at iteration 20000. We see that the larger the memory size M, the better the performance of 
the adaptive weight CRIMNO algorithm. Table 4.2 lists the computational complexity of the 
CRIMNO algorithm, the adaptive weight CRIMNO algorithm, and the Godard algorithm. We 
see that there is only a little increase in computational complexity. Therefore, the performance 
improvement is achieved at the expense of little increase in computational complexity. 
5 ALGORITHMS WITH NONLINEARITY IN THE INPUT 
OF THE EQUALIZATION FILTER 
The Polyspectra Based Techniques 
Another class of blind equalization algorithms are those algorithms which are based on higher-
order cumulants or polyspectra [36], such as the tricepstrum equalization algorithm (TEA) 
[24], the power cepstrum and tricoherence equalization algorithm (POTEA) [7], and the cross-
tricepstrum equalization algorithm (CTEA) [8]. All these algorithms perform nonlinear transfor-
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mation on the input of the equalization filter. This nonlinear transformation, e.g. the generation 
of the higher-order cumulants or polyspectra of the received data, is a memory nonlinear trans-
formation, because it employs both the present and the past values of the received data. The 
use of the higher-order statistics of the received data is necessary for blind equalization, since 
the correct phase information about the channel can not be extracted from only the second-order 
statistics of the received data [14], [29], [34], [35], [37], [42]. 
5.1 Definitions and Properties: Cumulants and Higher Order Spectra 
The readers are assumed to be somewhat familiar with the basic material of higher-order spectra. 
However, some important properties which will be used in the subsequent sections are given. 
5.1.1 Definitions 
1. Definition of Cumulants: 
Given a set of n real random variables { x1 , x2 , • • ·, xn}, their nth joint cumulants of order 




Given a real stationary random sequence { x( i)} with zero mean, E { x( i)} = 0, then the 




where rll r2, · · ·, Tn-1 are integers and 
Given a set of real jointly stationary random sequences {xk( i)}, k = 1, 2, · · ·, n with zero 
mean, E { x k( i)} = 0, then the nth-order cross-cumulant of the sequences depends only on 
the time difference and is defined as 
(5.5) 
where r1, r2, · · ·, Tn-1 are integers and 
(5.6) 
2. Definitions of Higher-Order Spectra. 
Higher-order spectra are defined to be the Z-transforms of the corresponding cumulants 
[34], [38]. Specifically, a nth-order spectrum of a real stationary zero mean random se-
quence { x( i)} is just the ( n - 1 )-dimensional Fourier transform of the nth-order cumulant 
Lx( r 11 r2, · · ·, Tn-1) of the random sequence. That is 
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n-1 2:: Lx(Tl,T2,···,Tn-I) II zi-TI. (.5.7) 
Tt ,T2 .-··,Tn-1 /=1 
When n = 2, 3, 4 the corresponding spectrum is called power spectrum, bispectrum, and 
trispectrum, respectively. 
A nth-order cross-spectrum of a set of real stationary zero mean random sequences { x k( i)}, 
k = 1, 2, · · ·, n, is defined as the ( n- 1) dimensional Z-transform of the nth-order cumulant 
Lx,l,2,···,n( TJ, T2, · · · Tn-1) of the random sequence, that is 
n-1 
Sx,l,2.-··,n(ZI, Z2, 0 0 0 'Zn-1) ~ L Lx,l,2.-··,n(TI. T2, 0 0 0 ' Tn-l) II Z/ 71 • (5.8) 
Tt,T2t"""Tn-l 1=1 
3. Definitions of coherence. 
Coherence is defined as the higher-order spectrum normalized by the power spectrum. 
Specifically, a nth-order coherence of a real stationary zero mean random sequence x( i) is 
defined as 
(5.9) 
An alternative definition for the nth-order coherence, which is equivalent to the above 
definitions, is 
(5.10) 
4. Definitions of Cepstrum of Higher-Order Spectrum 
The cepstrum is defined as the inverse Z-transform of the log function of the spectrum. 
Specifically, a cepstrum for the nth-order spectrum of a real stationary zero mean random 
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sequence { x( i)} is defined as 
(5.11) 
A cepstrum for the nth-order cross spectrum of a set of real stationary zero mean random 
sequence {x(i)}, i = 1, 2, · · ·, n, is defined as 
Cx,1,2,···,n(Tb 72, .. ·Tn-d ~ z-l [ln Sx,1,2,-··,n(zb z2, ... 'Zn-dl (5.12) 
When n = 2, 3, 4, the corresponding cepstrum is called power cepstrum, bicepstrum and 
tricepstrum, respectively. 
5.1.2 Properties 
Some important properties of cumulants are shown below. 
1. If X1, x2, · · ·, Xn can be divided into two or more groups which are statistically independent, 
then the cumulant L( X1, x2, · · ·, Xn) is zero. 
Specifically, if { x( i)} are an independent, identically distributed random variables, the nth-
order cumulant of the sequence { x( i)} is 
(5.13) 
2. Cumulants of higher order ( n 2: 3) are zero for Gaussian processes. 
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3. If { x( i)} and {y( i)} are statistically independent random sequences and, z( i) = x( i) + y( i), 
then 
(5.14) 
5.2 Tricepstrum Equalization Algorithm (TEA) 
5.2.1 Problem Formulations 
We assume that the received sequence after being demodulated, low-pass filtered and syn-
chronously sampled (at rate t) can be written as: 
L2 
y(i) = z(i) + w(i) = 2::: f(k)x(i- k) + w(i) (5.15) 
k=-L1 
where the nonminimum phase equivalent channel impulse response {!( i)} accounts for the trans-
mitter filter, non-ideal channel (or multipath propagation), and receiver filter impulse response; 
the input data sequence {x(i)} is generally complex, non-Gaussian, white, i.i.d., with E{x(i)} = 
0, E{x(i?} = 0 and E{x(i)4}- 3[E{x(i)2}]2 = lx # 0; for example {x(i)} could be a multi-level 
symmetric PAM sequence or the complex baseband equivalent sequence of a symmetric QAM 
signal; the additive noise { w( i)} is zero-mean, Gaussian, generally complex and statistically in-
dependent from {x(i)}; we also assume that the channel transfer function F(z) (Z-transform of 
{!( i)}) admits the factorization [24] 
F(z) =A· I(z-1 ) • O(z) (5.16) 
the factor I( z-1 ) = Hi~1 (1 -akz-1), lakl < 1, lckl < 1, is a minimum phase polynomial, i.e., with 
k=1 (1-ckz-1) 
zeros and poles inside the unit circle. The factor O(z) = Tif;1 (1- bkz), lbkl < 1 is a maximum 
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phase polynomial, i.e., with zeros outside the unit circle. The parameter A is a constant gain 
factor. Finally, the sequence {y(i)} is the input to the blind equalizer. 
5.2.2 Relations of Tricepstrum of the Linear Filter Output 
The input to the channel, x( i), is a non-Gaussian i.i.d. random sequence, thus 
(5.17) 
The trispectrum of the output, y( i), of the channel (linear filter) is 
Sy(zl, z2, z3) = 1xF(z1)F(z2)F(z3)F(z:t1 z21 z31 ) 
= lx · A 4 • I(z:l1 )I(z21 ) · I(z31) · I(zb z2, Z3) O(z1) · O(z2) · O(z3) · O(z:l1 z:21z31 J5.18) 
Taking the logarithm of Sy( z1 , z2 , z3 ) and then the inverse Z- transform, after some manipulation, 
we obtain [24] 
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log('i'xA4 ) m=n=l=O 
_lA(m) 
m m > O,n = l = 0 
_lA(n) 
n n > O,m = l = 0 
_lA(1) 1 l > O,m = n = 0 
1 lB(-m) m < O,n = l = 0 
cy(m,n,l) = 2" m (5.19) 
lB(-n) n < O,m = l = 0 n 






where, A (I), B(J) are the minimum and maximum phase differential cepstrum parameters of the 
system, corresponding to I(z-1 ) and O(z), respectively. They are defined as follows: 
L2 
B(J) d~ L b{. (5.20) 
k=l 
In addition, the following identity holds between the fourth-order cumulants Ly( m, n, l) and the 
tricepstrum cy( m, n, l) : 
00 L { A(J)[Ly(m- J,n,l)- Ly(m + J,n + J,l + J)J} + 
J=l 
00 L {B(J)[Ly(m- J, n- J, l- J)- Ly(m + J, n,l)J} = -m · Ly(m, n, l) (5.21) 
J=l 
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where we define, 
{ 
-A(J), J = 1, ... oo 
J·cy(J,O,O)= 
B(-J), J = -1, ... - oo. 
A ( J), B( J), J = 1, 2, ... are the minimum and maximum phase cepstral coefficients respectively, 
which are related to the zeros F(z). However, in practice, the summation terms in (5.21) can be 
approximated by arbitrarily large but finite values because A(J) and B(J) decay exponentially as 
J increases. 
In practice the fourth-order cumulants Ly(-) in (5.21) need to be substituted by their estimates 
Ly(·) obtained from a finite length window of the received samples {y(i)}. 
The TEA algorithm, uses (5.21) in order to form an overdetermined system of equations, 
i.e., we have more equations than unknowns. Then, TEA solves this overdetermined system 
of equations, adaptively, using an LMS adaptation algorithm. At each iteration an estimate of 
the cepstral parameters {AU)} and {B(J)} is computed. The coefficients of the equalizer are 
calculated for {AU)} and {B(J)} by means of the iterative formulas. 
5.2.3 TEA Algorithm 
Let: 
{y( i)}: The received zero-mean synchronously sampled communication signal. 
Nll N 2 : Lengths of minimum and maximum phase components of the equalizer. 
p, q: Lengths of minimum and maximum phase cepstral parameters. 
~ ('i) My ( m, n, l): Estimated fourth-order moments of {y( i)} at iteration ( i). 
R~i)(j): Estimated second-order moments of {y(i)} at iteration (i). 
~ ( i) Ly ( m, n, l): Estimated fourth-order cumulants of {y( i)} at iteration ( i). 
Symmetric PAM or QAM Signaling: 
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In general, for 1-D (e.g. PAM) or 2-D (e.g. QAM) signaling with symmetric constellations: 
For symmetric square (LX L) QAM constellations: 
J)i)(m n l) = if(i)(m n l) 
y ' ' y ' ' 
(5.23) 
and AW, B[~) are the minimum and maximum phase differential cepstrum parameters at iter-
ation ( i) respectively. L1 and L2 are the orders of the minimum phase and maximum phase 
components of the FIR channel, respectively. Note that, {ai}, lad < 1 and {t"i}, lbil < 1 are 
the zeros of the minimum and maximum phase components of the FIR channel, respectively. 
{ u( i)}: The coefficients of the equalizer at iteration ( i). 
{x(i)}: The coefficients of the equalizer at iteration (i). 
At iteration (i): i = 1,2, ... 
Step 1 Estimate adaptively the L1i)(m,n,l), -M ~ m,n,l ~ lYI, from finite length win-
dow of {y( k)} as described below. M should be sufficiently large so that Ly( m, n, l) ~ 0 
for lml, Jnl, Ill > lYI. Assuming that at iteration (0) we have received the time samples 
{y(1), ... y(IlagH we proceed as follows: 
Stationary Case with Growing Rectangular Window 
JVJ~i)(m, n, l) = (1- 77(i)). if~i-l)(m, n, l) + 77(i) · y(S~)y(S~ + m)y(S~ + n)y(S~ + l) (5.24) 
fl1i)(j) = (1- 77(i)) · R~i-l)(j) + 77(i) · y(S~)y(S~ + j) (5.25) 
where, 77( i) = i+~ao-, S~ = min( i + Ilag' i + Ilag - m, i + Ilag - n, i + Ilag - l), S~ = min( i + 
0 
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Itag· i + ltag- j). Finally substitute (f>.2-l) and (5.25) into (5.22) or (5.23). 
Nonstationary Case 
First vVay: 
for i ~ [\ use (5.2-1), (5.25) with 1J(i) = 1 
i + ltag 
for i > 1\ nse ( 5.2-l), ( 5.25) with 17( i) = 'I = fixed ( r: ')(') •.L- l 
'I should have a small value (0 < 17 < 1), for example q = 0.01. 
Second Way: (for symmetric L2 - QAM signaling) 
Sinn' in this case the second-order moment Ry(j) = 0, we can use Afy(m, n, l) with a forgetting 
factor w, 0 < w < 1 as follows. (5_\ is a.s before): 
and substitute ( i + Ita a-) · Al~i\ m, n, l) for L~i) ( m, n, l) everywhere. 0 . 
Third vVay: 
Formulas (5.2-±) and (5.25) could be used in nonsta.tionary environments by reinitializing the 
algorithm after certain number of iteration or when a channel change is detected, 
Remarks: 
(2M+I)3 
• By using the symmetry properties of fourth-order cumulants only 24 cumulants need 
to be calculated. 
• The assumption that Itag data have been received at iteration (0) avoids ill conditioning 




Select p, q arbitrarily large so that A(I) ~ 0 and B(J) ~ 0 for I > p and J > q. For example, 
C = 10-4 ( very small constant) 
A (I) ~ 0 for I> p = int [log~] 
B(J) ~ 0 for J > p = int [log~] 
where, int[·] denotes integer part and maxlaii <a< 1, maxlbil < f3 < 1. 
Define: w = max(p, q), z::::;; ~, s::::;; z. 
Step 3 
Using the relation: 




" {B(J) [_t<i)(m- J n - J 1 - J) - _t(i)(m + J n l)]} - -m · _t(i)(m n l) (5.29) L...J ( i) y , , y , , - y , , 
J=l 
with m = -w, ... ,-1,1, ... ,w,n = -z, ... ,O, ... ,z and l = -s, ... ,O, ... ,s to form the overde-
termined system of equations: 
P(i). a(i) = ft(i) i = 0, 1, 2, ... (5.30) 
where F(i) is [Np X (p + q)] (where Np = 2w X (2z + 1) X (2s + 1)) matrix with entries of the 
•(i) •(i) . A • - •(1) •(p) •(1) •(q) T form{Ly (m,n,l)-Ly (u,r,>.)}, a(z)-[A(i)•···•A(i)'B(i)•···•B(i)] (Tdenotestranspose) 
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is the (p + q) x 1 vector of unknown cepstral parameters; p( i) is the Np X 1 vector with entries 
of the form { -m ·Ly( m, n, l)}. 
Step 4 
Assumethatinitially £1(0) = [O, ... ,o]Y. Update£1(i) = [A(1), ... ,A.~ff,B(1), ... ,B~ff]Tasfollows 
a(i + 1) a(i) + p(1). f>H(i). e(i), (5.31) 
e(i + 1) p( i)- F( i) · ii( i), 0 < p( i) < 2/tr{ f>H ( i) · F( i)} (5.32) 
Step 5 
Calculate the equalizer normalized coefficients. Initialize iinv( i, 0) Oinv( i, 0) = 1 and the 
estimate: 
k+l ~ (" k) 1 "[A~(n-l)] ~ (. k 1) 2inv t, = k L.... (i) . 2inv t, - n + 
n=2 
k = l, ... ,N1 (5.33) 
Oinv(i,k)=~ 2: [-B~A-n)]·Oinv(i,k-n+l) 
n=k+I 
k=-1, ... ,-N2 (5.34) 
where ( i) is the iteration index taking values i = 1, 2, 3 ... Then, 
Unorm(i, k) = iinv( i, k) * Oinv(i, k), k = -N2,. • •, 0, ... , N1 (5.35) 
where { *} denotes linear convolution. 
Step 6 
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Estimate the gain factor A( i) as follows: In step ( 1) we have already calculated: 
L~i)(o, 0, 0) := lx · 2:::U(k))4 
k 
A-!Ji)(o) == Qx · 2:::U(k))2 
k 
where Qx = E{(x(k)) 2 }, l:c = E{(x(/.:))4}- 3 · Q;, are known. Also: 
k+I ](.;, k) -- l ~ A'(n-l) ~( · k 1) 
. . -k ~ (i) • t z, - n + , 
n==2 
0 
o(i, k) = l I:: _ag)-n). o(i, k- n + 1), 
n==k+l 
Then (the sign of A~i) cannot be identified): 
For L-P AM Signaling: 
For L2-QAM Signaling: 
since lx < 0 for equi-probable L2-QAM signaling. 
Step 7 
k = 1, .. . ,p 





Let, JL( i) = [y( i + N2), ... , y( i- N1)JT and [ihtarm( i)] = [unarm( i, -N2), ... , unarm( i, N1)]Y. Fi-
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nally, the output of the TEA equalizer is: 
x( i) = A.~ i) · Li!.norm ( i)f · JL( i) (5.40) 
While most of the Bussgang blind equalization algorithms, which are based on non-MSE cost 
function minimization, have not been shown to be globally convergent and cases of their mis-
convergence have been encountered, the TEA algorithm, designed as described above, is a more 
reliable alternative, as it guarantees convergence. 
Remarks: 
1. Since Gaussian noise is suppressed in the fourth-order cumulant domain, the identification 
of the channel response does not take into account the observation noise. Consequently, 
the proposed equalizers work under the zero-forcing (ZF) constraint. For the same reason, 
we expect that the identification of the channel will be satisfactory even in low signal to 
noise (SNR) conditions. 
2. The ability of the tricepstrum method to identify separately the maximum and minimum 
phase components of the channel makes possible the design and implementation of different 
equalization structures. 
3. In the recursive formulas (5.37) we used the following properties that relate time impulse 
responses with cepstrum coefficients: (i) a channel and its inverse have opposite in sign cep-
strum coefficients, (ii) the cepstrum coefficients of the convolution of two minimum phase or 
two maximum phase sequences, are equal to the sum of the corresponding cepstrum coeffi-
cients of the individual sequences and (iii) two finite impulse response (FIR) sequences with 
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conjugate roots have also conjugate cepstrum coefficients. These become unique features 
of the TEA equalizer when is compared with other equalization schemes. 
4. The described algorithm is based only on the statistics of the received sequence {y( i)} and 
does not take into account the decisions { x( i)} at the output of the equalizer. Consequently 
wrong decisions (and thus error propagation effects) do not affect the convergence of the 
proposed equalization schemes. 
5. Instead of using the LMS algorithm to solve adaptively the system of equations (5.30), 
one may employ a Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) algorithm [25] which will have a faster 
convergence at the expense of even more computations. 
5.2.4 Power Cepstrum and Tricoherence Equalization Algorithm (POTEA) [7] 
5.2.5 Relations of Power Cepstrum and Tricoherence of the Linear Filter Output 
The problem is as formulated in Section 5.2.1, the channel output y( i) is the convolution of the 
non-Gaussian i. i. d. random sequence x( i) with the channel impulse response f( i) plus some 
noise. The cepstrum of the power spectrum of the channel output y( i), can be shown after some 
algebra to be equal to [7]. 
lnjA2I m= 0 
-! [A*(m) + B(m)] m> 0 
Cpy(m) = (5.41) 
![A(-m) + B*(-m)] m< 0 
0 otherwise 
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where {ai} and {bi} are the zeros of F(z) inside and outside of the unit circle respectively. 
Remarks: 
1. A (k), B(k) decay exponentially and thus their length can be truncated in practice at k = p, 
so that A (p), B(P) are arbitrarily small. 
2. If the channel F(z) has cepstral coefficients A(k), B(k), its inverse filter, U(z), 
has cepstral coefficients -A (k), - B(k). It is also shown in [7] that if we define S(k) ~ 
A(k) + B*(k) and ry(k) ~ E{y(i + k)y*(i)}, then the following relations holds: 
p p L S*(k)[-ry(m- k)] + L s(k)[ry(m + k)] = mry(m), m = 1, · · ·2p (5.43) 
k:::l k:::l 
where p is some integer, the choice of which is discussed in [24]. Now let us consider the 
cepstrum of the tricoherence. 
(5.44) 





After some algebra, we obtain 
lnJA1 J m = 0, n = 0, l = 0 
- ,!JA*(m)- B(m)] m > 0, n = 0, l = 0 
- ,!JA*(-m)- B*(-m)] m < 0, n = 0, l = 0 
-~[A*(n)- B*(n)] m = 0, n > 0, l = 0 
1 -~[A*(-n)- B*(-n)] m = O,n > O,l = 0 
Ry(m, n, l) = "2 (5.47) 
,!JA*(m)- B(m)] m=n=l>O 
![A(-m)- B*(-m)] m=n=l<O 
-t(A*(I)- B(l)] m = 0, n = 0, l > 0 
-t(A(-1)- B*(-1)] m = 0, n = 0, l < 0 
0 otherwise 
Taking the logarithm of both sides of (5.44), we obtain, 
(5.48) 
Differentiating with respect to Z1 and performing inverse Z-transform, we obtain 
2Ly( m, n, l) * L;( -m, -n, -l) * [ -mRy( m, n, l)] 
= L;( -m, -n, -l) * [-mLy(m, n, l)] + Ly(m, n, l) * [mL;(m, n, l)] (5.49) 
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By defining the following functions: 
!:::. 81 ( m, n, l) L;( -m, -n, -l) * Ly( m, n, l) 
!:::. 82( m, n, l) L;( -m, -n, -l) * mLy( m, n, l) (5.50) 
are combining(5.49) and (5.50), we obtain: 
281(m, n, l) * [mRy(m, n, l)] = 02 (m, n, l) + o;( -m, -n, -l) (5.51) 
Defining D(k) = A(k) - B*(k) and combining (5.47), we obtain: 
p 2: D*(k)[01(m- k, n- k, l- k)- B1(m- k, n, l)] 
k-=1 
p 
+ L D(k)[OI(m+k,n+k,l+k)-BI(m+k,n,l)] 
k-=1 
= 82( m, n, l) + 0~( -m, -n, -l) (5.52) 
A rule of thumb is to define w = p, z:::; w/2, h:::; z and then take m = -w, ... , -1, 1, ... , w, n = 
-z, ... z, l = -h, ... , h to form a linear overdetermined system to equations. 
5.3 The POTEA Algorithm 
In this section the POTEA algorithm is given in detail. 
Let 
N 1 , N 2 : Lengths of minimum and maximum phase components of the equalizer. 
p: Length minimum and maximum phase cepstral parameters, 
At iteration i = 1, 2, .... 
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Step 1 Estimate adaptively the L~1 )(m,n,l) for -M1 :S: m,n,l :S: }.;h, and r~i)(m) for- M 2 :S: 
m :S: }.;h from a finite length window of {y( n )}, and then generate the following functions: 
L*(i)(-m -n -l) * L(i)(m n l) 
y ' ' y ' ' 
L*(i)(-m -n -l) * mL(i)(m n l) 
y ' ' y ' ' 
Step 2 Choose p arbitrarily such that A(P+l) ~ 0, B(P+l) ~ 0 and define w = p, z :S: -T, h :S: z. 
Step 3 Form the equations 
p p 2::: s*(k)[-ry(m- k)J + 2::: s<k)[ry(m + k)J = mry(m), m = 1, ... , 2p 
k=l k=l 
where S(k) = A(k) +B*(k), k = l, ... ,p. 
p 
l:::D*(k)[B1(m- k, n- k, l- k)- 01(m- k, n, l)] 
k=l 
p 
+ :Ln(k)[a1(m + k, n + k,l + k)- 01(m + k, n, l)] 
k=l 
= 82( m, n, l) + Bi( -m, -n, -l) 
and the following system of equations 






Step 4 Solve adaptively the above systems employing LMS-type adaptation as follows: 
where 
a( i + 1) = a( i) + f-L( i)PH ( i)e( i) 
e( i) fJ( i) - P( i)a( i) 
e'(i) = q(i)- Q(i)b(i) 
0 < f.L( i) < ? . 
tr(PHP) 
'( .) 2 0 < f-L2< .H. 
tr(Q Q) 
The algorithm at instant i minimizes the mean square error: 
J( i) = E{ eH ( i)e( i)} 
i'(i) = E{em(i)e'(i)} 
Step 5 Calculate A (k) and B(k) as follows: 
(k) s<k) + n<k) (k) s<k) - n<k) * 
A = ,B = ( ) 2 2 
Step 6 Calculate 
k+l 








with initialization : ieq(i,O) = Oeq(i,O) = 1. The normalized (A= 1) estimate Unorm(i,k) 
at iteration ( i) is given by: 
Unorm(i, k) = ieq(i, k) * Oeq(i, k) 
Step 7 Estimate gain factor A( i) 
Step 8 The reconstructed transmitted sequence at iteration( i) is: 
Computational Complexity 
1 N1 




In this section the computational complexity of POTEA is presented and compared with the 
computational complexity of TEA. 
PAM 
POTEA: 3 (2~+1)3 + 3(2.NJ + 1) + 2p(Np + p + 1) + N 2t!N±3 + (4M?log2 4M 
TEA: 3 ( 2~±1 ) 3 + 3(2M + 1) + (p + q)(2Np + 1) + N 2t!N±3 
QAM 
POTEA: 4[ 3 (2~+1 )3 + 2(2M + 1) + 2p(2Np + 4p + 2) + N2t~N±3 + (4M?log2 4M] 
TEA: 4[(2M6+1)3 + (p + q)(2Np + 1) + N2t~N±3] 
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5.4 Cross-Tricepstrum Equalization Algorithm (CTEA) (8] 
5.4.1 Problem Formulations 
Assume we haven measurements at each time index k, Yi(k), i = 1, 2, .. . n, where 
Yi(k) = fi(k) * x(k) + ni(k) (5.64) 
(shown in Figure 5.1 for n = 4) and 
1. fi( k) is the impulse response of a discrete time linear time invariant system, 
2. x( k) is a non-Gaussian, nth order white process with cumulant 'Yx ::J 0, 
3. ni( k) is zero-mean additive noise, with ni( k) independent of nj( k) fori ::J j and independent 
of x(k). No assumptions are made about pdf for whiteness (in time) of ni(k). 
We also assume that each impulse response hi( k) is stable with no zeros on the unit circle and 
that its Z transform Fi(z) can be written as [8] 
(5.65) 
where the Ai are gain constants, the ri are integer linear phase factors, 
TIL;s ( 1 -1) -1 j=1 - aijZ Ii ( z ) = ---=;,--=....:. _ ____:: _ _;_ 11~•4 (1- c· ·z-1) J=1 'J 
is the minimum phase component and 
L;2 
Oi(z) = IT (1- bijZ) 
j=1 
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is the maximum phase component, with zeros aij and poles Cij inside and zeros bij outside the 
unit circle (i.e. laiil < 1, lbijl < 1, and lciil < 1). 
5.4.2 Relation of Cross-Tricepstrum of the Linear Filter Output 
With the above assumptions, the nth-order cross-spectrum of the Yi( k) can be written as 
n-1 
Sy,1,2,ooo,n(z1, z2, 0 0 0 , Zn-1) = !xFl (z1)F2(z2) · 0 • Fn-1 (zn-dFn( IT zi1) 
i=1 
(5o66) 
Taking the logarithm and performing inverse Z-transform on both sides, we obtain after some 
algebra the following results: 
ln1x m1 = m2 = ... = mn-1 = 0, 
mi > O,mj = O,j::; i, 
i = 1,2, ... ,n-1, 
Cy,1,2,ooo,n(mt, m2, · · ·, mn-1) = 
mi < O,mj = O,j =f. i, 
(5.67) 









Bi(k) = l:(bij)k. (5o68) 
j=1 
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This results means that the n-th order cross-cepstrum is non-zero on n lines only in its domain 
and that on each of these lines we find the complex cepstrum of a zero-linear phase, scaled version 
of one of the n impulse responses. 
Now, to develop a least squares solution for the Ai and Bi, we take first partial derivatives of 
the logarithm of (5.66), independently with respect to each of its variables, followed by inverse 
Z transforms. Letting Sy,1,2, ... ,n( mt, mz, ... , mn-1) denote the n-th order cross cumulants of the 
Yi, we get the following n- 1 equations relating the cross cumulants to the cepstral coefficients: 
for i = 1, 2, ... n - 1. Each equations involves an ( n - 1) dimensional convolution. However, 
plugging in (5.67) reduces each equation to a single finite summation: 
where 
00 L Ai(k)Sy,1,2, ... ,n(tb tz, ... , tn-1) - Bi( k )Sy,1,2, ... ,n( U!, Uz, · · ·, Un-1) 
k=1 
-An(k)Sy,1,2, ... ,n(mi + k,mi + k, ... ,mi + k) 
+Bn(k)Sy,1,2, ... ,n(mi- k,mi- k, ... ,mi- k) 
(5.69) 
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From equation (5.68) the sums in (5.69) decay, so we can truncate them to Pi and qi for 
the terms involving Ai and Bi respectively (see [8]) and rewrite (5.69) as a finite dimensional 
vector dot product equation. Writing M > Pi + qi + Pn + qn equations at M points in the n - 1 
dimensional domain of Sy,1,2, ... n we can form the overdetermined system 
Rin ·Qn = 1in (5.70) 
5.4.3 Cross-TEA (CTEA) Algorithm 
In this section we describe the CTEA algorithm for blind equalization of QAM signals with four 
receivers. The algorithm has two stages at each iteration: 
1. Channel identification and deconvolution 
2. Combining by use of a decision rule 
Channel Identification and Deconvolution 
Step 1. Estimate the cross-cumulants and kurtoses of the received data recursively. 
Step 2. Form the systems of equations (5.70) and solve each system in turn to get the cepstral 
coefficients for each channel1 
Step 3. From the results of the previous step, estimate the forward and inverse channel impulse 
responses up to a desired length. 
Step 4. From the estimated forward impulse response and the kurtoses, estimate the gains AF) for 
each channel. 
1The cepstral coefficients for channel four can be estimated from the solution of one of the three systems or an 
average of all three. 
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Step 5. ·with the estimated inverse response, fi~i~v(k), and the estimated gain for each channd, 
deconvolve to estimate the input symbol as 
~ ·( ') - 1 ·( ') f(j) (k) Xt J - -( ·) Yt J * . · A.J •,lnV 
' 
Combining Decision Rules 
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, from the four estimates Xi(j) we need to form a single quantized 
decisions x(j). We describe here an optimal combining rule in the case of a perfect equalizer, as 
well as three sub-optimal schemes, arithmetic mean, majority rule, and median (which for n = 4 
channels is equivalent to a-trimmed mean with a= 1). 
Optimal Decision for the Perfect Equalizer (8] 
We consider the following assumptions: 
1. x( k) is complex and uniformly distributed, 
2. Ui(k) is the perfect equalizer for fi(k), i.e. fi(k) * Ui(k) = o(k), and 
3. ni( k) are zero-mean, complex Gaussian variables with known variance uf and are indepen-
dent across channels., 
Since we will do symbol by symbol detection, we will drop the time index k for simplicity. With 
these assumptions, 
Therefore, the conditional probability density of x given X, p( x!x ), is complex Gaussian with 
mean x and variance 
o-f= uf L lui(k)! 2• 
k 
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Since the noise in each channel is independent, the maximum likelihood estimate x of x given 
the four observations ;l;i (assuming x to be from a continuous distribution) is 
where the subscript Rand I denote real and imaginary parts respectively. Note that if the noise 
has the same variance in all channels then this result reduces to the arithmetic man. If, on the 
other hand, we assume that x belongs to a known discrete set 1J then we need to find x E 1) 
which satisfies 
or equivalently 
TJB l;:a-;2 (1xl 2 - 2(xn:i\n + xixi,I)). 
' 
Of course the assumptions of perfect equalization and known noise variance are not realistic in 
practice so we describe below three sub-optimal combining rules which we tested in our simula-
tions. 
Arithmetic Mean 
Step 1. Form a soft decision statistic 
4 
x(j) = .!. I: xi(j). 
4 i=l 
(If information is available about the relative quality of the channels then a weighted mean 
could be used.) 
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Step 2. Put x(j) through a decision device to get x(j). 
Majority Rule 
Step 1. Put each estimate through a decision device to form four decision statistics xi(j). 
Step 2. If there is a plurality among the xi(j) in one region of the decision space then that is the 
decision. If there is a tie ( all four different or two votes for each of two decisions) use 
a tie-breaking procedure. One method would be to pick the decision region that has the 
smallest average squared decision error. For example, if Xi(j) = x2(j) # x3 (j) = x4 (j): 
2 
Let d1 = 2: lxi(j) - xiUW 
i=l 
4 




Step 1. Order the real and imaginary parts of the Xi(j) separately. 
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Step 2. Set 
REAL{x(j)} 
IMAG{x(j)} 
median {REAL{ xi(j)}} 
median{IMAG{xi(j)}} 
Step 3. Put x(j) through the decision to get x(j). 
5.5 Computer Simulations 
Computer simulations has been employed to compare the performance of the blind equalization 
algorithms. The performance metric used are those in Sections 2. And the following issues are 
addressed. 
5.5.1 TEA vs. Bussgang-type Algorithms 
Fig. 5.2-5.4 show the performance of the TEA algorithm, compared with that of Bussgang-
type algorithms, such as Godard, Benveniste-Goursat, Stop-and-Go algorithms. We see that the 
TEA algorithm opens the eye much faster than the Bussgang-type algorithms. This performance 
improvement is achieved at the expense of larger computational complexity. 
5.5.2 POTEA vs. TEA 
Fig. 5.5-5.6 show the performance of the POTEA algorithm, compared with that of TEA. We 
see that the POTEA algorithm converges faster than the TEA algorithm. The performance 
improvement is achieved at the expense of further increase in computational complexity; 
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5.5.3 CTEA vs. TEA 
Fig. 5.7-5.8 show the performance of the CTEA algorithm compared with that ofTEA algorithm. 
We see that the CTEA algorithm converges faster than the TEA algorithm for some channels. 
The performance improvement is achieved at the expense of further increase in computational 
complexity. 
6 ALGORITHM WITH NONLINEARITY INSIDE THE EQUAL-
IZATION FILTER 
Still another class of bind equalization algorithms are those algorithms which use Volterra filters 
[9], [10] or neural networks [20], [26], [27]. This class of algorithms perform nonlinear operations 
inside the equalization filter. It is therefore also be able to correctly extract the phase information 
of the unknown channel from its output only. In this section, we will concentrate on those 
algorithms based on neural network. 
6.1 Review of Equalization Techniques Based on Neural Networks 
Equalization is a technique which is used to combat the intersymbol interference caused by non-
ideal channels. Usually, equalizers are implemented using linear transversal filters [17], [18], [30], 
[31]. However, when the unknown channel has deep spectral nulls or some severe nonlinear 
distortions, such as phase jitter and frequency offset, linear equalizers are not powerful enough 
to compensate all of these. That is why nonlinear filters, such as those implemented by Volterra 
filter or neural network, come in and play an important role. 
Neural Networks (NNWs) are mathematical models of theorized mind and brain activities. 
The fundamental idea of NNWs is to organize many simple identical processing elements into 
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layers to perform more sophisticated tasks. The properties of NNWs include: massive paral-
lelism; high computation rates; great capability for non-linear problems, continuous adaptation; 
inherent fault tolerance and ease for VLSI implementation, etc. All these properties make NNWs 
attractive to various applications. Several neural network based algorithms have been proposed 
for equalization problems. 
1 Multi-Layer Percept ron 
The multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) [39], [40] is one of the most widely used implementations 
of NNWs. It comprises a number of nodes which are arranged in layers, as shown in Figure 
6.1. A node receives a number of inputs x1, x2, · · ·, Xn, which are then multiplied by a set 
of weights w 1 , w 2 , • · ·, Wn and the resultant values are summed up. A constant v is added 
to this weighted sum of inputs, known as the node threshold, and the output of the node 
is obtained by evaluating a nonlinear (sigmoid) function, f(.), which is called activation 
function. 
The architecture of a perceptron can be described by a sequence of integers n0, n 2, · · ·, nk. 
where no is the dimension of the input to the network, and the number of nodes in each 
successive layer, ordered from input to output, is n1, n2, · · ·, nk. In this notation, the MLP 
produces a nonlinear mapping g = Rno --+ Rnk. 
The updating of the connection coefficients of the MLP is done iteratively by using back-




de 2 ~; = -(/3, 1J). d( ) + 0:. ~i-1· 
w;, v; 
(6.2) 
2 Self-Organizing Feature Maps 
The topology by self-organizing feature map (SOM), which is introduced by Kohonen [26], 
[27] consists of two layers of nodes, referred to as input layer and output layer, which are 
fully connected with different connection weights. The inputs to the SOM can be any 
continuous values, whereas each of the output-layer node represent a pattern class that the 
input vector may belong to. That means the outputs of SOMs are discrete values, and 
therefore, the SOM is sometimes also referred to as learning vector quantizer. 
The SOM works iteratively as follows. First, find the set of connection coefficients W9 
which is the closest to the input vector Ak, 
Second, perform the following quantization of the output-layer node: 
{ 
1, if II Ak - W9 II= min II Ak - Wj II 
bg = 
0, otherwise. 
and then move W9 closer to Ak using the equation 






where Nr is the topological neighborhood of the winning node b9 which consists b9 itself 
and its direct neighbors up to the depth 1, 2, · · ·, and a( k) and {3( k) are the learning rate 
at time k. 
6.2 The MLPs Equalization Algorithm for PAM and QAM Signals 
The applications of MLP in equalization problems so far, have been limited to binary {0, 1} or 
bipolar { -1, 1} valued data and real valued channel models [11], [20], [49]. In this section, we 
introduce for the first time a new implementation structure of MLP which works well with 
L-PAM (L > 2) and N-QAM (Ni,4) signals. 
Looking into a MLP structure, we find out that it is the sigmoid function of the output 
layer nodes that confines the network outputs to the range [-1, 1]. In our equalization problem, 
the signals are equally spaced and symmetric with respect to either the original point of the 
coordinate, or to the x and y axes. Thus we can just scale up the node function of the 
output layer by a constant factor C which is large enough to cover our maximum 
signal range, e.g., [-15,15] for 16-PAM or 256-QAM signals. So, for the output layer, we have 
[30], [40] 
1- eax 
!M(x) = C · ---1 + eax' (c ~ 1) (6.6) 
.. 
as the activation function. For the hidden layers, we still use the sigmoid function 
(6.7) 
The idea of adding another constant a comes form the thought that a smaller a, equivalently, 
a lower slope in Figure 6.2, would avoid high vibration, and in turn, decrease the chance of 
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divergence in the course of weight adjustment. 
For complex channel models and QAM signals, we use complex connection coefficients to 
get the weighted sum to which a complex threshold is added. Then the sigmoid functions of 
the real and the imaginary parts of the threshold added weighted sum are evaluated separately. 
Again, for the output layer nodes, the outputs are multiplied by a constant C. Using the steepest 
descent formula (Eq. 6.1, 6.2), we get the adaptation algorithm of our new MLP equalizer which 
is described in Table 6.1 [30], [40]. 
Simulation are conducted to examine the performance of MLP equalizers. The equalizer is 
implemented by the new MLP structure with only one output node. The input data to the 
system Xi are assumed to be independent of each other. The delayed input sequence Xi-d, where 
dis channel dependent, is used as the training sequence. The performance of MLP equalizers is 
evaluated by calculating the mean square error (MSE) E[(x- x?J and the average symbol error 
rate (SER) of the quantizer output. The eye pattern of equalizer outputs around certain number 
of iterations is shown in Figure 6.3. 
Figure 6.4 illustrates the performance comparison between MLP and LMS-based linear transver-
sal equalizer with the same number of inputs. The structure (the number of nodes in the hidden 
layer) of the MLP has been fine-tuned through experiment. The step size J1 of the LMS-based 
equalizer is also optimized (the biggest value without causing divergence). From Fig. 6, it ap-
pears that the new structure of MLP works no much better, as a channel equalizer, than the 
simple linear adaptive equalizer. As a matter of fact, both methods end giving similar results. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a tutorial review of existing blind equalization algorithms 
for digital communications. Three families of techniques have been described, namely, the Buss-
gang techniques, the polyspectra-based techniques, and methods based on nonlinear equalization 
filters or neural networks. The complexity of the Bussgang techniques is approximately 2N mul-
tiplications per iteration, where N is the order of the linear equalization filter. On the other 
hand, the polyspectra-based techniques require approximately ~N3 multiplications per iteration. 
However, as it has been demonstrated in the paper, the polyspectra-based techniques achieve 
significantly faster convergence rate than the Bussgang techniques. Finally, it is pointed out in 
the paper that blind equalizers based on nonlinear filters or neural networks are better suited for 
equalization of channels with nonlinear distortions. 
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Table 4.1 Nonlinear Functions of B ussgang Iterative Techniques. 
'!!( i) = (u1 , ( i), · · ·,UN( i)JT equalizer taps 
~( i) = [y( i), · · ·, y(i-'- N + 1)]T input to the equalizer block of data 
At iteration{ i}, i = 1, 2, · · · 
x(i) = '!!H(i) ~(i) 
e( i) = g(i) [x( i)] - x( i) 












p,q = 2 
Stop-and-Go 
Nonlinear function: g[x( i)] = 
x(i) (linear) 
x(i) 
1 csgn (i(i)] 
x(i) + k1 (x(i)- x(i)) + k2lx(i)- x(i)l· 
(7 csgn[x(i)]- x(i)) 
1 !~!L · {lx(i)l + Rplx(i)IP- 1 ~ lx(i)I 2P-1 } 
x(i) + tA(i:(i)- x(i)) + tB(x(i)- x(i))* 
(A,B) = (2,0), (1,1), (1,-1) or (0,0), depending 
on the signs of DD and Sato errors 
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Table 4.2 Comparison of Computational Complexity 
CRIMNO Adaptive Weight CRIMNO 
Godard (memory size M) (memory size M) 
Version I Version II Version I 
Real Multiplication 4N+5 4N+8M+5 MN+8M+4N+5 4N+10M+5 
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Table 6.1 Complex MLP adaptation algorithm. 
1). Assign small random complex numbers to all the connections and 
thresholds. 
2). Forward propagate inputs through the network: 
n; 
ai+1,j = L:: ai,1 · wi,1,j + Vi,j = a{+1,j + j • ~~l,j' 
1=1 
ai+1,J = f(a{+1,j) + i · J(a~l,j), 
where i = 1,···M (M is the number of layers), f(·) is the sigmoid 
function, and get the output, 
3). Present the training signal to find the output error, 
where eM= Xi-d- x. 
4). Find the backpropagation error, 
e· · = e!. · [1- (a!.) 2] + J . . /!. [1- (a9.)2] 
•J -lJ tJ -t) lJ ' 
where 
n;+l 
e . . - ~ w . . 1 • e .+1 1 
-1,] - .L..,; '&,], t ' • 
1=1 
5). Adjust connections and thresholds: 
Wi,j,k( n + 1) = Wi,j,k( n) + TJ • ei+I,j( n) · aij( n ), 
Vij(n + 1) = Vij(n) + {3 • €ij(n). 
where "*" denotes conjugate operator. The momentum term can also 
be added. 
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Figure 4.8 Eye pattern of adaptive weight CRIMNO algorithms with different memory size 
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Figure 5.4 Channel 0201 with QAM-64: TEA algorithms. 
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MOMENTS, CUMULANTS AND SOME APPLICATIONS TO 
STATIONARY RANDOM PROCESSES 
BY DAVID R. BRILLINGER* 
University of California, Berkeley 
The paper ranges over some basic ideas concerning moments and 
cumulants, focusing on the case of random processes. Uses of moments 
and cumulants in developing large sample approximate distributions, in 
system identification and in inferring causal connections of a network of 
point processes are presented. 
1. Introduction. Moments and cumulants find many uses in mam 
stream statistics generally and with random processes particularly. 
Moments reflect the parameters of distributions and hence, as via the 
method of moments, may be used to estimate distributional parameters. 
Moments may be employed to develop approximations to the statistical 
distributions of quantities, such as sums in central limit theorems and asso-
ciated expansions. Moments may be used to study the independence of 
variates. Moments unify diverse random processes, such as point 
processes and random fields, and diverse domains, such as the line or 
space-time. 
2. Ordinary case. One can begin by asking: What is a moment? To 
provide an answer to this question, consider the case of the Q-1 valued 
*Research partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-8900613 
AMS 1980 subject classifications. Primary 62M10, 62M99. 
Key words and phrases. Coherence, cumulant, moment, partial coherence, point pro-
cess, system identification, time series. 
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variates X, Y, Z. For these variates 
E{XYZ} = Prob{X = l, Y = 1,Z = 1} 
This provides an interpretation for a (third-order) moment in terms of a 
quantity having a primitive existence, namely a probability. Higher-order 
moments have a similar interpretation. One can proceed to general ran-
dom variables, by noting that these may be approximated by step (or sim-
ple) functions, see eg. Feller (1966), page 107. 
Next one can ask: What is a cumulant? One answer is to say that it 
is a combination of moments that vanishes when some subset of the vari-
ates is independent of the others. Suppose for example that X is indepen-
dent of (Y, Z ). The third order joint cumulant may be defined by 
cum {X, Y, Z } = (1) 
E {XYZ} - E {X }E {YZ} - E {Y }E {XZ} - E {Z }E {XY} + 2E {X }E {Y }E {Z} 
By substitution one quickly sees that this last expression vanishes in the 
case that X is independent of (Y, Z). 
Expresion (1) gives one definition of a joint cumulant. An alternate 
way to proceed is to state that that cumulant is given by the coefficient of 
i 3a~y in the Taylor expansion of 
log[E {ei(cxX+~3Y+yZ)l) 
supposing one exists. 
Taking the log here converts factorizations into additivities and one sees 
immediately why the joint cumulants vanish in the case of independence. 
Streitberg (1990) sets down a sequence of conditions that actually 
characterize a cumulant. These are: 
1. Symmetry 
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cum {X 1, X 2, · · · } = cum {X 2, X 1, · · · } 
2. Multilinearity 
cum {X 1+Y 1, X 2, · · · } =cum {X 1, · · · } + cum {Y 1, · · · } 
3. Moment property, if the moments of X andY are identical up to order 
k 
cum {X} =cum {Y} 
4. Normalization, in the expansion in terms of moments 
cum {X 1, · · · , Xk} = E {X 1 · · · Xk} + 
5. Interaction, if a subset is independent of the remainder 
cum {X 1, · · · ,Xk } = 0 
Cumulants provide a measure of Gaussianity. If the variate X is nor-
mal, then 
cumk {X} = 0 (2) 
for k > 2. (Here cumk denotes the joint cumulant of X with itself k 
times.) Putting (2) together with the fact that the normal distribution is 
determined by its moments, provides a particularly brief proof of the cen-
tral limit theorem. Namely suppose that X 1, X 2, · · · are independent 
and identically distributed with E {X} = 0 and var {X} = 1. Suppose all 
moments exist for X . Consider 
Then 
k 
cumk {Sn} = n cumk {X} I n 2 
(3) 
which tends to 0 for k > 2, as n tends to infinity, and in consequence S n 
has a limiting normal distribution. 
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An error bound may be given for the degree of approximation of the 
distribution of a random variable by a normal, via bounds on the cumu-
lants. In Rudzkis et al. (1978) the following result is developed. Con-
sider a variate Y with mean 0 and variance 1. Suppose that 
H (k t)l+v 
I cumk { Y } I ~ ~k~2 
for some v ~ 0, H ~ 1, then in the interval 0 ~ u ~ o/ H 
where 
18H 
su,r IProb {Y < u} - <l>(u) I ~ -
0
-
0 = ..!_ -v2~ 
7 6 [ 
_1- ] 11(1+2v) 
In the case of a sum, such as (3), one can take~=-{; for example. 
3. Time series case. Consider a stationary time series X (t) with 
domain t = 0, ±1, +2, · · · . If the k-th moment exists, from the sta-
tionarity, the moment function 
E {X(t+u 1) · · · X(t+uk_1)X(t)} 
will not depend on t, nor will the associated cumulant function 
= cum {X (t+u 1), · · ·X (t+uk_1),X (t)} (4) 
The Fourier transforms of these ck (.) give the higher-order spectra of the 
series. These functions may be estimated given stretches of data. 
It was indicated, by property 5 above, that a joint cumulant measures 
statistical dependence. This suggests formalizing the intuitive notation that 
values at a distance in time are not strongly dependent via 
(5) 
u 1 "k-1 
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for k = 2, · · · . It is now direct to provide a central limit theorem for 
sums of values of a stationary time series. One has 
and 
T 
cumk CI: X (t) I ...ff } 
1 
= L ... L ck(tl-tk, ... 'tk-1-tk) I Tk/2 
tl tic 
~ 0 k > 2 
following (5), giving the limit normal distribution. 
Another aspect of the use of cumulants is that a calculus exists for 
manipulating polynomials in basic variates. Suppose that 
=~a. LJ ll (6) 
i 
One has directly from (6) that 
E {Yk} = L ~ml ... mL E {X~l ... xf'L} 
m 
but perhaps more usefully, there are rules due to Fisher, see Leonov and 
Shiryaev (1959), Speed (1983), providing an expression 
cumk { Y} = L 'Ya cum {Xi : j e cr 1} · · · cum {Xi : j e crp } 
(J 
where a = ( cr 1, · · · , cr P) is a partition of subscripts into blocks and the 
Yo are coefficients. 
A time series analog of an expansion, like (6) for ordinary variates, is 
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provided by the Volterra expansion 
Using the Cramer representation of the process, namely 
(7) may be written 
a 0 + f eitA.A 1(A.)dZx(A) + Jf eit(A.1+!0 A 2(A. 1 ,~)dZx(A.1)dZx(~) + 
in terms of the Fourier transforms of the a 1(.), a 2(.), · · · • This form 
often simplifies the development of particular analytic results. 
Consideration now turns to the use of moments and cumulants in the 
identification of nonlinear systems. In the case of a polynomial system 
like (7), Lee and Schetzen (1965) develop estimates of the functions 
a 1(.), a 2(.), · · · via empirical moments of the form 
1 T-1 
- I: X(t+u 1) · · · X(t+uk)Y(t) T t=O 
for the case that the input, X(.), is Gaussian white noise. 
For the case of stationary Gaussian input and a quadratic system 
Tick (1961) developed an estimation procedure as follows. Define the 
cross-spectrum and cross-bispectrum via 
cum {dZx(A.),dZy(Jl)} = O(A+Jl)/xy(A.)dAdJ.! 
cum {dZx(A.1),dZx(~),dZy(~)} = 8(A. 1+A.2+A.3)/x.xy(At,~)dA.1d~dA.3 
respectively. One has 
fYX(A) =A 1(A.)fx.x(A.) 
/x.xy(-A-1,-~) = 2A2(-A.1,-A.2)/x.x(A.1)/x.x(~) 
relations from which estimates of the transfer functions, A , may be 
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developed, based on estimates of the spectra that appear. 
Another system that may be identified, in a like manner, takes the 
form, for input X(.) and output Y (.), 
U(t) = 2, a(t-u)X(u) 
u 
V(t) = G [U(t)] 
Y(t) = J..1. + 2, b(t-u)V(u) +noise 
u 
i.e. involves an instantaneous nonlinearity, G [.], and two linear filters. In 
the case that X(.) is stationary Gaussian, one can develop the relationships 
f YX (A) = L lA (A)B (A)/ XX (A) 
where L 1, L 2 are constants. See Korenberg (1973) and Brillinger (1977). 
Estimates of the identifiable unknowns may be developed based on esti-
mates of the spectra appearing. 
4. Point process case. Consider isolated points, 'tk, scattered along 
the real line. Let N (t) count the number in (O,t] and dN (t) the number in 
the small interval (t ,t+dt ]. Typically dN (t) will be 0 or 1. 
The k-th order product density of the point process N (.) is Pk (.) 
given by 
= Prob {dN (t 1)=1, · · · , dN (tk )=1} 
= Pk(t 1, · · ·, tk)dt 1 · · · dtk 
for t 1, · · · , t k distinct and k = 1, 2, · · · . This relates to the· moments 
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of the process as follows. Write N(k) = N(N-1) · · · (N-:k+l), then the 
k-th factorial moment of N (t) is 
t t 
E {N(t)<k)} = f · · · f Pk(t 1, • • ·, tk)dt 1 • • • dtk 
0 0 
The corresponding cumulant density is given by 
cum {dN(t 1), · · ·, dN(tk)} = qk(t 1, · · ·, tk)dt 1 • • • dtk 
for t 1, • • ·, tk distinct. The k-th factorial cumulant of N(t) is now 
t t f ... f qk(t1, ... 'tk)dtl ... dtk 
0 0 
In the case of a Poisson process, the product densities will be given by 
Pk(tl, ... ,tk)=p(t1) ... p(tk) 
with p (t) the intensity of the process and the cumulant densities will van-
ish fork > 1. 
As an example of the use of moments to derive an alternate limit 
theorem, suppose one has N 1(.), · · · , Nn (.) i.i.d.copies of a point process 
N (.). Suppose they are superposed and rescaled to form the point process 
t t M n (t) = N 1 (-;;) + . . . + Nn (-;;) 
The k -th factorial cumulant of this process is 
tin tin 
J J n q k ( t 1, · · · , t k )dt 1 · · · dt k 
0 0 
- t k 
- n(-) qk(O, · · ·, 0) 
n 
for large n , assuming continuity at 0. This cumulant tends to tq 1 (0) for 
k = 1 and to 0 for k > 1 and in consquence one has a Poisson limit for 
the variate M n (t ). 
5. Extensions. The preceding results and definitions extend quite 
directly to the cases of: a spatial process X (x ,y ), a marked point process 
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.I: Mj o(t-'tj), a hybrid process X(-rj) and a line process, for example. 
j 
6. An example. In this section second-order moments and cumulants 
are employed to infer the causal connections amongst some contemporane-
ous point processes. 
Consider the stationary bivariate point process (M, N) with points 'tk 
and y1 respectively. In what follows an estimate of the product density of 
order 2 will be needed. The parameter is defined via 
PMN(u) dudt = E {dM(t+u)dN(t)} 
= Prob {dM (t+u) = 1, dN(t) = 1} 
This last suggests basing an estimate on the count 
h # { I tk - y1 - u I < 2} (8) 
for some small binwidth h. Details are given in Brillinger (1976). One 
result is that it appears more pertinent to graph the square root of the esti-
mate. In the case that the processes M and N are independent, one will 
have PMN (u) = PM PN, which possibility may be examined via the statistic 
(8). 
The suggested estimate will be illustrated with some neurophysiologi-
cal data. Concern in the experiment was with auditory paths in the brain 
of the cat. To collect data, microelectrodes were inserted with location 
tuned to sound response. Data was recorded when the neurons were firing 
spontaneously. Also responses were evoked experimentally by 200 msec. 
noise bursts, that were applied every 1000 msec., via speakers inserted in 
the ears. The firing times of 8 neurons were recorded. Figure 1 provides 
the data itself for 4 selected cells, 2 in the case with stimulation, 2 when 
the firing is spontaneous. Each horizontal line plots firings as a function 
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of time smce stimulus initiation in a 1000 msec. time period. The 
stimulus was applied 505 times in these examples. In the stimulated case 
one notices vertical darkening corresponding to excess firing just after the 
stimulus has been applied. Neurophysiologists speak of locking. In the 
spontaneous case no locking is apparent. There is some evidence of non-
stationarity in this case. 
Figure 2 provides the square root of a multiple of (8). The horizontal 
dashed lines are ±2 standard errors about a horizontal line corresponding 
to independence in the stationary case. One infers that the cell pairs are 
associated in each case. However in the stimulated case one has to wonder 
if the apparent association of units 6 and 7 is not due to the fact that the 
cells are being stimulated at the same times. 
Fourier techniques provide one means to address this concern. Write 
dft (). .. ) = L e -i''A't" 
k 
d{;O .. ) = :L e-O..y, 
I 
for the data 0 $; 't k , y1 < T. For A -::t 0 one has 
E{dft(A)d'/;(A)}:::: 2rr:T fMN(A.) 
with f MN (.) the cross-spectrum given by 
fMN(A) = _l_J e-O .. uqMN(u) du 
2rt 
A useful quantity for measuring the association of M and N may now be 
defined. It is the coherence, 
IRMN(A)I2 = lfMN(A)I2 I fMM(A)fNN(A) 
with the interpretation 
lim I corr {dft(A), d'/;(A)} 12 
· T~oo ·· 
It satisfies 0 $; I RMN (A) 12 $; 1, with greater association corresponding to 
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values nearer 1. Figure 3 provides coherence estimates for the cell pairs 
of Figure 2. This evidence of association is in accord with that of Figure 
2. The dashed horizontal line provides the 95% point of the null distribu-
tion of the coherence estimate. 
To return to the driving question of how to "remove" the effects of 
the stimulus, one can consider the partial coherence. This has the interpre-
tation 
lim I corr { d'ft - cui[, ik - f3d[J 12 
T~co 
with o:, f3 regression coefficients and S referring to the process of stimulus 
times. Suppressing the dependence on A the partial coherence is given by 
IRMN IS 12 where 
RMN- RMsRsN 
RMN IS = -;::====:::;:===::::::;::= 
.VO-IRMs 12)(1-IRNs 12) 
Figure 4 provides the estimated partial coherence of neurons 6 and 7 in 
the stimulated case. The level apparent in the top graph of Figure 3 has 
fallen off substantially suggesting that the association evidenced in Figures 
2 and 3 is due to the stimulus. 
For interests sake Figure 5 provides the coherence estimate for neu-
rons 3 and 4 in the case of applied stimulation. One might wonder if they 
would become more strongly associated in the presence of stimulation. 
The results do not suggest that this has happened. 
7. Conclusions. In summary, moments and cumulants may be 
employed to develop approximations to distributions, approximations such 
as the normal or the Poisson. They may be employed in system 
identification. They may be used to infer the "wiring" diagram of a col-
lection of interacting point processes. 
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The approach presented is nonparametric, not based on special sto-
chastic processes described by finite dimensional parameters. Brillinger 
(1991) provides a variety of references concerning the work pre 1980 on 
higher moments and spectra. 
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Figure Legends 
Figure 1. Rastor plot of the firing times of 4 neurons in successive 1000 
msec. periods. There are 505 horizontal lines of firing times. 
Figure 2. The square root of a multiple of the quantity (6). Were the 
processes independent and stationary then about 5% of the values should 
lie outside the band defined by the two horizontal dashed lines. 
Figure 3. Estimated coherences of cells 6 and 7 in the stimulated case and 
3 and 4 when the firing is spontaneous. 
Figure 4. Estimated partial coherence of cells 6 and 7 "removing" the 
effect of the stimulus. 
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Abstract 
Considcrfinitemixturemodels oftheformg(x;Q) = J f(x;B)dQ(B) 
\vhere f is a parametric density and Q is a discrete probability mea-
sure. An important and difficult statistical problem concerns the de-
termination of the number of support points (usually knmvn as com-
ponents) of Q from a sample of observations from g. For an important 
class of exponential family models we have the following result: if P 
has more than p components, and Q is an appropriately chosen p 
component approximation of P then g(x; P)- g(x; Q) demonstrates a 
prescribcJ sign change behavior, as does the corresponding difference 
in the distribution functions. These strong structural properties have 
implications for diagnostic plots for the number of components in a 
finite mixture. 
1 Introduction 
Consider a family of uniYariatc probability densities f(x; B), \vith respect to 
some (! finite measure d,·( X)' parameterized by e E n. Frequently, interest 
·The authors were supported by ::\SF grants Dl\IS-9106895 to Lindsay and D~IS-
9001-±~1 to nocJcr 
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lies in mixtures of such densities. The random variable X is said to have a 
mixture distribution G(·; Q) if X has density 
g(x; Q) = j f(x; B) dQ(B), (1) 
and the mixing distribution Q is a probability measure on n. If Q has a 
finite number of support points v = v( Q) then we say Q is a finite mixing 
distribution and we write Qv = I: 1ri8(Bi) with B1 , ••• , Bv being the support 
points (often called components) and 1r1 , ... , 1r v being the weights. 
A problem of longstanding interest in such models is inference on the 
unkno\vn value of v(Q). At the simplest level, this is the problem of deter-
mining if v equals 1, the one component model, or is greater than 1, the 
multicomponent model. Shaked (1980) presented important results for this 
problem when the component densities f(x; B) are one parameter exponential 
family. \Ve extend his results in two directions, generalizing to the discrim-
ination between v = p versus v > p, and moving beyond the one parameter 
exponential family to the normal mixture model in which each component 
has a different mean, but the same unknown variance. 
Here we summarize Shaked's sign crossings results. Suppose we wish to 
contrast a multicomponent model g(x; Q) with a plausible one component 
model f(:r; B). Choose B = B* for the one component model so that the 
observed variable X has the same mean under both densities: 
j xg(x;Q)d1(:r) = j xf(x;B*)dl(x). 
Our notation for this last equation will be E[X; Q] = E[X; B*]. Shaked 
showed that g(J.:; Q) - f(x; B*) has exactly two sign changes~ in the order 
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( +, -, + ), as x traverses the sample space. That is, g(x; Q) has heavier tails 
than f(x; B"). Nloreover, the difference in distribution functions G(x; Q) -
F(x; B*) has exactly one sign change, in the order ( +,-). 
We extend his results as follows: let P, the nominal true mixing distribu-
tion, satisfy v(P) 2: p; choose Qp, a candidate p-point probability measure, 
such that it satisfies 
(2) 
(In Section 2 we show how to solve for Qp.) Then, in Theorem 3.2, we show 
that g(x; P)-g(x; Qp) has exactly 2p sign changes in the order ( +, -, · · ·, -, + ), 
unless it is identically zero (the case of nonidentifiable P). An exact sign 
change result for the difference in distribution functions is also given in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, these results are extended to normal densities 'vith 
unknov.;n Yariance. 
Before proceeding to the mathematical verification of these results, we 
offer a few brief comments on their potential application. In Figure 1, 've 
plot [g(.r; P)- g(x; Q2)] / .j g(x; P) for the case when f(x; B) is Poisson, P 
puts mass 1/3 each at (1,3 and 5), and Q2 is constructed to match moments 
as specified in (2). \Ve note the clear h·imodality of this function, in constrast 
to the unimodality of the density g(x; P) (Figure 2). 
Shakecl demonstrated that his sign change results could be used for di-
agnostic checks to determine if the data were from a mixture of specified 
exponential family densities rather than a one component model. These 
ideas were further dewloped in Lindsay and Roeder (1992). \Vhen interest 
lies in assessing the number of components in a finite mixture, the oscillation 
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results obtained in this article have clear implications for diagnostics plots. 
In a companion paper these results are used to develop diagnostic plots for 
the case of normal mean mixtures with unknown variance (Roeder 1992). 
2 Background 
2.1 The models under investigation 
\:Ve will be interested in component densities f(x; B) where both X and e have 
ranges in the real numbers, say X ETc Rand e E [1, u] c n. Furthermore, 
f( ·; ·) satisfies regularity conditions ·which v,rill be expounded in this subsec-
tion. Although the most important application of the results to follow is the 
one parameter exponential family, the results readily extend to other cases 
of interest for \vhich we need the following terminology. 
A real function of t\vo variables, f{ ( x, B), ranging over linearly ordered sets 
T and Dis said to be totally positive (TP) if certain determinantal inequalities 
hold (Karlin 1968, p. 11, 15). For instance, the functions exp(Bx) and I(x:::; 
B) are TP. In addition, many density functions occuring in statistical theory 
are TP. For example, the one parameter exponential family with density 
function f{ (X; e) = exp{ ex -1))( e)}. Other examples include the noncentral-t 
and noncentral-x2 densities. In fact, all of the densities mentioned above are 
strictly TP (STP; Karlin 1968, p. 12). For a more extensive list, see Karlin 
1968, p. 117). \Ye will say that f(x; B) is an STP-model if f(x; B) is strictly 
totally positive in X and 8. 
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2.2 Background on moments and exponential fami-
lies 
In order to apply our results in a particular model we need to establish two 
important structural features for the component densities f(x; B). Our first 
requirement is as follows: suppose that P is a mixing distribution with p 
or more support points. Then we need to be able to construct a p-point 
distribution Qp such that the first 2p- 1 moments of g(x; P) and g(x; Qp) 
match, satisfying (2). Fortunately, there exists an important class of expo-
nential families (the quadratic variance class) in which QP satisfying (2) can 
be sho\vn to exist. This class includes the normal, gamma, Poisson and bi-
nomial distributions. The following is a brief review of techniques found in 
Lindsay (1989). 
In the quadratic variance family of exponential family models (Morris 
1983), for each k, there exists a polynomial of degree k, call it ~k(x), such 
that 
j ~k(x)f(x; B)d!'(x) = (!-l- f-lo)k (3) 
for mean value parameter f-l· The choice of f-lo is arbitrary so we set it to 
zero. For example, in the Poisson with mean f-l, E[X] = /-l, E[X(X .:_ 1)] = 
f1 2 , E[X(X- l)(X- 2)] = f1 3 and so forth. In addition, a classical moment 
result indicates that for a given distribution P \vith no fewer than p-points 
of support, there exists a unique distribution Qp with exactly p-points of 
support such that 
( 4) 
Thus integrating both sides of (3) with respect to dQp(f.l) and dP(f-l), and 
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using ( 4) yields 
E[~k(X); P] = E[~k(X); Qp], k = 1, ... , 2p- 1. (5) 
Finally, the map taking (1,x, ... ,x2P-1 )---* (~0 (x),~1 (x), ... ,6p-I(x)) is in-
vertible, so (5) implies (2). 
More details on solving (5) for Qp are given in Lindsay (1989). The solu-
tions can be obtained algebraically for p = 2. For arbitrary p, the problem 
involves solving a degree p polynomial for its p real roots. 
3 One parameter models 
In this section -..ve obtain sign change results for one parameter models. The 
following notation (Karlin 1968, p. 20) will be used. Let a( x) be defined on 
I where I is a subset of the real line. The number of sign changes of a in I 
is defined by 
(6) 
where s- (y1 , ... , Ym) is the number of sign changes of the indicated sequence, 
zero terms being discarded, and the supremum is extended over all sets 
x1 < x2 < ... < Xm (xi E I); m < oo. (7) 
\Ve assume throughout that f(x; B) is an STP kernel and that P and 
QP satisfy (2). The following notation will be used throughout this section: 
91 - 9(x; P), 92 = 9(x; Qp), G1 = G(x; P) and G2 = G(x; Qp)· 
Remark In the following result we will give exact sign change results for 
91 - 92 with the proviso "the difference 91 - 92 is not identically zero". If 
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such an equality in densities occurs, it is clear that there is an identifiability 
problem; both P and Q P are generating the same distribution. The results of 
Lindsay and Roeder (1992) can be used to determine exactly when this will 
occur. If the sample space is infinite, it will not occur. If the sample space has 
N points, then p-point distributions Qp are identifiable when p :::=; (N- 1)/2, 
and so g1 - g2 cannot be identically zero. If both P and Qp have more than 
(N- 1)/2 points, then g1 - g2 cannot have exactly 2p sign changes, since we 
can have at most N- 1 sign changes as we traverse the sample space. Thus 
our result proves that P and Qp generate the same density. • 
Lemma 3.1 Provided g1 - g2 is not identically zero) s-(g1 - g2 ) ::S 2p. 
Proof Define the measure dx(B) by 
dx(B) = d(P + Qp)(B). 
Let 
p'"(B) = { P
1 
( {B} )/[P( {B}) + Qp( {B} )] if e E {81 , ... , Bp} 
else, 
and 
Then p* and q* are versions of the Radon-Nikodym derivatives dP / dx and 
dQpfdx, so that g1 - g2 = J j(x; B)[p'"(B)- q*(B))d(P + Qp)(B). 
\Ve now apply Theorem 3.1 (b) of Karlin (1968), noting that p*(B) -q*(B) 
equals one except possibly at the support of Qp, 'vhere it can be negative. 
Hence it undergoes a maximum of 2p sign changes. Karlin's result then 
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implies that integration with respect to the STP kernel f(x; B) will result in 
a function, 91 - 92, with no more sign changes in x than p*(B)- q*(B) has 
in () relative to dx. This establishes an upper bound of 2p sign changes in 
• 
Theorem 3.2 Provided 91 - g2 is not identically zero, s-(g1 - g2 ) - 2p, 
with sign changes in the order ( +, -, ... , -, + ). 
Proof From Lemma 1, we obtain an upper bound on the number of sign 
changes of 2p. Because J xk(g1 - g2 )(x )dv(x) = 0, for k = 1, ... , 2p- 1, any 
polynomial A(:r) of degree ::; 2p- 1 satisfies 
Suppose s-(91 - 92) ::; 2p- 1. Then we can construct a polynomial A(x) 
that matches g1 - g2 in sign (i.e., it has single roots exactly at the roots of 
g1 - 92 ). It follows that A(x)(g1 - 92 ) ~ 0, and since it has zero integral 
it must be zero except for a set of ~r-measure zero. Hence either g1 = 92 , or 
91 - 92 has '2p sign changes. • 
Remark As is clear from the proof for this result, our oscillation results still 
hold if we replace xk in (2) \vith any system offunctions o:k(x), such as xke-x, 
provided that one can construct a polynomial A(x) =I: ako:k(x) which has 
any prespecified set· of 2p- 1 zeroes. Such an approach could be useful in 
improving on the robustness of the sample moments in applications by using 
bounded variables such as o:k(x) = xke-x. The next theorem, however, uses 
the special form of xk. • 
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Theorem 3.3 Provided G1-G2 is not identically zero, s-(G1-G2) = 2p-1, 
with sign changes in the order ( +, -, ... , +, -). The roots occur between the 
roots of g1 - g2. 
Proof An upper bound is obtained on the number of sign changes by ap-
pealing to the sign change behavior of g1 - g2 • The function G1 - G2 is 
increasing on the intervals [a, b] ,,·here g1 - g2 2:: 0: 
From this it follows that G1 - G2 has at most one crossing in each interval 
where g1 - g2 is constant in sign, but has none in the first or last interval. 
Hence s- ( G1 - G2 ) ~ 2p - 1. Integration by parts gives 
and more generally 
up to k = 2p- 1. Now, follow the proof of Theorem 3.2. If G 2 - G1 had 
2p- 2 or fewer sign changes, a polynomial A( x) of degree 2p - 2 could be 
constructed with matching signs. Hence A(x)[G2 - GI](x) 2:: 0, but has zero 
integral. The result follmvs. • 
For continuous X, a diagnostic plot based on a non parametric empirical 
analog of G1 - G2 can be constructed directly. Let Fn, the empirical distribu-
tion function, be an estimate of the alleged distribution G1 and let G2 be an 
estimate of G2 constructed by using the method of moments estimates of the 
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p-component model. Naturally, Fn and G2 have 2p- 1 moments in common. 
It follows that if Fn - G2 has the appropriate sign change behavior, then 
the data provide some support for using more than p components. On the 
other hand, if a p-point mixture is the correct model, then the asymptotic 
properties of Fn- G2 can be obtained from empirical process theory. 
4 Normal Mean Mixtures with Unspecified Variance 
In this section we consider a mixture model of great interest - the normal 
mean mixture. \Ve use the following notation: let f(x; f-L, T) denote the den-
sity of a JY(f..l,T) random variable and let g(x;Q,T) = J f(x;f..L,T)dQ(f..L) de-
note a mixture of normals with corresponding distribution function G(x; Q, T). 
If T were known, then this is just a special case of the previous section; how-
ever, in practice, T will typically be unknown and hence we treat it as a free 
parameter. In this section -..ve extend our results to this case. We first present 
an existence theorem, due to Lindsay (1989), which extends the classic mo-
ment results presented in Section 2 to normal mixtures. 
Theorem 4.1 If Q is a distribution with more than p-pointsJ then there 
exists a unique p-point distribution QP and variance Tp > T such that 
Proof \Yhile this is not explicitly stated in Lindsay (1989), it is a conse-
quence of Lemn.1a SA and Theorem SC. In the latter, replace the empirical 
moments with the moments of X under G(·; Q, T). • 
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Theorem 4.2 If (Qp, Tp) satisfies (8) for Q = Qp+l, a p + 1-point distribu-
tion, then 
g(x; QP+b r)- g(x; Qp, Tp) 
has exactly 2p + 2 sign changes, occuring in the order ( -, +, ... , +,-). 
Proof Since Tp > T, we can represent the above difference as 
g(x; Q, r)- g(x; Q;, r) 
where Q; is the convolution of Qp with a normal distribution with mean zero 
and variance Tp- T. By the same argument as in Lemma 1, this means there 
are a maximum of 2p + 2 sign changes. The polynomial argument used in 
the proof of Theorem 3.2 can now be used together with (8) to show that 
there are at least 2p + 1 sign changes. Moreover, since Q; has more mass 
in the tails than the discrete Q p+l, the difference g( x; Q, T) - g( x; Q;, T) will 
have a negative sign in both tails, and so must have an even number of sign 
changes, hence 2 p + 2. • 
Theorem 4.3 G(x; Q, r)- G(x; Qp, Tp) has exactly 2p + 1 sign changes, m 
the order (-, +, ... , +). 
Proof A similar argument to Theorem 3.3. • 
Graphical techniques, such as the normal scores plot (Harding 1948, 
Cassie 1954) and the modified percentile plot (Fowlkes 1979) have played 
an important role in identifying whether data follows a mixture of two nor-
mal distributions. The geometric characterizations obtained herein extend 
the arsenal of potential diagnostic plots for normal mixtures. 
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5 Discussion 
Our results above, in the normal case, indicate that 
has 4 sign changes in the order (-, +, -, +, -) provided 1-l is the mean of 
Q2 and 0"2 = 1l ar(X) = T + 1l ar( Q2 ). For this case a supplementary result 
is available from Roeder (1992). If we instead examine the ratio R(x) = 
g( x; Q2 , T )/ g( x; /-l, 0" 2 ), we obtain a function proportional to a bimodal normal 
density. By combining the two results we can see that R(x) is bimodal and 
that both modes are greater than 1. 
In the normal model, with 1r1 = 1r2 = 1/2, the density g(x; Q2, T) is 
bimodal if and only if the two separate supports /-ll and 1-" 2 satisfy 11-"1 -' 
1-" 2 1 > 2T (Robertson and Fryer 1969). Thus the ratio function is much more 
sensitive to the existence of two support points than is the density itself. 
This sensitivity continues to exist even for very small support weights 7rj. 
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Abstract 
The normal distribution has long been the usual model for the analysis of multivariate data.. 
Moment and probability calculations for the multivariate normal are used in applications such 
as the construction of confidence sets, the assessment of error rates in signal processing, and the 
construction of optimal qua.ntizers. Recently, the family of elliptically contoured distributions, 
which includes the normal, has been extensively studied. In this paper, we discuss moment and 
probability calculations for this broader class, paying particular attention to the approximation 
of tail probabilities. 
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1 Introduction 
The normal distribution has long been the usual model for the analysis of multivariate 
data. Moment and probability calculations for the multivariate normal have therefore been well 
studied for various cases of interest. In statistics, a common application of such quantities is 
the construction of confidence sets for parameters of the normal distribution. Other examples 
include the assessment of error rate probabilities in signal processing, the construction of optimal 
quantizers for a Gaussian process, and the computation of a high order correlation coefficient of 
the outputs from a zero-memory non-linear device with Gaussian inputs. 
The general problem is still intractable, owing to the great difficulty in evaluating high 
dimensional integrals, but advances in computing technology and recent research has yielded 
innovative Monte Carlo and numerical integration techniques. These advances have widened 
the scope of such investigations to include other multivariate distributions. For instance, there 
are the elliptically contoured distributions and the multivariate Pearson family of distributions, 
both of which include the multivariate normal. Elliptically contoured distributions, in particular, 
have been extensively developed: see the collection of papers about them that was recently edited 
by Anderson and Fang [2]. 
In this paper, we study the computation of probabilities and moments for certain elliptically 
contoured distributions, and discuss their applications. There are, of course, many classes of 
events whose probabilities are of interest, and many functions whose expectations are of interest. 
Our focus will be on the evaluation of tail probabilities, and on methods for computing product 
moments, and other non-linear functions of the components of the random vector. In Section 2, 
we introduce elliptically contoured distributions, and describe their properties. Historically, mo-
ment methods have been associated with Pearson's family of distributions. Since some elliptically 
contoured distributions are also natural multivariate versions of some of Pearson's distributions, 
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we briefly describe this connection also. In Section 3, we discuss applications of tail probabili" 
ties, and describe methods for approximating them accurately. These methods include Monte 
Carlo with importance sampling, and asymptotic approximations that generalize Mills' ratio for 
the normal distribution. In Section 4, we turn to moment calculations for elliptically contoured 
distributions using one of three tools: the characteristic function, a stochastic representation, 
and a certain partial differential equation satisfied by sufficiently smooth elliptically contoured 
densities. 
2 Elliptically Contoured Distributions and Pearson Families 
A p-dimensional vector X has an elliptically contoured distribution if there is a non-negative 
definite matrix :E = (o-ij) such that the characteristic function of X is ](t) = eit'JJ'IjJ(t':Et), where 
'1/J is a real-valued function on JR+ = [O,oo ). Then X has the stochastic representation 
(1) 
where f..L is the center of symmetry, the radial part r is a non-negative random variable, and 
Up is uniformly distributed on nP, the surface of the unit sphere in p-ditnensions; r and Up are 
independent. The matrix :E112 is a square root of :E: for computations, it is convenient to take 
:E112 to be the lower triangular matrix from the Cholesky decomposition, or the non-negative 
definite symmetric square root derived from the spectral representation of :E. When X has a 




and ap is the area of i'lp; the level curves off are ellipses determined by { x : Q = c}. In this case, 
r has the density hT( r) = avrv-I g( r 2). Examples of elliptically contoured distributions include 
the normal, for which g(r) = ,P(r) = e-r/2 , and the p-variate t distribution with v degrees of 
freedom, for which 
f. (x·p E)= f((p+v)/2) (1+Qfv)-(v+v)/2 
p,v ' ' (rrv)P/2f(v/2) · (4) 
Another example is due to Iyengar [12] (see also [15]): 
(5) 
where rJ > 0 and k ;::: 0. When k = 0, (5) yields the normal distribution. For the bivariate 
case, Kotz [20] has also studied this family. The uniform distribution on nP is yet another 
example which will be used for moment calculations below; it does not have a density. For 
further discussion of elliptically contoured distributions, see Anderson and Fang [2], Das Gupta, 
et al. [8], and Cambanis, et al. [5]. 
In one dimension, Pearson's family of distributions is defined by the following differential 
equation satisfied by their densities (see Cramer [7]): 
d logf(x) x +a 
dx - bo + b1x + b2x2 • (6) 
Within this family, the first four moments determine the distribution. Several types of Pearson 
distributions (depending on a, bo, b1 , and b2) have been identified. In addition to the normal, 
the common types are the beta (Type II), gamma (Type III), and Student's t (Type VII). The 
elliptically contoured distributions given by (4), and (5) are multivariate versions of Types VII 
and III, respectively. For example, when R = I and f.L = 0, the density for the p-variate t 
distribution with v degrees of freedom, satisfies the following differential equation: 
(p+v)x 




However, there is an important difference between (4) and (5). For (5), if J.L = 0 and k > O, then 
the density at the origin is 0, and the modal value, or peak, of the density occurs on the surface 
of the ellipsoid {x : x'~- 1 x = k1J}. On the other hand, the density in (4) has its peak at the 
origin, and it is unimodal. Several results that apply to the normal and ( 4) do not generalize to 
(5); see Tong [34] for further details. 
3 Tail Probabilities 
If X is a random variable with density f and cumulative distribution function F, the tail 
probability of X refers to 
e = 1 - F( a) = 100 !(X) dx (8) 
for large values of a. In many statistical applications, such as hypothesis testing, the tail 
probability of interest is around 0.05. For such cases, the computation of, say, p-values is usually 
straightforward. In other applications, especially in engineering, much smaller probabilities are 
of interest. For instance, in signal processing, the tail probability arises as the error rate of 
a complex communications system (Scharf [30], Wessel, et al. [35]); and in reliability theory, 
it arises as the failure rate of a system component (Lawless [22]). Often such systems have 
redundancies built into them, so that their error or failure rates are very low. A simple model 
of failure regards X as an overall index of stress, and considers very large values of the failure 
threshold, a. 
In this formulation of the problem, two difficulties arise. First, the usual quadrature rules 
and Monte Carlo methods for evaluating 0 are not sufficiently accurate, so specialized methods 
are needed for evaluating tail probabilities. We will turn to some of these methods below. Next, 
the basis for the choice of probabilisitic model (that is, F) is tenuous. This is because for a 
complex system, the theoretical derivation ofF based on individual component characteristics is 
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intractable; also, data to estimate (} is sparse since the event of interest is rare. While information 
about the central region (near the mean or median) ofF is usually available, the tail behavior 
is usually unknown, so extrapolation is necessary. One way of addressing this problem is to 
consider a wide range of plausible models for the tail behavior to derive a range of values for the 
tail probability. For one example of just such an approach, see Lavine [21], who studied shuttle 
0-ring data. 
Multivariate versions of this problem arise in similar fashion: for instance, a. system with 
two components ma.y fail when each component's stress exceeds its respective threshold, leading 
to the failure probability P(Xt ~ a1,X2 ~ a2)• A number of new difficulties also arise. First, 
multiple integration is still a. ha.rd problem in general, so with few exceptions multivariate ta.il 
probabilities a.re not well studied. Also, a. tail region ca.n ta.ke on ma.ny shapes, for example, 
attention to convex regions tha.t are far from the center of the distribution, eliminating the la.st 
example from consideration. 
There a.re two main sources of error in assessing tail probabilities. The first is numerical: 
it is generally ha.rd to evaluate a small quantity with small relative error. For a. deterministic 
method, if 0 is a.n approximation to (}, the relative error is ( 0- 0) / (}. For a. Monte Carlo method, 
the coefficient of va.ria.tion (the ratio of the standard deviation to the mea.n of a.n estimator) is 
a. measure of the relative error. If the unbiased estimator On of(} is a.n average of n independent 
replicates, its squared coefficient of variation ( cv2 ) is 
2 ( 0~ ) = va.r(On) = ..!:_ [E(Oi) _ 1] cv n ()2 n ()2 • (9) 
Below, we study the use of Monte Carlo with importance sampling to derive estimators for 
which the cv2 is small. If B is a. tail region, a.nd f is the density, importance sampling uses the 
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expression 
() = k ~~=~g(x)dx = k l(x)g(x)dx, (10) 
for some "sampling density" g to get an unbiased estimator which is the average of n independent 
replicates (over the set B) of the likelihood ratio l(Y), where Y has density g. We seek those g 
for which the cv2 is bounded as the tail probability tends to zero. 
The second source of error is statistical: the uncertainty in the choice of the model F makes 
the tail probability estimate uncertain, even if there were no numerical error. There are several 
ways to address this issue. One is to introduce a plausible family of models, and compute a 
range of tail probabilities for that family. Another is to follow the approach of Johnstone (19], 
for the Pearson family. He estimates the parameters of the family from available data, and 
then provides an estimate of a given quantile with its standard error. Yet another approach is 
Bayesian: first model the uncertainty in F by putting a prior on it, and then use available data 
to compute the posterior distribution of the tail probability. 
We start with the univariate case to motivate the multivariate case below. If X has density 
j, l'Hopital's rule says that with suitable regularity, the asymptotic behavior of P(X >a)/ f(a) 
is the same as that of r(a) = - f(a)/ f'(a). The regularity conditions are that f'(t) of:. 0 for all 
sufficiently large t, and that the ratio r( a) have a limit as a __.,. oo; these conditions are met in 
many cases of interest. Writing 
100 . roo f(x +a) a f(x)dx = r(a)f(a) lo r(a)f(a)dx, (11) 
it is dear that (under the same regularity conditions) the last integral in (11) approaches 1 as 
a __.,. oo; thus, it is bounded away from 0, and estimating it with good relative accuracy can 
be done using importance sampling. This heuristic has been extended by Gray and Wang (11], 
where the generalized jackknife is used for evaluating univariate tail probabilities. The method 
suggested below may be regarded as a Monte Carlo analog of that procedure. 
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For the,normal distribution, (11) yields 
(12) 
which suggests the estimator 
(13) 
where T has the exponential density, ae-at for t ;::: 0. Now, let q,(x) and </>(x) denote the 
univariate standard normal distribution and density functions, respectively, and let 
q,(-x) 1 loo 2/2 M(x) = =- e-t xe-xtdt 
</>(X) X 0 (14) 
denote Mills' ratio. Since M is a convex, decreasing function (Iyengar [13]), the following 
inequalities are easy to prove: 
X . 1 
-- < M(x) <- for x > 0. 
1 + x 2 x 
(15) 
These inequalities, in turn, imply that 
(16) 
as a--+ oo, so that the cv2 tends to zero as a increases. This estimator results from the sampling 
density g(t) = ae-a(t-a) fort ;::: a. The deterministic analog of this result is that 
0 < </>(a)/a- q,( -a) = 1 _ 1 < !_, q,(-a) aM(a) a2 (17) 
so that the relative error in approximating q,( -a) by </>(a)/ a decreases to zero as a increases. 
The phenomenon observed in (16)is quite general: for a wide class of problems, the coefficient 
of variation actually tends to zero, hence the relative accuracy improves as the threshold a 
increases. In addition, this method is feasible since the calculation of r( a) depends on the 
differentiation of the density rather than its integration; since the behavior of the tail probability 
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is already captured by r( a)!( a), the evaluation of the remaining integral by Monte Carlo provides 
a correction term. In practice, either (11) or one of the following two expressions for (} is also 
,_ 
useful: 
roo f(a + xfa) roo af(a +ax) (} = r(a)f(a) lo ar(a)f(a) dx = r(a)f(a) lo r(a)f(a) dx. (18) 
Two other examples illustrate this technique. The first involves the generalized inverse 
Gaussian distribution, whose density is 
( o:j (3)>./2 >.-1 [ 1 ] f(t I o:,(3, >.) = 2Kx((o:f3) 1! 2 )t exp - 2(o:t +(3ft) , fort> 0, (19) 
where Kx is the modified Bessel function of the third kind with index >.. The parameter space 
is the union of the following three sets: { o: > 0, (3 > 0}, { o: = 0, (3 > 0,).. < 0}, and { o: > 0, (3 = 
0,).. > 0}. This family includes the gamma, the inverse Gaussian, the hyperbola distribution, 
and their reciprocals, in the sense that if X has density f(t I o:,(3,>.), then x-1 has density 
f(t I (3,o:, ->.). For the case o: > 0, (3 > 0, this method yields the estimator 
A 2 f3/2a 2T >.-1 [ 1 0:{3 ] (} = ~f(a I a,(3,>.)e (1+ ao:) exp -2(ao:+2T) ' (20) 
for sufficiently large a, where T has a standard exponential density. The second example is the 
t distribution with k degrees of freedom, with density fk( x) proportional to (1 + x2 / k )-(k+I)/2, 
for which the estimator is 
(21) 
where Y has the Pareto density kjyk+l for y 2: 1. In both cases, the cv2 decreases to zero as 
a-+ oo. Detailed proofs of these and related results are given in [17]. 
We now turn to the multivariate case. In 1962, Slepian [32] proved the following inequality. 
Let X "' Np(O, :E = ( O"ij )) and Y "' Np(O, T = ( Tij)) with O"ij 2: Tij and O"ii = Tiii then for any 
vector a, P(X ~ a) 2: P(Y 2: a), where x ~ a means that Xi 2: ai for all i. Slepian derived 
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this result using Plackett's identity (see Section 4 below) in a study of one-sided boundary 
crossing problems for Gaussian processes. Since Slepian proved his inequality, his result has 
been generalized in a number of ways. For instance, the inequality holds for all elliptically 
contoured distributions: see Das Gupta, et al. [8] and Tong [34] for such results. 
When aij ~ 0 for all i and j, the inequality P:E(X ~ a) ~ P1(X ~ a) yields a lower bound 
which can be easily computed for the normal, since then it is a product of univariate normal 
probabilities. However, this lower bound often gives a poor approximation (see Iyengar [14]), so 
that Slepian's inequality is more useful for theoretical investigations. Thus, in this section, we 
describe alternative methods that provide good approximations. 
Suppose that X is a p-variate vector which has an elliptically contoured distribution with 
1 density I I; 1-2 g(x'I;-1x); further, let term "tail region" refer to a closed convex region B 
that is far from 0 (of course, B should have non-empty interior, else the probability will be 
zero). If I; = L' L is the Cholesky decomposition of I;, then Z = L-1 X has the density 
f(z) = f(z; 0, I) = g(z'z), and P(X E B) = P(Z E A = L-1 B). Since A is closed and 
convex, it contains a unique point, a, that is closest to the origin: lal~lzl, for z E A, and A is 
contained in the half plane {z : z'a ~ a'a}. Since Z has a spherically symmetric distribution, 
A can be rotated so that a = ret, where e1 is the unit vector in the z1 direction, and r =lal. 
Note that r = r(A) depends upon the set A; for notational convenience, this dependence will be 
suppressed. Next, if {3 =La, then{3 minimizes the Mahalanobis distance, (x'I;-1x)112 , of points 
in B to the origin; also, B is contained in the half plane { x : x'I;-1 {3 ~ {3'I;- 1 {3}. Of course, 
the problem of finding {3 is a quadratic programming problem which can be solved using known 
techniques. For any set A, matrix D, and vector c, let DA + c denote the set, {Dx + c: x E A}. 
To estimate 0 = P(Z E A), ordinary Monte Carlo averages n independent replicates of 
I(Z E A), where I is an indicator function. This estimator's variance is (0 - 02 )fn. An 
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alternative approach is to use f(z- a) as a sampling function (Wessel, et al. [35] refer to this 
as improved importance sampling). The expression 
r f(z) r f(z +a) 
()=}A f(z- a)f(z- a) dz = lA-a f(z) f(z) dz (22) 
suggests the unbiased estimator 
A f(Z +a) () = f(Z) I(Z E A- a). (23) 
If g is a decreasing function - that is, f is unimodal, as is the case with the p-variate normal 
or t, but not the family given in (5)- then f(z) ::=; f(z- a) for z E A, and 
(24) 
so that i) has a smaller variance (and smaller cv2 ) than ordinary Monte Carlo. However, it can 
be shown that for several cases (the normal and the t), the cv2 tends to infinity as a-+ oo (see 
[17]). Thus, we turn to multivariate analogs of the method described in (12) above. 
Although a direct generalization of (12) is not available, the analog is to write Ao = A- a, 
and 
r r f(z+a) ()=}A f(z) dz = f(a) lAo f(a) dz, (25) 
and to manipulate the ratio f( z +a)/ f( a) to derive an estimator that has bounded cv2 as the 
region A moves outward to infinity. Just as in the one-dimensional case, there is no generic 
method that will work for all g; and unlike the one-dimensional case, the shape of A (or equiv-
alently the shape of B and the dependence among the random variables as given by :E) plays 
an important role in the choice of sampling function. We now sketch the details for the normal 
and t distributions. 
For the normal with density c/>p(z) = c/>p(z; 0, I), (25) becomes 
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where u = (z2 , ••• , zp)· Next, for the t density /p(z) = /p,v(z; 0, I), a slight modification of (12) 
is needed. Let At =A/ lal to get 
(27) 
Now using the sampling density which is proportional to lzi-(p+v) on At, we get 
() = f: (a) !alP . r v+ a z. dz (( I 12) I '2) (p+v)/2 
P }At v+ lal 2 lzl 2 lz!P+v • (28) 
Such expressions provide guidelines on the nature of the sampling function to use for im-
portance sampling. The specific choice depends, as mentioned before, on the nature of A, 
specifically, on the shape of A near the origin (or A1 near the point e1 ). In particular, let 
B = { x : Xt ~ bt, x2 ~ b2}, where the bi are positive; without loss of generality, suppose that 
b1 ~ b2 . When the correlation between X 1 and X 2 is p, the point, {3, that is closest to the origin 
(using Mahalanobis distance) is 
fi={ (29) 
Transforming to the independent case and rotating so that the nearest point, a, is in the e1 
direction gives 
(30) 
The region A is given in Figures 1 for p < bdb2, and 2 for p ~ b1/b2 • Since the nature of 
Ao = A - a at the origin is determined by the difference p - b1/b2 , the ratio b1jb2 will be 
preserved in the calculations above: in effect, the region B will be moved outward towards 
infinity in the direction of the vector b = (bt, b2). 
{FIGURES HERE} 
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We will now provide some of the details for the normal distribution; for a fuller account, 
see [17]. When the correlation coefficient pis not large (p < b1fb2 when b1 ::::; b2), the bivariate 
sampling function consisted of a product of two exponential densities, and when pis large, the 
sampling function consisted of the product of an exponential and a normal. This is intuitively 
plausible, since for small p, the bivariate normal density is not far from the independent case, 
while for large p, it is not far from the singular case, for which the exponential given in (113) 
yields accurate estimates. Transforming back to X (with p12 = p ), the estimators are given by 
the following. For p < b1/b2, 
¢2(b; ~)(1- P2? -T'R-1Tf2 
(bt - pb2)(b2- pb1) e ' (31) 
where T = (T~, T2) has independent exponentially distributed components with mean vector 
((1- p2 )j(b1- pb2), (1- p2 )/(bt- pb2)). And for p?: b1/b2 it is 
¢~~2 ) e-T2 / 2 I[(T, U) E Ao], (32) 
where T and U are independent with densities I a I e-lalt and ¢( u ), respectively, and A0 = 
A- (b2, 0) is the translate of the set given in Figure 2. For both of these cases, it can be shown 
that the cv2 for the estimators given above all tend to zero as a --+ oo, that is, as the tail 
probability diminishes. The proof for the normal case is given in [17]. We omit the proof for 
the t distribution. Instead, we turn to the key quantity that is used in the proofs, Mills' ratio. 
Several definitions of the multivariate normal Mills' ratio are available. The first definition 
is due to Savage, [29] for the case of orthants: 
. _ P(X E B) 
Mt(B, R)- ¢v(b; R) , (33) 
for X rv Nv(O, R). Another definition is gotten by first transforming to the spherically symmetric 
case with Z, A, and a replacing X, B, and f3 respectively. For r =Ia! let 
M (A-I)= P(Z E A) 
2 ' ¢(r) . (34) 
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This definition applies to convex regions A, not just orthants. However, the two definitions do 
not coincide when B is an orthant. For R =J. I, 
(35) 
so that the two definitions differ in two respects. First, in place of {3, it uses the vertex b; 
for example, when (bb b2) = (1, 2) and p = 0.95, (f3b f32) = (1.9, 2). This is an important 
difference, because when the correlation is high, importance sampling centered at b can be much 
worse than that centered even at the origin (see [17]). Second, the new definition has the factor 
(211" j I 271" R 1)112; this is not an important difference, but it does mean that proper comparisons 
of the two must first adjust for this factor. 
For the multivariate normal, the following inequalities for M2 generalize (15): 
and 
1 M2(A; I)< -P[(T, U) E Ao), 
r 
M2(A; I) > ·~ [P[(T, U) E Ao)- Lo t: re-rt</>( u)dudt] 
> ~ [P[(T, U) E Ao)- fooo t: re-rt</>( u)dudt] 
~ [P[(T, U) E Ao)- : 2], 
(36) 
(37) 
where (T, U) is as in (32). When A = L-1 B, where B is a quadrant, explicit expressions for 
the bounds in (36) and the first line of (37) are available. Such inequalities are not available for 
M 1 • These inequalities are used in [17) to prove that the estimators in (31) and (32) have cv2 
tending to zero as a-+ oo. 
Mills' ratio for elliptically contoured densities are defined analogously: the numerator is 
P(X E B), while the denominator is either <f>v(b; R) or <f>v(f3; R) for M1 and M2, respectively. 
In [9), Fang and Xu give a detailed account of M 1 They show that if X has an elliptically 
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contoured distribution given by (2), where g is a non-increasing function, then the function 
-P(X E B) is a Schur convex function; they use this fact, along with standard majorization 
results to provide inequalities for M1. A detailed study ofthe analog of M2 for other elliptically 
contoured distributions has not yet been done. 
4 Computation of Moments 
In his paper, Brillinger [4] noted that a moment generalizes the notion of a probability, since 
the latter is the first moment of an indicator function, which is a building block of integrable 
functions. Here, we use the term moment to denote the expected value, when it exists, of some 
function of a random vector, that is, E[g(X)] = E[g(Xt, ... ,Xp)]. Conventionally, (product) 
moments are defined as E [Tif=1 Xik;], where ki are non-negative integers. In this section, we 
discuss three methods for computing moments for elliptically contoured distributions. The first 
uses the characteristic function when it is available, the second uses the stochastic representation 
(1) when the moments of rare available, and the third uses several partial differential equations 
that are given below. Throughout, let X= J.L + rr}I 2UP, as in (1). 
The first two methods, which are due to Li [23], are of course equivalent; computational 
convenience dictates the choice of method. Let the kth moment (when it exists) of the vector 
X be given by the matrix rk(X), where 
{ 
E[X ®X'® X ... ® X'] 
rk(x) = ( 1$:>) = 
E[X ®X'® X .. . ® X'® X] 
if k is even 
(38) 
if k is odd, 
where® denotes the Kronecker product, which has k terms in (38). This definition reduces to the 
usual mean vector and covariance matrix when k = 1 and 2, respectively; f 1 (X) = J.L whenever 
the first moment exists. Fork ~ 3, the following recipe tells us where to find E [Tif=1 Xfi] (with 





r = 1 + L ( i2j-I - 1) p[(k+I)/2]-j 
j=l 
[k/2] 
s = 1 + E Chj-1- 1) p[k/2]-j, 
j=l 
where [a] is the greatest integer in a. 
(39) 
(40) 
Using this notation, the matrices fk(X) can be expressed in two ways. First, if the charac-
teristic function is known, repeated differentiation of it gives the following expressions for k = 2 
and 3: 
J.LJ-L' - 21/>'(0)E, 
f3(X) = J.L 0 J.L1 0 J.L- 21/>'(0)[J.L 0 E + E 0 J.L + vec(:E)J.L'], (41) 
where vec(E) = ( o-11 , 0"21, ••• , O"pt, ••• , u1p, ... , O"pp)' strings out the columns of I: into one long 
vector. 
This formulation is useful for the family (5), for the characteristic function is given by 
1/1 k(t;1]) = e-'1t/4 t (k) f(p/2) (-1]t/4)m, 
p, m=O m f(m + p/2) (42) 
so that -21/1'(0) = 1J(2k + p)f2p. A proof of this result is given in Iyengar and Tong [15]. When 
the characteristic function is not available, but the moments ofT are available, the representation 
(for J.L = 0 and I: = I) X = TUp implies that rk(X) = Tkfk(Up)· Since rk(Up) can be derived 
from the known properties of the normal distribution, -21/1'(0) is replaced by E(r2 )fp in (41). 
For instance, for the multivariate t, the characteristic function is intractable, but the density of 
T is proportional to 
(43) 
which yields the finite moments upon integration. Expressions for the fourth moment r 4 that 
involve 1/1"(0) or E(r4 ) are given in [23]; even higher order moments can be computed along 
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the lines outlined there. Since quadratic forms in elliptically contoured distributions arise in 
standard testing procedures (see Anderson and Fang [2]), Li also provides expressions for their 
moments. 
In a related study, Xu and Fang [36] define an n X p matrix has a matrix elliptically contoured 
density if T X has the same distribution as X for every n x n orthogonal matrix T. The density 
then has the form Cn,pf( x' x ); if Y = X"£}12 for a p X p covariance matrix :E, the density of Y is 
given by 
(44) 
In their paper, Xu and Fang give the expected values of zonal polynomials and other symmetric 
functions of W = Y'Y. The expressions are rather involved, so we omit them. 
The third method of computing moments has a longer history. In 1958, Price [27] proved 
the following result. Let Np(J.L, :E) denote a p-variate normal with mean J.L and covariance matrix 
:E = ( O"ij ). Suppose that X = (Xb ... , Xp) has a Np(J.L, :E) distribution (written X "'Np(J.L, :E)), 
and let g1(X1), ... , 9p(Xp) be differentiable functions of the components of X, each admitting a 
Laplace transform; then 
for i =f; j. (45) 
Conversely, if this identity holds for arbitrary g1 , .•. , 9p (with both expectations above defined) 
then X has a multivariate normal distribution. Price and others used this theorem to facilitate 
studies in signal processing. In particular, suppose that a zero-memory non-linear input-output 
device with Gaussian input Xi that yields output 9i(Xi)· The pth_order correlation coefficient 
of the outputs is a quantity of interest which requires the computation of the expectation of 
fJi 9k(Xk)· The differential equation of Price's theorem provides a useful computational tool for 
such calculations. Consider the following trivial example: if h(p) = E(X1X2), where p12 = p 
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is the correlation between the standardized variates X 1 and X 2 , then h' (p) = 1, and h(p) = p 
follows. 
Although Price's theorem is an elegant result, it has several limitations. In fact, Pawula 
[25] (see also Papoulis [24]) noted that when p = 2, and the right hand side of ( 45) can be 
evaluated explicitly, there is a single differential equation to solve. But for larger p, there are 
p(p-1 )/2 differential equations to solve simultaneously. Furthermore, Price's result only applied 
to a product of functions of individual components only. Pawula used a result of Plackett [26] to 
overcome these limitations. In 1954, Plackett proved the following identity while investigating 
a reduction formula for multivariate normal probabilities: if the density of a Np(J.L, :E) variate is 
</>p(x- J.L, :E), then 
(46) 
For the case i = j, we have the diffusion equation 
(47) 
Pawula used Plackett's identity to extend Price's theorem thus: if g(x1 , ••• , xp) is sufficiently 
smooth and vanishes rapidly near infinity, then 
fori :f. j. (48) 
This extension allowed the study of more general functions, such as the "linear rectifier correla-
Pawula then used the following method, also due to Plackett, to reduce the number of 
differential equations to solve from p(p- 1 )/2 to one. For a given :E define a line between it and 





where Et denotes the expectation with respect to N(p, 'Et)· When the right hand side of (50) can 
be evaluated, a single ordinary differential equation results. By solving it, Pawula showed how 
to compute the moments of various functions of X, such as products of Hermite polynomials or 
error functions. In some cases, higher order derivatives with respect to t are needed: they are 
just iterates of the partial differential operator on the right of (50). 
The search for bounds for certain probabilities and expectations has recently led to several 
generalizations of Plackett 's identity to elliptically contoured distributions. The first is a result 
of Joag-dev, et al. [18] which only requires that gin (2) be differentiable: 
a a f.. ·k 
-a . .J(x; J.L, 'E)= --a .(L...J u' Xk)f(x; p, 'E), 
u,, x, k=l 
(51) 
where uik is the i, k element of I;-1 . Another is due to Iyengar ([12], see also Iyengar and Tong 
[15]), who proved the following identity for /p,k: 
(52) 
This specializes to Plackett's identity when k = 0. Finally, Gordon [10] proved a definitive 
version of Plackett's identity for elliptically contoured densities (the proof of which he traced 
back to [8,18]). He showed that the following two statements about functions g and h, each 
mapping lR+ into itself and vanishing at oo, are equivalent: 






where g2:(x) =I:EI-112 g(x':E-1x), and similarly for h. When g is an exponential or an appropri-
ately chosen gamma density the identities of Plackett and Iyengar, ( 46) and (52), respectively, 
follow. Next, for the p-variate t with v degrees of freedom, we have 
h(t) = r((p + v)/2) v (1 + t)-(p+v-2)/2. 
(7rv)P/2f(v/2) (p + v- 2) (55) 
These extensions of Plackett 's identity have been used principally for theoretical investiga-
tions, in particular, for studying the nature of the dependence among the components of X. A 
systematic study of their use for the computation of moments of various functions (other than 
the usual product moments given by fk) has not yet been done. The mathematical basis for 
Plackett's identity goes back to the 19th century work of Schlafli [31] on hyperspherical sim-
plices, and the later work of the geometer Coxeter [6]. For more on the geometrical aspects of 
Plackett's identity and related issues, see Abrahamson [1] Iyengar [16] and Ruben [28]. 
5 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have discussed recent developments in probability and moment calculations 
for elliptically contoured distributions. These developments should allow the use of models other 
than the multivariate normal for high dimensional data. Clearly, much more work needs to be 
done. For instance, since Monte Carlo is an increasingly popular method for assessing the 
performance of various systems, a more systematic study of appropriate sampling functions is 
needed. Only the beginnings of such a study are given here. 
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Legends for the two Figures 
FIGURE 1: p < b1/b2; A is bounded by L1 and L2. 
L · z = b1(l- p
2
)
112 (z - (b'R-1b)112) for z > (b'R-1b)112 1 . 2 ( b2 - pbt) 1 ' 1 -
L · z = -b2(l - p
2
)
112 (z - (b' R-1 b)112) for z > (b' R-1 b)112 2 . 2 (b1 - pb2) 1 ' 1 -
FIGURE 2: p ~ bt/b2; A is bounded by L1 and L2. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we discuss the problem discriminating among various non-linear time 
series models. While the method we propose is of a general nature we consider a re-
stricted class of models that share an identical AR( 1) equivalent correlation function 
structure ;hence, identical spectral density. Consequently, the possibility of discriminat-
ing among them on the basis of second order moments is theoretically, and practically, 
impossible. The approach being taken is aimed at discriminating among the models 
on the basis of higher order moments i.e. the higher order cumulant structure. Specif-
ically, we shall focus on the 3rd_order cumulant structures as our initial step beyond 
the conventional covariance structure. 
Key Words : Time series, Linear, Non-linear, Gaussianity, Stationarity, Au-
toregressive, Exponential Models, PAR(l), ARE(l), EAR(l), TEAR(l), NEAR(l), 
Robertson's Fixed and Random Models, Correlation and Cumulant Structure. 
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1 Introduction 
Statistical methods based on moment information have been used extensively. In terms of 
model identification the time series literature has been devoting a considerable attention to 
the problem of identifying the p and q order under the general linear framwork of ARMA(p,q) 
modelling. Second order correlation information (e.g. acf and pacf) became a main tool in the 
process of of selecting p and q. While second order information is of paramount importance 
in the case where the roots of the AR and MA polynomials remain outside the unit circle, 
higher order cumulant information becomes crucial in deciding on the locations of the zeros 
or poles of possibly non-invertible, non-causal and non-Gaussian ARMA models. Of course 
there are many very useful statistical tools for solving the above mentioned problems which 
are not based on moments. For example, the use of information based criteria such as AIC, 
MAIC and BIC in selecting orders of an ARMA model, the use of MLE in locating roots 
of a mixed phase ARMA process, ect. While these non-moment based methods might be 
more efficient than moments methods, the moments methods are generally simpler, easier 
and intuitvely appealing both in theory and computation. It is often the case that one needs 
the initial point supplied by such a method to start an efficient but complicated non-moment 
based method. 
The introduction of non-linear time series models in recent years (e.g. bilinear, threshhold, 
random coefficient, ect.) amplified the importance of using higher order cumulant informa-
tion in discriminating among the various non-linear models. It was shown that different 
models are capable of producing an identical correlation function of the linear autoregressive 
type; thus, giving rise to a class of models characterized as 2ed_order equivalent. Conse-
quently, efforts have been diverted to the analysis of the higher order cumulant structure with 
the hope of exploiting differences among the models at higher order correlation dependency 
structure. The basic idea underlying the search for information in the higher order cumulant 
structure in order to distinguish two models may be stated as follows. Within the class of 
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moment determination, moment sequences of two different stochastic processes cannot be 
identical. Specifically, given two stationary series {Xt} =/=- {Yt} there exists (ut,u2, ... ,uk) 
such that kth_order moments or cumulants with lags (u 1 , u2 , .•. , uk) of {Xt} and {Yt} are 
not equal, i.e. 
Cx(Ut,U2,·· .,uk) =/=- Cy(ut,U2, ... ,uk)· 
In practice, one hopes that the above is true for a small order k, and the difference is large 
relative to a given sample size. Otherwise, the search for a discriminatory power in the higer 
order cumulant structure might turn out to be fruitless. 
The problem of discrimination among non-linear time series models has been considered by 
many authors. Lawrence and Lewis [24] considered special 3rd_order structure of the form 
Cov(R~p), Xt2+k) , Cov([R~P)] 2 , Xt+k) 
where R}P) are the linear autoregressive residuals of order p for RCA and PAR models 
Within the class of bilinear models Li [26] and Gabr [10] considered quantities of the form 
Cov(X?, Xt2+k) 
Cov(X?, Xt+k) 
respectively. Auestad and Tj!l)stheim [4] considered the use of non-parametric methods aimed 
at the conditional mean and variance of various non-linear time series models. Anderson [1] 
approached this problem differently by observing differences in the sample paths generated 
by the exponential family. Using a fluctuating type statistic he was able to discriminate 
among simulated traces for a reasonable number of observations. In his work the moments 
do not play a role in the proposed discrimination procedure and as such may provide an 
alternative in situations where moments up to the desired order do not exist. Tsay [37] 
offers a very general method for selecting a model depending on the type of characteristic 
one is interested to investigate. 
We propose a new approach which relies on the conjecture that the information required for 
discrimination among the models is available in the higher order moments or equivalently, 
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in the higher order cumulant structure. Specifically, we shall concentrate our attention on 
the third order cumulant structure given by 
C(r, S) = E[(Xt- f.lx)(Xt-r- f.lx)(Xt-s - f.lx)]. (1.1) 
The family of exponential time series models will be the framework within which we shall 
show the parametric equality of the correlation (hence, the spectral density) functions, and 
the way in which the theoretical higher order cumulant structure points out to the differences 
among the models. We demonstrate the method for a restricted case where we consider a 
family of non-linear time series models with known marginal distributions and a common 
AR(1) equivalent correlation structure. This family consists of marginal exponentially dis-
tributed time series models which include : 
• (i) Product Autoregressive Model [ PAR(1)] 
• (ii) Exponential Autoregressive Model [ EAR(1) ] 
• (iii) Transposed Exponential Autoregressive Model [ TEAR(1) ] 
• (iv) Newer Exponential Autoregressive Model [ NEAR( 1) ] 
• (v) Robertson's Fixed Model 
• (vi) Robertson's Random Model 
In addition we shall consider the linear autoregressive model with exponential innovation 
process which we shall call ARE(1). As opposed to the family mentioned above the ARE(1) 
does not have a known marginal distribution ;however, its moments can be computed. This 
model, though, shares the same correlation structure as the non-linear exponential family. 
The underlying objective is to discriminate among realizations produced by the models 
we consider. This task is impossible to accomplish since they have identical second order 
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structure. 'vVe should note that the models being considered by no means exhaust all such 
second order equivalent ones. 
The plan for the paper is as follows, we shall start with a brief review of the traditional 
approach to time series analysis , followed by a presentation of the family of exponential 
time series models in section 3. In that section we shall state the form taken up by each 
model, show the type of sample traces they are capable of producing and develop their 
correlation functions. Then we give a brief review of higher order cumulants in section 4. 
Subsequently, the results we obtained for the 3rd_order cumulant structure for the seven 
models under considerations are presented in section 5. General methodology is presented in 
section 6. The results of the simulation part are the topic of section 7. There we also briefly 
discuss the way in which the sample traces, correlation functions and 3-rJ-order cumulants 
were generated empirically. A brief conclusion is given in section 8. 
2 Stationarity, Linearity and Gaussianity 
Over the last 50 years statisticians have developed a large body of theory and methods aimed 
at the analysis of time series data.. A comprehensive account of their work culminated in 
books such as Kendall and Stuart [17], Jenkins and Watts [15], Box and Jenkins [5], Hannan 
[12], Anderson [2], Brillinger [7], Chatfield [9], Koopmans [18], Priestley [30], Rosenblatt 
[32], and Brockwell and Davis [8], to name a. few. The foundations of classical time series 
analysis, as described in the above references, were thought to be based on two underlying 
assumptions, stating that : 
1. The time series is stationaTy to an order of at least two. The process is assumed to 
remain in equilibrium about a constant mean level with the proportion of ordinates not 
exceeding any given level is about equal over any time interval spanned by the sample. 
In case the observed series does not exhibit such behavior, it is further assumed that 
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weak stationarity can be achieved by applying an appropriate tranHforrnation e.g. linear 
filtering. 
2. The time senes, viewed as a stochastic process, {Xt, t E T}, is an output from a 
linea·r filter whose input is the white noise process { Zt}; hence, the observed sample 
realization can be represented as a linear function of past and present values of { Zt} -
a one sided representation. 
In recent years the validity of these twin assumptions - as reasonable approximations to 
sample trace realizations - has been questioned as data from a wider variety of sources 
became available. Coupled with advances in the field of non-linear dynamics (deterministic 
chaos theories), research in the field of non-stationary, non-linear and non-Gaussian time 
series methodology have been in progress. Subsequent efforts to bring non-linear time series 
literature under one unified framework resulted in the publication of books like Priestley 
[29] and Tong [36]. The reader is also referred to Mohler [28] for a collection of papers on 
theory, computational methods and applications in the area of non-linear signal processing. 
Tong [36] discusses properties of the Gaussian stationary linear model ( GSLM) which may 
possibly be violated : 
• (a) Time series that exhibit strong asymmetric behavior cannot be expected to confirm 
to the GSLM. Such models are characterized by symmetric joint cumulative density 
functions and that rules out asymmetric sample realizations. 
• (b) The GSLM does not give rise to clusters of outliers e.g. sudden bursts of large 
magnitudes at irregular time intervals. Observed time series in socio-economic related 
phenomena do tend to exhibit groups of outliers. 
• (c) Sample traces that demonstrate strong cycles cannot be modeled by the GSLM since 
the regression functions at lag (k) i.e. E[Xt!Xt-k] are all linear due to the assumed 
joint normality. 
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• (d) The Gaussian process {Xt} is reversible i.e. (Xt, ..... , XtJ' has the same distribution 
as (Xtn' ..... ,X1 )'. Reversibility is violated in the presence of differences in the rate at 
which a sample path rises to its maxima, and the rate at which it falls away from it. 
One simple way for investigating departures from reversibility is to plot the sample on 
a transparency and then turn it over. If the mirror image is similar to the original plot 
then the series may be assumed reversible- irreversible otherwise. 
One could also test formally for Gaussianity and linearity. Following Brillinger [6], who 
pointed out to the potential of using the bispectral density function as the basis for classifying 
a process as linear (and possibly Gaussian) or non-linear, Subba Rao and Gabr [35] and 
Hinnich [13] developed formal tests for linearity and Gaussianity. The tests are based on 
the constancy of the normalized bispectral density function under the assumption that {Xt} 
have a linear representation. Tong [36]) provides a comprehensive review of tests for linearity 
and normality. Priestley [29] considers the case where a stationary process does not fit into a 
linear representation and concludes that "a fortiori many types of non-stationary processes 
would also fall outside the domain of linear models." In summary, observed time series do 
not necessarily conform to models such as the GSLM. The degree to which a time series 
realization represents a trace generated by the GSLM, has a direct bearing on the usefulness 
of estimating an ARMA(p,q) model. For purposes of prediction, forecasting and control one 
is better off taking advantage of the non-linear (hence, non-Gaussian) structure of the data 
during the modeling stage. If indeed the GSLM is deemed inappropriate, one has the choice 
among several families of non-linear models. We shall turn to some of these explicitly in 
section 3. 
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3 AR( 1) Type Exponential Models (EAR) 
The family of models we consider here is that of the exponential autoregressive models, which 
is composed ofthe EAR( 1) and its generalization to the transposed exponential autoregressive 
model TEAR(1 ), and the newer exponential autoregrssive NEAR(1) model. This type of time 
series models were proposed by Ga. ver and Lewis [11], Lawrance and Lewis [20, 21], Jacobs 
and Lewis [14], Lawrance [19] and further developed by Lawrance and Lewis [22, 23, 24]. Also 
we consider Robertson's Fixed and Random models [31], and the Product Autoregressive 
PAR(l) model proposed by McKenzie [27] - where all models being restricted to a first order 
autoregressive structure. 
In contrast with other non-linear time series models (e.g. bilinear and threshold), this class 
of models is an attempt to capture the behavior of, possibly observed, time series processes 
with explicit marginal exponential distributions. The family of EAR models is advocated 
as a. way of relaxing the assumption of marginal Gaussianity which underlies the Gaussian 
linear stationary model. The reasons behind the choice of the exponential distribution as 
the marginal distribution are given in Gaver-Lewis [11] and Lawrance and Lewis [23]. The 
standard linear first order autoregressive process, AR(1), with exponential input, ARE(1), 
will be used for comparison purposes in section 5. This model has an identical correlation 
and spectral density functions as do the models mentioned above ;however, its marginal 
distribution is not known, thus, it is not to be considered as an exponential model but 
rather as a linear AR(1) model with exponential input. The fact that it is linear enables us 
to distinguish it from any other non- linear model, with or without an identical correlation 
structure, based on the theoretical result stating that a process with a linear representation 
has a flat (constant) normalized bispectral density, for more details see Su bba Rao and Gabr 
[35]. 
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3.1 PAR(l) Model 
A natural extension of the linear AR( 1) rnodd was proposed by McKem~ie [27] and consists 
of an exponentiation of the linear model such that tlw additive form is being transformed 
into a multiplicative form. Here we consider a sepcial case of the gamma family of marginally 
distributed time series where the output series has an exponetia.l marginal distribution of 
unit mean. Specifically, 
v v·a 11 
."\.t = ."\.t-1 11 t (:3.1) 
where a E (0, 1) and l,~ is given by a mixture of uniform (0, 1r) and expouential mean one 
random variables independent of each other. 
This model differs from the others we consider in two aspects. First, the innovation process 
does not posess a known parametric density function and its higher order curnulant structure 
is expressed in terms of the moments of Xt only. Second, we note that (3.1) may be linearized 
by taking the logs of both sides of the equation. As such it is classified as an intr·insically 
linear model i.e. a non-linear model which can be linearized. It differs from the following 
models which cannot be linearized due to their switching nature and are to be considered 
under the class of intrinsically non-linear models i.e. a non-linear model which can not be 
linearized. 
3.2 EAR(l) Model 
In the following set up we let { Et} be a sequence of i.i.d exponential (A) random variables 
with a probability density function given by 
(3.2) 
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We define an EAR(1) model as, 
pXt-1 + c:t 
{ 
pXt-1 
pXt-1 + Et 
pXt-1 + ItEt 
with prob. p 
with prob. (1- p) 
with (0 :S p < 1) and {It} being an i.i.d sequence defined by 
with prob. p 





Under this formulation {Xt} is marginally distributed as an exponential random variable 
with parameter >.. 
Gaver and Lewis [11] point out to several characteristics of the EAR(1) model: 
• Setting p = 0 yields the special case where {Xt} is a sequence of i.i.d exponential 
random variables. 
• C:t is not a continuous random variable. This feature distinguishes (3.5) from the usual 
linear AR(1) equation with Gaussian or exponential input. 
• The representation (3.5) is one of a random linear combination of an i.i.d exponential 
sequences; thus, can be easily simulated on a computer. 
One problem the EAR(1) model has is called 'zero defect' (see Lawrance and Lewis [22]) and 
relates to the sample paths it generates. Specifically, the model generates paths in which 
large values are followed by runs of decreasing values, with the runs having geometrically 
distributed lengths. The large values arise when Et is included (i.e It = 1) while the falling 
values stem from the deterministic part of (3.5) (i.e It = 0). 
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3.3 TEAR(l) Model 
A natural extension of the EAR(1) model is to interchange the role of X 1_ 1 and /~1 in (:L.5). 
This does not affect the exponential(,\) marginal distribution of Xt. Upon replacing p by 
1 - a we obtain the transposed exponential autoregressive TEAR( 1) model 
where 
ItXt-1 + (1- a)Et 
{ 
Xt-1 + (1- a)Et 
(1- a)Et 
with prob. a 
with prob. 1 - a 
It = { 0 with prob. 1 - a 




Note that in this case the innovation process is a continuous random variable scaled by 
a constant 1 - a. The behavior of a simulated path, for a large a, shows geometrically 
distributed runs of rising values (i.e. It = 1) followed by sharp declines when the selection 
It = 0 is made. The decline due to the exclusion of the previous value Xt_ 1 • 
The TEAR(1) model is discussed by Lawrance and Lewis [22] as an extension of the EAR(1) 
model. However, TEAR(1) is also a special case of Arnold's [3] exponential model driven by 
past innovations. Specifically, define the random variables 
Nt = 1 if and only if Ut = 1 
Nt = i if and only if Ut = 0, Ut-l = 0 ... Ut-i+1 = 1 
where Ut are i.i.d Bernoulli(p) random variables with Nt being distributed identically but 
not independently as Geometric( a) random variables with domain 1, 2, 3, .... 
The model, expressed in terms of past innovations, is given by 
Nt 
Xt = a I: C:t-i+l 
i=l 
(3.10) 
where C:t "' iid Exp(,\) and the sum is multiplied by a to obtain strict stationarity. This 
representation is obtained if one express the TEAR(1) model (3.8) recurssively. 
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3.4 NEAR( I) Model 
The previous two models, EAR(1) and TEAR( 1 ), are special cases of a more flexible model 
in which {Xt-d in (3.8) is scaled by a coefficient /3; thus, simulated realizations generated 
by such model are of interest as it may circumvent the problem of geometrically distributed 
runs of falling or increasing values which might not be applicable. Specifically, let { Xt} 
denote the time series variables and { Et} be a sequence of an i.i.d unit mean exponential 
random variables acting as the innovation process. The NEAR(1) model is defined as 
where 
+ { f3Xt-l with prob. a 
E:t 0 with prob. 1 -a 
f3ItXt-1 + c:t 
Et with prob. p 
bEt with prob. 1 - p 
0 with prob. 1 - a 





with b = (1 - a)f3 and p = 1_(1-!a)f3" The parameters a and f3 are allowed to take values 
over the domain defined by 0 :::; a, f3 :::; 1 with a, f3 =J. 1. Setting (a = 1 , 0 :::; f3 < 1) in 
( 3.12) yields the EAR( 1) model, where fixing (/3 = 1 , 0 :::; a < 1) give rise to the TEAR( 1) 
model. Both are extreme cases of a NEAR(1) process. We note that due to the distribu-
tional assumption underlying { Et}, the innovation process is not allowed to take on negative 
values i.e. P[Et :::; OJ = 0. It is obvious how the concept of "switching" comes into play in 
(3.12). The switch from one linear piece to the other is controlled by an external random 
mechanism with a prespecified parametric probabilistic structure. 
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3.5 Robertson's Fixed and Random models 
Robertson [31] suggested two exponential models which we shall refer to as Robertson's fixed 
and random models. Our main concern is to show that these models cannot be identified 
via the correlation or spectral density functions ;hence, one has to explore the higher order 
cumulant structure. 
3.5.1 The Fixed Model 
Consider the following switching structure 
X _ { Xt-l - lnf3 with prob. f3 
t - Et with prob. 1 - f3 (3.15) 
where f3 is a fixed constant, Et has a truncated exponential distribution given by 
(3.16) 
with the marginal distribution of Xt being exponential with unit mean. Alternatively, (3.15) 
may be represented using an indicator random variable i.e. 
(3.17) 
where 
1 with prob. f3 
0 with prob. 1 - {3. (3.18) 
3.5.2 The Random model 
One may generalize the fixed model by allowing f3 to become a random variable which acts 
as a mixing distribution, with domain restricted to the interval [0,1 ]. Specifically, let Xt have 
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the representation 
Xt = { Xt-l - lnf3t with prob. f3t 
Et with prob. 1 - f3t (3.19) 
or stated in terms of an indicator random variable 
(3.20) 
where 
I _ { 1 with prob. f3t 
t - 0 with prob. 1 - f3t· (3.21) 
The probability density assigned to f3t is a beta density with parameters (a, 2) 
f. ((3)={ a(a+1)(1-(3)(3a-l 0<(3~1, a>O 
f3t 0 otherwise. (3.22) 
The distribution of lnf3t is obtained using the standard transformation of variables technique. 
Let Y = lnf3t then 
jy(y)={ a
0
(a+1)(1-eY)ecxy -oo<y<O, a>O 
otherwise. 
The probability density function for Et is appropriately modified 




Within this framework one notices that the random variables It and Et are not independent 
as they both involve the mixing distribution f3t· The marginal distribution of Xt, though, 
remains exponential with unit mean by construction. We remark that all these models are 
stationary in the wide sense i.e. strictly stationary. 
3.6 Summary 
We recall that the models under investigation are the following : 
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,, 
• ARE(l) : 
• PAR(l) : 
• EAR(l) : 
X _ { pXt-I with prob. p 
• t - pXt-I + Et with prob. 1 - p 
• TEAR( 1) : (p = 1 - a) 
X _ { Xt-I + (1- a)Et with prob. a 
t- (1- a)Et with prob. 1- a 
• NEAR(l): 
_ .. \:-t = { f3Xt-l + Et with prob. a 
Et with prob. 1 - a 
where, 
{ 
Et with prob. p 
Et = bEt with prob. 1 - p 
1-/3 
p = 1 _ b b = (1 - a)j3 
• Roberston 's Fixed Model : 
where 
X = { Xt-l - lnj3 with prob. (3 
t Et with prob. 1 - j3 
{ 
1 -€ 
!E( c) = ~-{Je 0 < c < -lnj3 
otherwise 
• Roberston's Random Model: 
where 
X _ { Xt-1 - lnf3t with prob. f3t 
t - Et with prob. 1 - f3t 
fE(c) = { 1!f3te-€ 0 < E ~ -lnf3t 
0 otherw1se 











Table I: Corrda.tion Functions 
ARE(1) PAR(1) EAR(l) TEAR( I) NEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Robertson's Random 
cps O's ps O's (aj3)s /Js (~)s 
a+2 
For all models, but Robertson's and PAR(l), the input process {Et} is assumed to be an 
i.i.d exponential sequence of unit mean and, with the exception of ARE( l ), the output { Xt} 
has a marginal exponential distribution with mean one. The correlation functions for the 
various models are given in table 1. 
Figures 1-3 contain simulated traces produced by the various models. Note that we indexed 
the parameter values of each model such that the correlation functions produce identical 
results i.e p(s) = (0.1) 8 , (0.5)S, (0.75) 8 • 
4 Higher Order Cumulants 
Let {Xt} be a real valued strictly stationary random process and let m(it, t 2 , •.• , tk) be the 
!t:th_order product moment i.e. 
(4.1) 
For a stationary process of order k, we can write ( 4.1) as 
(4.2) 
Now let the characteristic function ( cf) of { Xt} be defined by 
(4.3) 
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where I { I= { 2.:=7=1 a r and F = Fxtl'Xt2""'Xtk (xtp Xt2' ... 'Xtk) being the joint cumulative 
distribution function . 
The logarithm of the cf ( 4.3) is defined as the cumulant generating function ( cgf) 
(4.7) 
such that C(tll t2 , .•• , tk), the kth_order joint cumulant of the set of random variables 
{XtpXt2, ... ,Xtk}, is the coefficient of ((1 ,(2 , ... ,(k) in the Taylor series expansion of (4.7) 
about the origin. Specifically 
( 4.8) 
where Cj(tll t 2 , .•• , ij) = Cumulant(Xtl) Xt2, ... , XtJ . We note that the cumulant of order 
greater than two are all zero for a Gaussian process. This feature is used extensively in signal 
processing to suppress Gaussian noise. 
The relationship between moments and cumulants were formalized by Leonov and Shiryaev 
[25] and are given by 
( 4.9) 
1/ 
where the sum is taken over all partitions (v1 , ... , vP) which is a partition of (t1 , ... , tk)· 
Relationship ( 4.9) implies that we can write the moments in terms of the cumulants and if 
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we invert ( 4.9) then one can write the cumulants in terms of the corresponding moments; 
hence, the inversion of ( 4.9) yields 
(4.10) 
and if the process is kth_order stationary then we may write 
From ( 4.10) it is seen that the cumulant C( Tt, T 2 , ... , Tk_ 1 ) is a kth_order polynomial in the 
moments of no higher than k and conversely, the kth_order moment m(t11 t2, ... , tk) is a 
kth_order polynomial in cumulants of order no higher than k. Consider the specific cases : 
where 
E[Xt] = ttx 
tt(s)-tt; 
ttx{tt(s2- s1,s3- s!) + tt(s2,s3) + tt(sl,s2) + tt(sl,s3)} 
+ 2tt;{tt(sl) + tt(s2) + tt(s3) + tt(s2- s1) + tt(s3- s1) + tt(s3- s2)} 
tt(sl)tt(s3- s2)- tt(s2)tt(s3- s1)- tt(s3)tt(s2- s1)- 6tt! 
tt( s) 
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Consequently, one may write C3 ( s 1 , s 2 ) in the rorm 
C(r,s) ( 4.11) 
C(r,s,u) ( 4.12) 
Jtx(E[XtXt+s-rXt+u-r] + E[XtXt+sXt+u] + E[XtXt+rXt+s] + E[XtXt+rXt+u]) 
+ 2tt;(E[XtXt+r] + E[XtXt+s] + E[XtXt+u] 
+ E[XtXt+s-r] + E[XtXt+u-r] + E[XtXt+u-s]) 
E[XtXt+r]E[XtXt+u-s]- E[XtXt+s]E[XtXt+u-r]- E[XtXt+u]E[XtXt+s-r]- 6tt!· 
For a detailed account of the relations between moments and cumulants the reader is advised 
to consult Kendall, Stuart and Ord [16]. Cumulants and their relationship to spectral analysis 
are discussed by Sesay [34] and Rosenblatt [33]. Sesay [34] discusses the various uses of 
cumulants and cumulants spectra, specifically 
• Cumulant spectra is used in tests aimed at discriminating between linear and non-linear 
non-Gaussian processes (see Subba Rao and Gabr [35]). 
• The asymptotic.distributions in some non-linear theory may be obtained using cumu-
lants. 
• Time reversibility may be determined by verifying C( -s1 , ... , -sk-I)= C(st, ... , sk-I) 
or equivalently the imaginary part of the kth_order spectrum is equal to zero. 
• Cross-cumulants, and cross-cumulant spectra, can be used in the estimation of the 
parameters of a non-linear difference equation through the use of transfer functions 
that arise in the Volterra expansion (see Priestley [30]). 
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5 The 3·rd_Order Cumulant Structure 
In the following we shall present the 3rd_order cumulant structure for each of the models 
discussed in section 3. For each of the models a closed form solution to the 3rd_order cumulant 
structure is given. These solutions are based on closed form expressions obtained for the 
expectation terms which define the 3rd_order cumulant structure. For all- but ARE(1) model 
- the output process is marginally distributed as an exponential process with unit mean. The 
results presented in this section are based on the marginal moments given by 
J.lx = 1 J.lx,2 = 2 J.lx,3 = 6 
The input process is taken as an i.i.d exponential process with unit mean; hence, with identi-
cal moments as stated above. Robertson's and PAR(1) models form a separate class, in this 
respect, since the innovation process is defined by a sequence of i.i.d truncated exponential 
random variables and a mixture of exponetial and uniform random variables, respectively. 
The introduction of a mixing distribution in Robertson's random model further complicates 
the structure of the innovation process. Tables 2, 3 and 4 list the 3rd_order cumulant structure 
for these models. We recall that the models under investigation are given by (3.25)-(3.31 ). 










(1- <!J2)(1- <P) 
6 
( 1 - <!J3) ( 1 - <!J2) ( 1 - <P) 
1- <PT 
1-</J 
1 _ <P2T 
1 - <!J2 












E[X 01 ] = f'(1 +a) , a E (0, 1) 
p+(1-p)b 








Given the information summarized in these tables one may standardize the rate of decay 
of the correlation function such that the correlation functions are identical for these models 
for a. given parameter value. Our goal is to investigate how would the 3rd_order cumula.nt 
structure behave subject to a. standardized correlation function. It is our conjecture that 
one might be able to discriminate among signal paths produced by the various models on 
the basis of higher order moments. It is obvious that the correlation functions can not be 
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Table 2: 3rd_Order Cumulant Structure : The Linear Mode~! 
--ARE(l) 
C(O,O) f-lx,3 - 3ttx,2f-tx + 2tt; 
C(O,r) <F. [J-tx,3 - 2ttx,2f-tx] 
+[J(r)- f-lxHf-lx,2- 2tt;] 
C(r,r) (pzr f-lx,3 + 2ttx,2b(2r) - !( T )] 
+2ttxb2( T)- f-lx!( T )] 
+2ttx</>[ 1 ~q\ {!2(r)- </>r-ll(r)}] 
-J-tx,2f-tx[1 + 2</>r] + 2tt; 
C(1,1+r) ¢>r+2 f-lx,3 + [ </>J-tx,2 + f-tx][2</>r + !( T)] 
-J-tx[J-tx,2{ </>r + <f>r+I + </>} +ttx{!(T) + !(T + 1) + 1}] 
+2tt; 
C(h, h + r) ¢>r+2h J-l x,3 
+2</>r[J-lx,2{!(2h) -1(h)} +ttx{!2(h) + l~ql {12(h)- </>h-I!( h)}}] 
+ttx,2</>hi(T) +ttx!(h)!(r) 
- f-tx[f-tx,2{ </>r + <f>r+h + </>h} +J-tx{ !( T) + !( T + h) +!(h)}] + 2tt; 
Table 3: 3rd_Order Cumulant Structure : The Intrinsically Linear Model 
PAR(l) 
C(O,O) 2 
C(O,r) ~ [J-tx,ar +2 - 2ttx,ar +I] xa 
C(r, r) .<.Jl>x,2aT +1 _ 2 ll>x,aT +1 
1-Lx 2ar J..Lx o.r 
C(1,1+r) ll>x,a(aT+1)+11l>x,aT+1 _ { ll>x,aT+1 + ll>x ar+1+1 + /l>x,a+1} + 2 
J.Lx,o.r J.l.x,o:(o.r +1) J.Lx,o:T J.Lx,o:r+l J.Lx,o. 
C(h, h + r) ll>x,ah(aT+1)+1/l>x,aT+1 _ { Jl>x,ar+1 + ll>x ar+h+1 + ll>x,ah+1} + 2 ll>x,aT ll>x,ah(aT +1) ll>x,aT ll>x,ar+h ll>x,ah 
used as a tool for discrimination purposes and consequently nor can the spectral densities. 
To illustrate the shape of the 3rd_order cumulant structure, see figure 4, we set 
</>, p, o:, (3, o:(3, a~2 = 0.5. First, we observe that certain ratios in tables 2,3,4 and 5 yield a 
clear characterization of the cumulant surfaces. Consider the ratios, presented in table 6, for 
the models with a simple close form i.e. EAR(1), TEAR(1) and Robertson's fixed model. 
While such simple expressions are not available for the remaining models it is possible to 
investigate the behavior of these ratios numerically. Two of the above ratios turn out to be 
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Table 4: 3rd_Order Cumulant Structure : The Intrinsically Non-linear Models 
EAR(l) TEAR(l) NEAR(l) 
C(O,O) 2 2 2 
C(O,T) 2pT 2ar 2(af3f 
C(T, T) 2p2T 2ar[1 + T(1 -a)] 6).T 
+4(a,Bf[IL//J3(T)- 1] 
+2tLe[!Leaf31_1aj3 { !'>-( T) 
-(a,Bt-ll'f3(T)} -'")'aj3(T)] 
+ /Le,2/',\ ( T) 
C(1,1+T) 2pr+2 2ar+1(2- a) 2( a,Bt+l [3,8 + 2tLe] 
+( a,Bt /Lc.,2 
+i'af3( T )!Le[!Le + 2a,B] 
I -[2{(a,Bt(1 + a,B) + a,B} 
+!Le{l'af3(T) 
+i'af3(T + 1) + 1}] + 2 
C(h,h+T) 2pr+2h 2ar+h[1 + h(1- a)] 6( a,Bf ).h 
+4( a,B)r+h fLel'f3( h) 
+2( a,B)h fle/'aj3( T) 
+2( a,Bf+lll; 1-la/3 {!'>-(h) 
-( a,B)h-11'!3( h)} 
+( a,Bt fLe,2/',\ (h) 
+tL:/'aj3( h haf3( T) 
-[2{(a,Bt(l + (a,B)h) +(a,B)h} 
+!Le{l'af3(T) +/'aj3(T +h) 
+i'af3( h)}] + 2 
more informative for the purpose of discriminating among the models : g~~::~ and cg(,:,!)). 
In the simulation context, however, since the cumulant surfaces decay rapidly towards 0, the 
computation of these ratios become difficult as we attempt to divide by very small values . 
These numerical considerations unstabilize the use of the ratios as a tool for discriminating 
among the models. The computed ratios ( as functions of the lag T ), indexed by a set 
of parameter values such that the correlation function of each model exhibits an identical 
behavior (e.g. p( s) = (0.5) 8 ) are also given, figures 5-6, so to demonstrate the shapes of the 
expressions given in the first and fourth rows of table 6. 
Given the plots of the ratios and the cumulant surfaces for the six models we may classify 
them into three categories. EAR(1) forms its own class. Robertson's models and TEAR(1) 
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Tablf' 5: ;vel-Order Cutnulant Structun·: Tlw Intrinsically Non-linear Models (cont.) 
Robertson's Fixed Model Robertson's Random Model 
C(O,O) 2 2 
C(O,T) 2/F 2(/ 
C(T,T) 2/V(l- Tlnf3) 2g7 [1 -2Tbrg- 1] 
+(n + 2)ab,.[T(T- 1)- (T- l)gr-I] 
+y(T)[2a + c] 
C(1,1 +T) 2tr+t (1 - lnf)) 4gr+I 
-e7 [2(2b,. + I)- c] 
+a[T(T) + f'(T + 1) +I] 
-adf'(T)- 2(e -· L) 
C(h,h+T) 2(3r+h( l - hlnf3) '1gr+h 
-2er+h- 1[2hb7• +a] 
-2gh[af'(T- 1) + 1] 
+e7 [(o + 2)ab7.{!'(h- I)- (h- I )e"- 1}- 2] 
+!'(h)[a2')'( T) + cgr] 
+a[T(T) + f'(T +h)+ f'(h)] + 2 
form a. separate group. NEAR(l) and PAR(1) form an additional class. Note that the 
cumulant surface produced by NEAR( 1) is a combination of EAR(l) and TEAR( 1) and that 
it looks very much like the surface produced by PAR(1). However, the two models seem 
to differ in their behavior when one observe the plots of the theoretical ratios. Closer look 
at the vertical axis for NEAR(l) and PAR( 1) in figures 5 and 6 shows that the ranges are 
similar and much smaller than the ranges of the vertical axis for the other models. 
6 Methodology 
In the following we propose a discrimination procedure that may be applied to the models 
under investigation (3.25)-(3.31) or to any set of competing models. 
Let 
M= { a finite set of finit parameter models }. 
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Table 6: Ratios of the 3rd_Order Cumulant Structure 
EAR(l) TEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Model 
~ T PT 1 + (1 - a)T 1- Tlnf3 
C(l,l+r) p2 a(2- a) (3(1 - lnf3) C(O,r) 
C(h,h+r) p2h ah[1 + h(1- a)] f3h(1 - hlnf3) C(O,r) 
C(l,l+rJ p2-r a(2-a) (3(1-ln,6) 
C(r,r) l+r(l-a) 1-rln,6 
C(h,h+r} 2h-r a"[I+h{l-a }] f3"{1-hlnf3} 
C(r,r) p l+r(l-a) 1-rln,6 
C(h,h+r} p2(h-1) a" -l[I+h{l-a}] ,6" -I {1-hlnf3} 
C(l,l+r) 2-a 1-ln,6 
Our objective is to identify the most compatible model m E M with {Xt}~=I· Specifically, 
given {Xt}~=1 , find a model mE Jlv1 such that m'"" {Xt}~=I· 
Procedure: 
1. Compute (\( uh ... , uk) , k = 0, 1, 2, ... , Ui E I integer. We call it the empirical 
kth_order cumulant structure based on the data { Xt}~=I· 
2. For each m E M 
(a) Estimate , using { Xt}~=l, the parameter Om (possibly a vector) for model m. 
(b) Compute Gem ( u1, ... , uk) for model m empirically or using the theoretical cumu-
lant structure. We shall call it Method 1 if the computation of the cumulant 
structure is done using the known theoretical cumulant structure. We shall call 
it Method 2 if the computation of the cumulant structure is done empirically 
based on {Xt}~=I· 





where Jr;m ().11 ... , ,\k) is the kth_order spectrum (i.e. polyspectrum). The general 
distance measure may be specified as e.g. 
II g II= 2:: I g 12 • 
{u;}ES 
There are several issues that need to be considered under the proposed procedure. First, 
various properties of the model such as stationarity, ergodicity, moment conditions, moment 
calculations, parameter estimation and simulation aspects of sample traces must be investi-
gated. Second, statistical properties of the formal test statistics based on (6.1) or (6.2) have 
to be studied. In order to do so the sampling properties of the proposed procedure must be 
investigated. In the following section we consider the simulation aspects of ( 6.1) and present 
some simulation results for both methods 1 and 2. 
7 Simulation Results 
In order to verify the possibility of discrimating among the various models on the basis of 
their respective 3rd_order cumulant surfaces, it is necessary to obtain reasonable agreements 
among the theoretical and simulated cumulants. In the following we discuss issues related 
to the simulation aspects of the sample traces, correlation functions, 3rd_order cumulant 
surfaces and ratios. 
7.1 Simulating Sample Traces 
The simulation aspects of the NEAR(1) model and its special cases, EAR(1) and TEAR(1), 
were considered by Lawrance and Lewis [20]. The algorithm they give is being used in our 
simulation to generate sample realizations for the NEAR( 1) family. The subcases, EAR( 1) 
and TEAR(1), are simulated by setting (a= 0.99 , 0 ~ f3 < 1) and (f3 = 0.99, 0 ~a< 1) 
respectively, in the same program that generates the simulated paths for NEAR(1) model. 
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We follow Lawrance and Lewis in setting the degenerate parameters to 0.99 so to avoid 
complications in the simulation of the traces. 
Robertson's fixed and random models are generated by two different programs. One which 
allows a selection of a branch with a fixed probability and one which allows the selection 
of a branch with a random probability generated according to a beta random variable with 
parameters ( o:, 2). The input signal is a truncated exponential; hence, needs to be simu-
lated accordingly. Since no IMSL subroutine is available we generate a realization from a 
truncated exponential random variable using the cumulative distribution function technique. 
Realizations from the AR(l) model are easily simulated and no further explanations are re-
quired. McKenzie [27] discusses the simulation of PAR(l) models. The innovation process 
vt is generated according to 
11 = E 1-a b( U) 
where U is distributed as a uniform (0, 1r) sequence of random variables which is independent 
of E - a sequence of exponential mean one random variables. The function b is defined by 
b(<fy) = sin</J(sino:</J)-cv(sin(l- o:)</>)-(l-a). 
Thus, {vt} is generated as a mixture of uniform and exponential sequences of independent 
random variables. 
All the simulated paths are generated by FORTRAN programs that call IMSL subroutines 
which are used to simulate continous uniform, beta. and exponential realizations. 
7.2 Simulating Higher Order Moments 
One FORTRAN program is employed in simulating the correlation functions, 3rd_order cu-
mulant surfaces and certain slices of these surfaces . Smoothing considerations lead us to 
simulate each model 30 times where the length of each simulated trace is 1010 data points. 
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Table 7: Distance Measure (6.1) - p(s) = (0.25Y 
PAR(l) EAR(l) TEAR(l) NEAR(l) Robert son's Fixed Robertson's Random 
PAR(l) 0.26 0.21 0.17 0.06 0.58 0.40 
EAR(l) 0.018 0.015 0.68 0.08 1.40 1.14 
TEAR(1) 0.78 0.70 0.018 0.37 0.08 0.03 
NEAR(1) 0.12 0.09 0.31 0.008 0.84 0.63 
Robertson's Fixed 1.80 1.65 0.22 1.06 0.02 0.07 
Robertson's Random 0.73 0.66 0.02 0.34 0.12 0.05 
The program computes two expectation terms: E[XtXt+r], over the range oflags 0 to 9, and 
E[XtXt+rXt+r+s], over the range of lags, -9 to -9. Then the smoothed empirical correlation 
function and the smoothed 3rd_order cumulant surface are computed using their definitions. 
In the computations of the expectation terms we use : 
In order to determine how accuratly the simulated cumulant surfaces match their theoretical 
couterparts we plot the empirical correlation functions, the empirical C( T, T) slice and the 
complete simulated surfaces in figures 7-9. This is done for various parameter values and 
shown for those that correspond to p( s) = (0.5) 5 • 
7.3 Discrimination Procedure Method 1 
The results of the simulation study are summarized in tables 7-12. Tables 7-9 are examples 
of typical values obtained by a single run of the simulation. Tables 10-12 provide the propor-
tions of correct model identification out of 30 repetitions. Note that in table 7 the diagonal 
line contains the minimum values of rows 2-5. This is precisely how we would expect the 
procedure to perform for any parameter value indexing a standardized correlation function. 
However, errors occure at the first and last rows where the method fails to select the correct 
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Table 8: Distance Measure (6.1) : p(s) = (0.5) 5 
PAR(l) EAR(l) TEAR(l) NEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Robertson's Random 
PAR(l) 0.67 0.41 0.74 0.02 1.44 1.43 
EAR(l) 0.07 O.Ql 2.24 0.30 3.34 3.42 
TEAR(l) 3.59 2.97 0.085 1.39 0.087 0.10 
NEAR(l) 0.64 0.37 0.93 0.005 1.67 1.69 
Robertson's Fixed 4.92 4.27 0.32 2.36 0.06 0.13 
Robertson's Random 2.36 1.91 0.07 0.76 0.26 0.32 
Table 9: Distance Measure (6.1): p(s) = (0.75) 8 
PAR(l) EAR(l) TEAR(l) NEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Robertson's Random 
PAR(l) 1.91 1.12 2.28 0.03 3.07 3.02 
EAR(l) 1.82 0.02 6.53 0.85 7.79 7.69 
TEAR(l) 4.14 3.85 0.46 1.25 0.79 0.93 
NEAR(l) 1.83 0.63 3.26 0.09 4.19 4.15 
Robertson's Fixed 4.82 4.59 0.31 1.63 0.57 0.70 
Robertson's Random 9.43 10.38 0.51 5.32 0.24 0.36 
model. The PAR(1) model is being identified as a NEAR(1) model and Robertson's Random 
model is being identified as a TEAR(1) model. The theoretical plots of the 3rd_order cumu-
lant structure support this confusion as they show that these models produce very similar 
surfaces that are hard to distinguish. In table 8 we note that the procedure fails again 
to select PAR(1) and Roberson's random models. Errors occur at the first and last two 
rows of table 9 where the procedure fails to distinguish PAR(1), the fix and random mod-
els. The incorrect selection that appears in the above tables is consistent with our previous 
remark regarding the grouping of the models into three categories. Robertson's models and 
TEAR(1) were identified as sharing a very similar 3rd_order cumulant structure and so were 
PAR( 1) and TEAR( 1). Thus, one would expect to have difficulties in discriminating among 
models that belong to the same family. The pattern established in the previous tables is 
consistent in the 30 repetitions we consider in tables 10-12. PAR(1) is consistently confused 
with NEAR(1), and TEAR(1) and Robertson's models stand out as a separate class. The 
random model is by large the hardest to identify and typically is mistaken for TEAR(1) 
model. Although the procedure is successful in identifying TEAR(1) and the fixed model it 
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Table 10: Proportions of Correct Identification : p( s) = (0.25) 8 
PAR(l) EAR(l) TEAR(l) NEAR(l) Robert son's Fixed Robertson's Random 
PAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
EAR(l) 0.03 0.97 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TEAR(l) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
NEAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
Robert son's Fixed 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.73 0.27 
Robertson's Random 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.03 0.27 
Table 11: Proportions of Correct Identification : p( s) = (0.5) 8 
PAR(l) EAR(l) TEAR(l) NEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Robertson's Random 
PAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
EAR(l) 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TEAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.03 0.27 0.0 
NEAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
Robertson's Fixed 0.0 0.0 0.17 0.0 0.83 0.0 
Robert son's Random 0.0 0.0 0.63 0.0 0.37 0.0 
Table 12: Proportions of Correct Identification: p(s) = (0.75) 8 
PAR(l) EAR(l) TEAR(l) NEAR(l) Robert son's Fixed Robertson's Random 
PAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
EAR(l) 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TEAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.67 0.07 0.26 0.0 
NEAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
Robertson's Fixed 0.0 0.0 0.47 0.0 0.53 0.0 
Robertson's Random 0.0 0.0 0.53 0.0 OA7 0.0 
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Table 13: Proportions of Correct Identification: p(s) = (0.25) 5 
TEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Robertson's Random 
TEAR(l) 0.57 0.03 0.4 
Robertson's Fixed 0.1:~ 0.87 0.0 
Robertson's Random 0.17 0.1 0.73 
Table 14: Proportions of Correct Identification: p(s) = (0.5) 5 
TEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Robertson's Random 
TEAR(l) 0.7 0.17 0.13 
Robertson's Fixed 0.27 0.46 0.27 
Robertson's Random 0.3 0.5 0.2 
is the confusion in selecting the random model that makes it difficult to judge the aduquacy 
of TEAR( 1) or the fixed model. However, since the three models share very similar traces 
and 3rd_order cumulant structure one may choose to accept each of the three as compatible 
with any of that group. 
To remedy this problem we may apply the proposed discrimination procedure to the 4rd_ 
order cumula.nt structure for these three models. One may argue that since the models share 
a.n identical 2rd_order moment structure and a. similar 3rd_order cumula.nt structure (but too 
similar so their differences can not be captured by (6.1)), then it might be possible to reveal 
their true identity through the use of the 4rd_order cumula.nt structure. Tables 13-15 contain 
the res~lts of the simulation study applied to the 4rd_order cumula.nt structure of TEAR( 1) 
and Robertson's models. The choice among the models is not clear cut a.s the proportions 
Table 15: Proportions of Correct Identification: p(s) = (0.75Y 
TEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Robertson's Random 
TEAR(l) 0.63 0.3 0.07 
Robertson's Fixed 0.43 0.57 0.0 
Robertson's Random 0.47 0.47 0.06 
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Table 16: Proportions of Correct Identification: p(s) = (0.25) 5 
ARE(l) PAR(l) EAR(l) TEAR(l) NEAR(l) Rob's Fixed Rob's Random 
ARE(l) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PAR(l) 0.0 0.73 0.0 0.0 0.27 0.0 0.0 
EAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.93 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.0 
TEAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.63 0.0 0.03 0.33 
NEAR(l) 0.0 0.3 0.03 0.0 0.67 0.0 0.0 
Rob's Fixed 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.67 0.26 
Rob's Random 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.23 0.47 
of correct identification are not large enough to enable a reasonable degree of discrimination 
power among the three competing models. This result was expected to hold given the 
theoretical expressions as expressed through the plots for the theoretical 4rd_order cumulant 
structure, figure 10. In these plots the models are shown to produce similar behavior at 
various frames of C(r,s,u); thus, there is no reason to expect a high degree of discrimination 
power among the models on the basis of the proposed procedure and the 4rd_order cumulant 
structure. 
7.4 Discrimination Procedure Method 2 
In tables 16-18 we provide the results of our simulation study according to (6.1) based on 
the empirical cumulant structure only. Note that we added ARE( 1) for comparison pur-
poses. Since the marginal moments of ARE(1) are different from the remaining models we 
standarize its mean to equal one so the mean of the exponential innovation process becomes 
1 - cP· The higher order moments are not standarized to equal those of the exponential 
models. The results in tables 16-18 are by large consistent with the results obtained 
under the previous method. The main difference appears to be in the improved separation 
between PAR(1) and NEAR(1) under the second method while under the first method, which 
involved the theoretical cumulant structure, PAR(1) is consistantly mistaken for NEAR(1). 
We use method 2 with the 4th-order empirical cumulant structure for TEAR(1) and Robert-
son's models. The results are summarized in tables 19-21. Figure 11 contains the plots of 
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Table 17: Proportions of Correct Identification: p(s) = (0.5) 8 
ARE(l) PAR(l) EAR(l) TEAR(l) NEAR(l) Rob's Fixed Rob's Random 
ARE(l) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PAR(l) 0.0 0.87 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 
EAR(l) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TEAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.43 0.0 0.27 0.3 
NEAR(l) 0.0 0.47 0.0 0.0 0.53 0.0 0.0 
Rob's Fixed 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.63 0.3 
Rob's Random 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.3 
Table 18: Proportions of Correct Identification: p(s) = (0.75) 8 
ARE(l) PAR(l) EAR(l) TEAR(l) NEAR(l) Rob's Fixed Rob's Random 
ARE(l) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PAR(l) 0.0 0.57 0.0 0.0 0.43 0.0 0.0 
EAR(l) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TEAR(l) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.43 0.03 0.2 0.34 
NEAR(l) 0.0 0.53 0.0 0.0 0.47 0.0 0.0 
Rob's Fixed 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.23 0.0 0.43 0.34 
Rob's Random 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.4 
the simulated 4th-order cumulant structure for the three models. The results confirm our 
previous comment regarding the difficulties encounterd by the discrimination procedure in 
distinguishing among these three models. 
8 Conclusions 
The problem of discrimination among non-linear time series models is considered in this 
paper through the family of exponential models. In this specific case we are able to develop 
the theoretical 3rd_order cumulant structure and confirm it by simulation. The procedure we 
Table 19: Proportions of Correct Identification : p( s) = (0.25) 8 
TEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Robertson's Random 
TEAR(l) 0.40 0.27 0.33 
Robertson's Fixed 0.13 0.54 0.33 
Robertson's Random 0.40 0.33 0.27 
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Table 20: Proportions of Correct Identification: p(s) = (0.5) 8 
TEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Robertson's Random 
TEAR(l) 0.27 0.20 0.53 
Robertson's Fixed 0.23 0.40 0.37 
Robertson's Random 0.27 0.3 0.43 
Table 21: Proportions of Correct Identification: p(s) = (0.75) 8 
TEAR(l) Robertson's Fixed Robertson's Random 
TEAR(l) 0.30 0.30 0.40 
Robertson's Fixed 0.27 0.33 0.40 
Robertson's Random 0.27 0.30 0.43 
propose is not restricted to the class of AR(l) type models or the class of models for which 
analytical results for the 3rd_order cumulant structure are available. It is a general procedure 
with the potential for a wide range of non-linear models. It is based in the understanding 
that different models cannot have an identical moment sequence; hence, the discrimination 
among them would become possible at some stage in the higher order cumulant structure. 
In our specific case we are able to obtain a significant improvement in our discriminatory 
power just by going one step above the traditional second order moment analysis i.e. the 
correlation function. While second order moments play a dominating role in linear model 
discrimination they are very limited in the non-linear case. When the 2nd-order analysis fails 
to provide enough information we propose to apply higher order moment analysis for the 
purpose of model discrimination. 
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MOMENTS IN STATISTICS: 
APPROXIMATIONS TO DENSITIES AND 
GOODNESS-OF-FIT 
Michael A. Stephens, 
Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, B. C., Canada V5A 1S6 
Summary 
In this article we discuss ways in which moments are used (a) to approximate 
distributions, and (b) to test fit to a given distribution. 
1 Approximating distributions using moments 
Solomon and Stephens (1977) give a number of examples of statistics X for 
which the first few, or even all, the moments or cumulants may be found, but 
whose density f(x) and distribution F(x), assumed continuous, are intractable. 
A good example is the statistic S whose distribution is the weighted sum of 
independent chi-square variables, each with one degree of freedom, written 
k 
S = I:A;(u;)2 (1) 
i=l 
where u; are i. i. d. N(O, 1), and A; are known weights. Many quantities in statis-
tics have distributions (often asymptotic distributions) likeS; for example, the 
Pearson X 2 statistic, used in testing fit to a distribution when the distribution 
tested contains unknown parameters which are estimated by maximising the 
usual likelihood, rather than the multinomial likelihood, has this distribution 
with some A; # 1. Other goodness-of-fit statistics, of Cramer-von Mises type, 
based on the empirical distribution function (EDF), also have such asymptotic 
distributions (see, for example, many examples in Stephens, 1986a). 
One of the first examples of S to be tabulated, for k = 2, involved errors in 
target hitting during World War 2: tables for S were produced with some labour 
by Grad and Solomon (1955) using analytic methods. These have been extended 
by various authors to higher values of k, but the analysis after k = 5 or 6 rapidly 
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becomes very difficult. Thus in general it is difficult to find exact percentage 
points of S, but the cumulants "'r' r = 1, 2, ... , are very easily obtained: 
k 
"'r =I: A£"2r-l(r- 1)! 
i=l 
2 Moments and cumulants 
(2) 
In this section we list definitions. The r-th moment about the origin of a random 
variable X, or equivalently of its distribution f(x), will be called /L~; the r-th 
moment about the mean will be /Lr· The moment generating function Mx(t) of 
X is defined by 
Mx(t) = 1: et:z:f(x)dx; 
when expanded as a Taylor series, 
IL' t2 IL' t3 IL' tr 
Mx(t) = 1+ llt+ - 2- + - 3- + ···+-r- + ··· 2! 3! r! 
where /L = lli is the mean of X. 
(3) 
(4) 
Cumulants "'r are defined through the cumulant generating function Cx(t) = 
logMx(t), where "log" refers to natural logarithm. Then 
/l,2t2 /l,3t3 "'rtr 
Cx(t) = "'1t + 2! + T! + · · · + 7 + · · · (5) 
Thus in principle we must find Mx(t) before finding Cx(t). 
The following relationships exist between low-order moments and cumulants: 
"'1 = lli = /L; "'2 = /L2 = o-2 ; "'3 = /L3; "'4 = /L4- 3/L~· Further relationships may 
be found in Kendall and Stuart (1977, vol1). 
Suppose Z = Xi + X2 + X3 + ... + X~c where Xi are independent random 
variables. Then a property of moment generating functions is 
Mz(t) = Mx1 (t) Mx2 (t) Mx3 (t) ... Mx,.(t), 
so that 
Cz(t) = Cx1 (t) + Cx2 (t) + · · · + Cx,.(t), 
and it quickly follows, using obvious notation, that 
(6) 
(7) 
This additive property makes it very easy to find cumulants of sums of inde-
pendent random variables, and hence, for example, the cumulants of S. 
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Two important Mx(t) are those of the N(J.l, u2) distribution, Mx(t) = 
exp(J.tt + u2t 2 /2), and the x; distribution, Mx(t) = 1/(1 - 2t)PI2 • Finally, 
it is easily shown that J.lr(aX +b)= ar J.lr(X), for r ~ 2, where a and bare any 
real constants, and Kr {aX + b) = ar Kr (X), r ~ 2. 
As an example, consider S. If X has a xi distribution, the MGF of X 
is 1/(1- 2t)112 ; thus Cx(t) = -~ log(1- 2t), and expansion gives Cx(t) = 
t + 2t2 + s;,s + 4~( + .... Thus the r-th cumulant of X is Kr = 2r-1(r- 1)!, 
that of >.;X is >..iiCr, and by the additive property (7), the r-th cumulant of S 
is given by the expression (2). 
3 Mathematical approximations 
The approximations in this section are called "mathematical" because they are 
based on mathematical analysis, with known properties of accuracy and conver-
gence, in contrast to those to be considered later. 
Suppose n(t) is the standard normal density 
(8) 
and let f( x) be the (continuous) density of X. Then it is (nearly always) possible 
to expand f(x) as 
{ 1 1 1 } f(x) = n(x) 1 + 2(J.l2- 1)H2(x) + 6J.l3H3(x) + 24 (J.l4- 61l2 + 3)H4(x) + ... 
(9) 
called a Gram-Charlier series. The Hr(x) are Hermite polynomials. Lists of 
Hermite polynomials, and also conditions for convergence, etc., are given in 
Kendall and Stuart (1977, vol. 1). 
The basic technique involved in deriving (9) rests on the fact that Hermite 
polynomials are orthogonal with respect to the kernel n(x); thus 
100 { 0, i =I j H;(x) Hj(x) n(x) dx = .1 • _ • -oo J., t- J. {10) 
Then if f(x) = 2:; c;n(x)ll;(x), multiplication by Hj(x) on both sides, and 
integration, gives 
Cj = l:f(x) Hj(x) dxfj! 
. When worked out, c2 = (J.t 2 - 1)/2, c3 = J.l3/6, etc. 
If an infinite set of moments is available, as for S, the density can be ap-
proximated very accurately using a Gram-Cha.rlier series of sufficient length, but 
there are many statistics in practical applications for which it is difficult even 
to get the first four moments - see Solomon and Stephens (1977) for examples. 
There are two other important drawbacks: 
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1. A k-term fit might, at any one value of x, be worse than a (k- 1)-term 
fit. 
2. Gram-Charlier series with finite numbers of moments can give a negative 
density f(x), particularly in the tails. 
3.1 Percentage points approximation 
A Gram-Charlier-type expansion can also be found for F(x), the distribution 
function of X; this can be inverted to give a percentage point for a given cumu-
lative area a. Thus suppose F(xa) = a; we want an approximation to x01 • A 
Cornish-Fisher expansion gives X- e as a series in Hermite polynomials in 
x, or (more practically useful) in e, where e is the percentile corresponding to 
(l' for the normal distribution, that is, e is the solution of 
(11) 
Again, problems can arise with the convergence to the desired X 01 • For more 
details on mathematical expansions of Gram-Charlier or Cornish-Fisher type, 
see Kendall and Stuart (1977, vol. 1). 
4 Pearson curves and other systems 
We now turn to a method of approximation which can be thought of as "laying 
one curve upon another" - the approximating curve has parameters which can 
be varied to make a good fit. The parameters are usually chosen by matching 
moments or cumulants. Percentage points of the approximating curve, which 
are tabulated or otherwise easily found, are then used as approximations to the 
desired points. 
A family of approximating curves is the Pearson system, where the ( contin-
uous) density f(x) is approximated by f*(x), given by 
1 df*(x) a+ x 
f*(x) ~- bo +b1x+b2x2' (12) 
According to the values of the constants a, bo, b1, b2, integration of the right-
hand side will take many forms, giving great flexibility to the system of densities 
f*(x). With considerable algebra (see Elderton and Johnson, 1969, for details), 
the constants may be put in terms of the moments: 
Suppose A 
a 
10J.t4Jl2- 18J.t~- 12J.t~; then 





bo -J.L2( 4J.L2J.l4 - 3J.L5) (15) A 
bl = -a; (16) 
b2 -(2J.L2J.l4 - 3J.L5 - 12J.L5) (17) A 
Thus knowledge of the first four moments or cumulants of X will fix the con-
stants above: a further constant C enters on integrating, but is fixed by the fact 
that the total integral of f* (X) must be 1. 
4.1 Percentage points 
When the constants are known, the density f*(x) may be integrated and per-
centage points solved for numerically. Over the years, this was done, at first 
very laboriously, for a small range of possibilities, but a quite extensive tab-
ulation was made, using electronic computers, in the late '60s. These tables 
are in Biometrika Tables for Statisticians, vol. II. The form of the tables is 
as follows. The percentage points for X, the standardised X-variable given by 
X = (x- Jl)j(J', are plotted in a two-way table indexed by the skewness and 
kurtosis parameters /31 and /32. These are defined by 
2 
fJ1 = J.l~ and (32 = J.l~ ; 
J.l2 J.l2 
{18) 
they have been defined to be scale-free, and ...JlJ; takes the sign of J.l3· (31 
measures skewness: a large (positive) ...JlJ; means the curve is skewed towards 
positive values (long tail is to the right) and vice versa for negative Ji3i.. A 
large (32 (always positive) means the density has heavy tails. Of course, all 
symmetric distributions have (31 = 0; a benchmark to measure kurtosis is the 
normal distribution for which fJ2 = 3. Since x:4 = J.l4 - 3J.L~, the parameter 
-y2 = (32 - 3 = x:4 j x:~ can also be regarded as measuring kurtosis, with value 
1'2 = 0 for the normal distribution. 
Suppose, for a givenS, we have .J1fi = 0.8 and fJ2 = 4.6. To use Biometrika 
Tables, one enters the appropriate .J1fi table, Ji3i = 0.8, and travels down 
the left-hand column until the (32 value, 4.6, is reached. Along the row are 17 
tabulated percentage points for X, from a = 0.00 to a = 1.00. Interpolation 
must be used for .Jlfi, (32 values not explicitly given. 
4.2 Un peu d 'histoire 
At this point, perhaps, it might be permitted to enliven the account with what 
the Guide Michelin calls un peu d'histoire. At the time Biometrika Tables Vol. 
II were being prepared, I was fortunate enough to know Professor E. S. Pear-
son, then retired but still very active, especially as Editor of Biometrika. He 
had collaborated with workers in the U. S. to get the tables (Johnson, Nixon, 
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Amos and Pearson, 1963) and had carefully compiled the full set by hand. He 
had introduced me to Pearson curves, which, to put it mildly, did not figure 
prominently in statistical training of the day, and had shown me how effective 
they could be. He gave me a copy of the tables to use. I undertook to write 
a Fortran program on the IBM 650, to interpolate and find points, given the 
first four moments. All 20 tables were then typed onto punched cards; in the 
end, I got it down to approximately 45 minutes per table. This is not such a 
dramatic piece of history as Michelin usually provides (assignations and assas-
sinations often play a prominent role), but a diminishing generation of modern 
readers will still empathise with the fears of losing the boxes of cards, getting 
them wet in the snows of Montreal, etc., not to mention the awful discovery of 
a wrongly-typed number! 
Since then, programs have been written to integrate the density equation 
for f*(x) numerically and to solve for Xa for given a, or to provide the tail 
area for given x; one of these, kindly given to me by Amos and Daniel (1971), 
has been added to my program; this greatly increases the range of {31 and {32 
for which Pearson curve approximations can be found. However, points are 
still output from both the Amos and Daniel part of the program and by the 
Biometrika Tables part, ostensibly as a check where available, but truthfully as 
a sentimental tribute to E. S. P. 
Later on, Charles Davis and I (Davis and Stephens, 1983) added to the 
program to enable a fit to be made using knowledge of an end point (for example, 
that the left-hand endpoint of Sis zero) and three moments. This is especially 
valuable for the type of statistic for which each successive moment requires 
exponentially increasing hard work - for example, the distribution of areas, or 
perimeters, of polygons formed by randomly dropping lines on a plane - see 
Solomon and Stephens (1977). The Pearson-curve fitting program is available 
from the author. 
Further developments have included algorithms to facilitate use of Pearson 
curves- see, for example, Bowman and Shenton (1979a, 1979b). 
4.3 Accuracy of Pearson curve fits 
(a) Pearson curve densities are unimodal, or possibly J- or U-shaped, but never 
multimodal. They are also never negative. 
(b) Percentage points or tail areas found from Pearson curve fitting have been 
found, for unimodal long-tailed distributions, to be very accurate in the 
long tail, at lea.<;t for tail areas bigger then 0.005, or the 0.5% point. 
Pearson and Tukey (1965) discuss this issue; Solomon and Stephens (1977) 
give comparisons. (In making comparisons, one must of course compare 
the Pearson curve fit with the correct Xa, or the correct area for given x, 
for a distribution which is not itself a member of the Pearson family.) 
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(c) Davis (1975) has made extensive comparisons with Gram-Charlier fits using 
only four moments. Pearson curve fits are better than Gram-Charlier fits 
everywhere except for distributions very close to the normal, as measured 
by the /31 , /32 values. 
4.4 Other systems 
Johnson (1949) has proposed another family (divided into three parts) of curves 
defined by four moments: for example, the Su curves are those given by the 
relation 
(19) 
where X = (x- J.t)/u, and '' 6 are to be chosen to make the distribution of 
e as close as possible to N(O, 1). A discussion, and tables to facilitate the 
calculation of 1 and 6, are in Biometrika Tables for Statisticians Vol. II. Other 
authors have also proposed families of distributions, but they have not come 
into such common use for the purpose of approximating percentage points. 
5 Use of higher moments 
We now turn to the first of two interesting questions - can higher moments 
be used to improve the accuracy of Pearson curve fits in the long tail of the 
distribution? The long tail will be supposed to lie to the right, as for the 
distribution of S; then, since higher values of x will contribute more to the 
higher moments than smaller values, we might suppose that fits using higher 
moments will improve accuracy. Unfortunately it is not easy to establish the 
four constants in terms of higher moments- of course, only four of these would 
be needed to fix the constants. A recursion formula exists to generate higher 
moments, for r = 2, 3, ... : 
rboJ..L~- 1 +{(r+1)b1+a}J..L~+{(r+2)b2+1}J..L~+ 1 =0 (20) 
In this recursion, the constants a, b0 , b1 and b2 occur, and this means that one 
cannot reverse the recursion and generate , say, jJ, and u2 from J..L3 , J..L 4 , J..Ls and J..lS· 
Nevertheless, one can generate the fifth and sixth moments of the Pearson 
curve with the same first four moments of, say, S, and compare them with the 
true fifth and sixth moments of S. The first two moments are then slightly 
changed, and the procedure successively repeated, until the third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth moments of each curve match. This will mean that the mean and 
variance of the Pearson curve will not be exactly the same as those for S, 
although they will be close, and this will probably make a worse fit in the lower 
tail; but for higher x the fit could improve. I have made some comparisons using 
this procedure, but, as one might expect, there appears to be no systematic 
improvement. In discussion, when this paper was first presented, the suggestion 
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was made to use Least Squares to make "closest" fits, in order to compare the 
six moments. More work is needed to compare Pearson curve fits along these 
various lines, but it is not likely that the improvement will be sure, or will 
extend to points far into the tails. In the end it must be remembered that one 
curve is simply being laid on top of another, with only four parameters to vary, 
and there is no mathematical analysis that will guarantee accuracy. 
Other methods for developing accuracy in the extreme tails include numerical 
inversion of the Characteristic Function (essentially the MGF with it replacing t, 
where i = yCJ:), or saddlepoint approximations. A method due to Imhof(1961) 
uses numerical inversion for distributions such as S, but the computer time 
needed increases rapidly as the distance into the tails increases (to give small 
tail areas). Field (1992) has recently examined saddle-point approximations for 
S. These would seem to give more promise of tail-end accuracy in the long run. 
6 Use of sample moments 
The second interesting question is: how accurate are Pearson curve fits when 
sample moments are used to make the fit? In the earliest days, this was the use 
to which Pearson curves were applied - to find a smooth density to describe 
a set of data, such as lengths of beans, or width of skulls. Kendall and Stuart 
(1977, Vol. 1 ) gives details of such a fit. In general, the Pearson curves will give 
very good fits to a unimodal set of data, or even to J-shaped or U-shaped sets, 
but it is important to assess the accuracy of extrapolation from the sample to 
the supposed population from which it came. More precisely, we ask how close 
the sample fit estimate of, say, the upper-tail 5% point is to the true population 
5% point, and, further, whether or not the Pearson-curve point is better than 
the estimated point derived from choosing the appropriate order statistic -in a 
sample of 1000, the 951st value in ascending order, or in a sample of size 10000, 
the 9501st value. Some investigation of these questions has been undertaken in 
two quite different ways, by Johnstone (1988) and by myself (Stephens, 1991). 
The accuracy of the Pearson curve point will depend on: 
1. the sample size n, 
2. the a-level (tail area) of the point required, 
3. the true skewness and kurtosis of the density approximated, 
4. higher moments. 
Johnstone gives a small study, for samples from populations with the following 
range of parameters: 
0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 
3.3 4.0 5.25 6.0 7.5 
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Johnstone gives plots of the estimated coefficient of variation, CV, of the 
Pearson curve X a against -log a , where the base of logarithms is 10. Thus the 
CV of the estimated xo.o1 is plotted against 2, that of the estimated xo.oo1 is 
plotted against 3, etc . The coefficient of variation is estimated using a Taylor 
series approximation. As one might expect, the CV goes up markedly as a gets 
smaller (so - log a gets larger on the x-axis), and the steepness of the rise is 
greater for the more skew distributions . 
In Stephens (1991), Monte Carlo samples were taken from populations for 
which exact percentage points could be found, and the exact points were com-
pared with those obtained from (a) Pearson curve fits using the moments of 
each sample, and (b) the order statistic estimate from each sample. The order 
statistic estimate will be asymptotically unbiased, while one can say nothing 
exact about the point obtained by laying one curve on another; recall that sam-
ple moments, especially the third and fourth, are extremely variable, even for 
quite large samples. The results showed, as expected, that the Pearson curve 
points were more biased. However, somewhat surprisingly, they had smaller 
mean square error. Therefore, it might well be preferable to use the Pearson 
curve points, although, again, more investigations should be made especially if 
the points required are far into the tail. 
7 Goodness of fit using moments 
In this second part of the paper, we discuss how moments are used in Goodness-
of-Fit, that is, to test whether a random sample comes from a given (continuous) 
distribution. The distribution will often have unknown parameters, which must 
be estimated from the given sample. 
7.1 Tests based on skewness and kurtosis 
Suppose the r-th sample moment mr about the mean is defined by 
1 n 
mr =-2:)x;- .xy. 
n i=l 
(21) 
The sample skewness and sample kurtosis are then defined by 
(22) 
These statistics are not unbiased estimates of fJ1 and {32 , but they are consistent, 
that is, the bias diminishes with increasing sample size. The sample skewness 
and kurtosis are time-honoured statistics for testing normality, having been used 
in a rather ad hoc manner for most of this century; b1 is compared with zero, 
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and b2 with 3, the value of fh for the normal distribution. However, distribu-
tion theory of b1 and b2 is difficult, and it is only since computers have been 
available that extensive and reliable tables of significance points have existed for 
these statistics. Further, b1 and b2 can be combined to give one overall statistic 
(d'Agostino and Pearson, 1973, 1974; d'Agostino, 1986). For other distributions 
Bowman and Shenton (1986) have also given tables for these statistics. Stud-
ies have shown that skewness and kurtosis, especially combined, provide good 
omnibus tests for normality, although less is known for other distributions. For 
the important discrete distribution, the Poisson, all cumulants are equal to the 
mean, denoted by the parameter >..; a time-honoured test for the Poisson is 
based on the ratio of sample variance to sample mean, which of course should 
be about one. Again, this simple statistic appears to compete well with others 
in terms of power. 
7.2 A formal technique based on moments 
Perhaps because of the variability of sample moments, which makes calculation 
of significance points difficult for statistics based on these moments when calcu-
lated from samples of reasonable size, it took some time to formalize a technique 
based on moments. Gurland and Dahiya (1970) and Dahiya and Gurland (1972) 
have however devised a general procedure. The essential steps are as follows: 
1. A vector ( of length s, say, must be found, whose components (i are func-
tions of the theoretical moments, and such that each component (i is linear 
in the parameters. (This might involve re-parametrising the distribution 
from its usual form). 
2. The estimate h of ( is obtained by replacing theoretical moments by sam-
ple moments. 
3. The test statistic is then based on the difference h- (. 
Suppose that :E is the covariance matrix of h, () is the q-vector of unknown 
parameters, and W is the s x q matrix such that ( = WB. Then define 
Ot = n(h- woyt-1(h- WB), 
where iJ = (W'f:- 1 W)- 1 W'E- 1 h. The statistic iJ is the regression estimate of 
() obtained by generalized least squares, and f: is :E with the estimate 0 used 
wherever () appears. 
Gurland and Dahiya (1970, 1972) showed that, asymptotically, the test 
statistic Ot has the x2 distribution with t = s-q degrees of freedom. Currie and 
Stephens (1986, 1990) have studied the procedure, and show several properties 
of Ot. Among these are the fact that the test statistic Ot can be broken into 
t components, each with asymptotic distribution xi, and each testing different 
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'( 
features of the distribution. Each component is a function of moments or cumu-
lants. For example, consider the test for normality, that is, for the distribution 
N(JJ-, (}"2). Gurland and Dahiya (1970) took (' = {JJ-, logJJ-2, JJ-3 , log(JJ-4/3)}, so 
that h' = {i,logm,,m,,log(m,f3)}. The mat<ix W;, W = [ ~ ~], and 
£J = [ Io: (}"2 ] • The test statistic (J2 becomes c1 +c2 , where the two components 
are c1 = nmU6m~ and c2 = (3n/8){log(m4/3m~)}. Thus the method leads to 
nbl/6 and (3n/8) log(b2/3) as test statistics, equivalent to the "old-fashioned" 
b1 and b2. 
However, it should be noted that the components are not unique; they de-
pend on how ( is formed. Currie and Stephens (1986, 1990) discuss these 
questions in some detail. 
8 Components of other goodness-of-fit statis-
tics 
Other goodness-of-fit statistics also have components which are functions of 
moments. The oldest of these was proposed by Neyman (1937), in connection 
with a test for uniformity. 
A test for a fully specified continuous distribution (that is, all parameters 
known) can always be converted to a test for uniformity by means of the Prob-
ability Integral Transformation, and a test for the exponential distribution can 
also be so converted, even when the scale and origin parameters are not known, 
so that Neyman's test has wider applicability than it might at first appear. (For 
details of these transformations, see Stephens, 1986a, 1986b ). 
Neyman's test is as follows: suppose the test is that Z has a uniform distri-
bution between 0 and 1, written U(O, 1). On the alternative, let the logarithm 
of the density of Z be expanded as a series of Legendre polynomials: 
where the c; are coefficients, components of the vector c, L;(z) is the i-th 
Legendre polynomial, and A( c) is a normalising constant. 
A test for uniformity is then a test that all c; = 0. The estimates of c; are 
n 
c;:::: L':L;(zi) (24) 
i=l 
where z1, z2, ... , Zn is the given sample. 
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so that the estimate c1 becomes a function of the first moment about the known 
mean 0.5, the second estimate c2 becomes a function of the second moment, c3 
a function of both the third and the first moments, etc. 
Neyman shows that the suitably normalised c; have asymptotic N(O, 1) dis-
tributions, and his overall test statistic is the sum of the squares of these nor-
malised estimates. Thus the overall statistic has an asymptotic x2 distribution, 
just as for the Dahiya-Gurland statistic, and the individual terms, based on 
moments, are the components of the overall test statistic. 
9 EDF statistics 
Another important family of goodness-of-fit statistics is that derived from the 
Empirical Distribution Function (EDF) of the z-sample. This family includes 
the well-known Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic and the Cramer-von Mises family 
of statistics (for details and tests for many distributions based on these, see 
Stephens, 1986a). 
One of the most important of the Cramer-von Mises class is A2 , introduced 
by Anderson and Darling (1954). The definition of A2 is based on an integral 
involving the difference between the EDF and the tested distribution F(x) (with 
parameters estimated if necessary). The working formula is 
A2 = -n- ~ 2)2i- 1) [logz(i) + log(1- Z(n+l-i))] , (28) 
n . 
t 
where Zi = F(x;), and Z(i) are the order statistics. 
As an omnibus test statistic, A 2 has been shown to perform well in many 
test situations. 
Anderson and Darling showed that the asymptotic distribution of A2 is, 
like S of Section 1, a sum of weighted x2 variables. The individual terms 
in the sum can again be regarded as components of the entire statistic, and 
Stephens (1974) has investigated these components in some detail. A remarkable 
result is that they too are based on Legendre polynomials, so that they are 
effectively the same as the Neyman components, based on moments of the z-
sample. There has been some investigation of components of these and other 
statistics, as individual test statistics for the distribution under test; references 
are given by Stephens(1986a). As for the Gurland-Dahiya components, they can 
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be expected to be sensitive to different departures from the tested distribution. 
The complete test statistics of Neyman and of Anderson-Darling combine the 
same components, but with different weightings. 
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Abstract 
Higher-order statistics (HOS) are now very widely used. Two areas where they 
begin receiving considerable attention are array and speech processing. This paper 
describes some recent applications of HOS in both areas by the authors [19]-[20]. 
In our speech processing application, we demonstrate a way to better discriminate 
between voiced and unvoiced speech. This is accomplished by observing the behavior 
of a cumulant-based adaptive filter, and makes use of the fact that unvoiced speech is 
Gaussian, whereas voiced speech is definitely non-Gaussian. We have also shown a way 
to utilize the prediction residual from the adaptive filter to estimate the pitch period 
for voiced speech. 
Array processing encompasses a multitude of problems, including beamforming 
and direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation. We have developed fourth-order cumulant-
based blind optimum beamforming algorithms that outperform existing methods. The 
term blind indicates that our methods do not require a priori knowledge of array geom-
etry and DOA, nor they are affected by multipath propagation and presence of smart 
jammers. Extensive simulations support our theoretical claims on the optimality of 
our heamforming procedure. 
1 Introduction 
Our work on speech processing describes a method that consists of an adaptive predictor, a voicing 
decision (V jUV), and a pitch period estimator. The focus of this study is on robust detection of 
speech state and estimation of pitch period. This is accomplished by observing the behavior of an 
adaptive predictor which processes the speech signal. Higher-order- statistical analysis is proposed 
for discrimination of speech states. Comparing the energy of the original speech signal with that 
of the prediction-error residual yields the decision method. Both covariance and cumulant-based 
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prediction methods are investigated and the latter is shown to be a more robust way of making 
(V /UV) decision. Pitch estimation is accomplished by using correlation-based approaches that 
operate on the energy estimate of the cumulant-based prediction residual rather than the original 
speech signal. Pitch estimation by our method yields better performance than currently existing 
batch procedures. 
Array processing work, as described in this paper, addresses the problem of blind optimum 
beamforming for a non-Gaussian desired signal in the presence of interference. Sensor response, 
location uncertainty and use of sample statistics can severely degrade the performance of optimum 
beamformers. In this paper, we propose blind estimation of the source steering vector in the pres-
ence of multiple, directional, correlated or coherent Gaussian interferers via higher-order-statistics. 
In this way, we employ the statistical characteristics of the desired signal to make the necessary dis-
crimination, without any a-priori knowledge of array manifold and direction-of-arrival information 
about the desired signal. We then improve our method to utilize the data in a more efficient man-
ner. In any application, only sample statistics are available, so we propose a robust beamforming 
approach that employs the steering vector estimate obtained by cumulant-based signal processing. 
We further propose a method that employs both covariance and cumulant information to combat 
finite sample effects. We analyze the effects of multipath propagation on the reception of the desired 
signal. We show that even in the presence of coherence, cumulant-based beamformer still behaves 
as the optimum beamformer that maximizes the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR). 
Finally, we propose an adaptive version of our algorithm. Simulations demonstrate the excellent 
performance of our approach in a wide variety of situations. 
2 Cumulant-Based Adaptive Analysis of Speech Sig-
nals 
Voiced/Unvoiced (V /UV) decision is an important problem in speech processing. Almost all speech 
coding, recognition and speaker identification systems require this information for an effective 
processing of speech data. In addition, low-delay speech processing systems require this decision 
be provided in real-time. In [2] some commonly employed features are described, and a subset of 
them are used to train an artificial neural network to perform V /UV decision. 
In frame- based analysis of speech signals, feature extraction is performed on the current block 
of data, and a decision is given at the end of the period. For this reason, frame-based methods 
are incapable of tracking rapid changes in signal characteristics. Transitions of the state of speech 
within a frame period affect the decisions resulting from a frame-based analyzer. In general, this 
mixed state of speech within a period can not be identified and incorrect decisions will be made. 
This will degrade the performance of the overall speech processing system. In addition, frame-based 
analysis introduces delay, which may not be tolerable in low-delay systems. 
Severe non-stationarity observed in speech signals and low-delay requirements of the contem-
porary speech processing systems motivate the use of adaptive algorithms for feature extraction 
in place of their batch counterparts. In general, adaptive processing techniques are designed to 
minimize some least-squares error criterion. Their use is motivated by the assumption that the 
processes are Gaussian and the performance analysis is tractable with this assumption [3]; how-
ever, this approach ignores the non-Gaussian nature of the underlying signal. 
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Figure 1: Typical speech signals: (a) Unvoiced speech, (b) Voiced speech. 
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makes detecting changes in the spectral characteristics of the process possible. We may consider 
such a change as an event. After an event, an adaptive unit will require a period to adjust itself 
for the new configuration. During this learning period, prediction error power will temporarily 
increase. This observation was used in [35], to detect abrupt changes in the autoregressive (AR) 
parameters of a linear process. If a lattice form is used rather than a finite impulse response (FIR) 
filter, reflection coefficients will be available for monitoring purposes. In addition, adaptive lattice 
filters exhibit better learning characteristics than their FIR counterparts. This may improve the 
ability to localize the event when prediction error power is monitored. 
In this study, we shall investigate the application of adaptive prediction methods to detect 
V /UV transitions in speech signals; hence, events of interest will be V /UV or UV /V transitions. 
Our approach will take the speech production model into account and utilize higher than second-
order statistics of speech signals. 
2.1 Speech Production Model 
The state of speech signal belongs to three categories: voiced, unvoiced and silence. Silent periods 
can be detected easily by monitoring zero crossing rate and energy of the received signals [53]. For 
this reason, we shall concentrate on voiced/unvoiced classification of speech. 
Unvoiced sounds are generated by forming a constriction at some point in the vocal tract 
and forcing air through the constriction at a high velocity to produce turbulence. This creates 
a broad spectrum noise source to excite the vocal tract. The energy concentration is shifted to 
the high-frequency end of the spectrum for unvoiced sounds, but the spectrum is relatively fiat 
when compared with that of voiced speech. Due to large number of random effects involved in the 
production of unvoiced speech, Gaussian noise is a valid candidate as the excitation source. This 
assumption is validated by Wells [73]. In his work, the bispectrum is used to make V jUV decision. 
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Figure 2: Adjacent sample correlation of speech signals. 
just the opposite. A typical unvoiced segment of speech is shown in Fig. la. 
10 
Voiced sounds are produced by forcing air through the glottis with the tension of the vocal 
cords adjusted so that they vibrate in a relaxation oscillation, thereby producing quasi-periodic 
pulses of air which excite the vocal tract. This excitation is clearly non-Gaussian. The energy 
concentration is in the low-frequency side of the spectrum in the form of a fundamental component 
and its harmonics. In addition, voiced sounds have more energy than unvoiced sounds. A typical 
voiced speech segment is shown in_ Fig. lb. 
For voiced sounds, the vocal tract can be modelled as an all-pole linear system. The same model 
also holds for unvoiced sounds but the AR order is less. Correlation between adjacent samples is 
high for voiced sounds. On the other hand, unvoiced speech resembles white noise since its spectrum 
is relatively flat, yielding small correlation between adjacent samples. Correlation sequences for 
voiced and unvoiced cases are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The differences in the excitation and correlation properties for these two cases can be used to 
discriminate between them; however, with second-order statistics we can only use the correlation 
properties but can not utilize the information about the excitation model. This motivates the use 
of higher-order cumulants of speech signals. 
2.2 Our Approach 
In the previous section, we mentioned the distinctions between voiced and unvoiced sounds: corre-
lation among adjacent samples and excitation models. In this section, we shall investigate methods 
that fully utilize this information. 
Linear prediction (LP) methods are employed to accomplish our goal; however, we shall not use 
batch-type methods for reasons outlined previously. Linear prediction can be based on second-or 
higher-order statistics, however the former is usually employed. Linear prediction is essentially 
identifying the inverse of a linear system driven by white noise; hence, it can be considered as a 
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system identification problem. The system under consideration can be approximated by an AR 
model, so an FIR prediction filter will whiten the spectrum of the incoming signal. We shall 
investigate the differences between cumulant-and covariance-based adaptive prediction methods in 
this section. 
2.2.1 Second-order statistics based adaptive filtering 
Correlation-based adaptive prediction filters tend to minimize the prediction error power at the 
output of the filter. Since correlation among adjacent samples is high for voiced signals, we can 
remove a large proportion of energy from the original speech signal using prediction. On the other 
hand, in the case of unvoiced sounds, LP will not be that successful due to small correlation among 
samples. Therefore, a comparison of the input signal power with the power in the prediction residual 
will reveal the state of the speech signal. 
Lattice prediction filters enable monitoring the variation of prediction error power with model 
order due to their specific structure. Autoregressive model-order-selection can be performed by 
selecting the tap which results in minimum prediction-error power. This leads to another dis-
crimination between voiced and unvoiced sounds , since this order will be relatively lower for the 
unvoiced case. 
2.2.2 Fourth-order statistics based adaptive filtering 
In this section, we shall investigate the behavior of a fourth-order cumulant- based adaptive filter. 
An adaptive algorithm for estimating the parameters of nonstationary AR processes, excited by 
non-Gaussian signals is proposed in [65], and some modifications are suggested in [22]. We used 
the method of [65], which is in the software package Hi- Spec™ (trademark of United Signals 
and Systems, Inc.) [33]. The ideas for the covariance-based filter directly apply to this case with 
one important exception: the cumulant-based adaptive filter provides the solution to the cumulant-
based normal equations, and this solution is not the one that minimizes the prediction- error power; 
however, one may argue that if the speech production system can be identified accurately, then the 
prediction error should be close to the minimum possible value. 
With higher-order statistics, we have the diversity of using the excitation information: for 
voiced sounds , the excitation is non-Gaussian; hence, the speech production mechanism can be 
identified by cumulant-based AR equations. On the other hand, for unvoiced sounds the excitation 
is Gaussian, making the identification problem ill-posed1 The cumulant-based adaptive filter will 
not be able to identify the system and, since there is no associated output-power minimization 
criterion, prediction-error power may arbitrarily increase. In this case, a cumulant-based filter may 
even amplify the speech signal making the power reduction by prediction comparison more clear 
than when using a covariance-based method. 
To validate our ideas about covariance and cumulant-based adaptive prediction of speech signals, 
we performed some experiments using data from the TIMIT speech recognition database. The 
results verify our claims and are provided in the next section. 
1 A cumulant-based filter provides the solution of cumulant-based normal equations in an adaptive fashion; 
however, this set of equations becomes trivial when the input to be analyzed is a Gaussian linear process, 
because higher than second-order cumulants of Gaussian processes are zero. 
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2.3 Experiments 
We start our experiments by investigating the prediction performance of correlation-and cumulant-
based linear predictors in voiced speech case. An indication of performance is the energy of 
prediction-error residual at the output of the filter. For this purpose, we selected a voiced speech 
segment from the TIMIT database and performed adaptive filtering based on both correlation and 
cumulants. We expected that the correlation-based filter would yield better performance, since it is 
designed to minimize prediction-error power. The original speech signal is scaled so that estimate 
of its variance is unity. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 3. Energy values reported 
in this figure represent the estimate of the variance of the signal averaged over the data window. 
Interestingly enough, the cumulant-based filter performed better than its covariance counterpart, 
although the latter is designed to minimize the power of the prediction residual. We repeated this 
experiment with other speech segments and in all of the cases, cumulant-based filter outperformed 
covariance-based filter. 
In voiced speech, a conventional system identification approach for estimating the AR param-
eters, using a least-squares fit procedure, suffers due to the nature of the excitation sequence. It is 
known that, for voiced speech, the source is definitely non-Gaussian ; it is quasi-periodic in nature 
with spiky excitations. The impulsive nature of the excitation in voiced speech is exploited in [40], 
by making a Bernoulli-Gaussian assumption to develop a multipulse coding scheme. In [39] , a 
robust linear prediction algorithm is proposed which takes into account the non-Gaussian nature of 
source excitation for voiced speech by assuming the excitation is from a mixture distribution, such 
that a large portion of the excitation sequence is from a normal distribution with small variance 
while a small portion comes from an unknown distribution of higher variance. Such a distribution 
is called heavy-tailed Gaussian. Based on the above mixture model, a linear prediction algorithm 
is devised which employs robust statistical procedures ( developed in [34] ) that operate in a batch 
mode. Although satisfactory performance is observed, the method can not track the transitions 
in the input data. This points out a very important fact : conventional linear prediction can be 
unsatisfactory due to incorrect modelling of the excitation. Of course, this carries over to the 
adaptive domain, i.e., a correlation-based adaptive algorithm may not be able to yield the best 
possible fit in the presence of outliers in the data. On the other hand, a non-Gaussian excitation 
is required by higher-order-statistics-based identification algorithms. A cumulant-based adaptive 
filter is able to reduce the power in the signal by effective prediction, although it is not based on a 
criterion for minimizing the power of prediction residual. Power reduction may be even more than 
that provided by a covariance-based filter due to the just described outlier problem. 
To analyze the behavior of adaptive predictors in voiced and unvoiced speech states, we selected 
a 250 msec period of speech segment in which there are two transitions: voiced (0-75 msec), unvoiced 
(75-190 msec) and again voiced (190-250 msec). This signal is shown in Fig. 4. 
We used an order ten predictor for adaptive filtering of the speech waveform. Figure 5 shows 
the prediction-error from a covariance-based filter. Observe that an adaptive filter based on a 
power minimization criterion will turn off during the unvoiced period; hence, this segment passes 
undistorted through the filter. The reason for this (as explained previously) is the small adjacent-
sample correlation for unvoiced sounds which makes the process unpredictable. To minimize the 
output power,the filter turns off; however, during voiced segments deconvolution is successful. We 
observe a quasi-periodic pulse train for the prediction residual, which is in accordance with the 
excitation model for voiced speech production. 
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Figure 3: Energy comparisons. (a) Original speech signal; (b) prediction residual from 
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Figure 5: Prediction residual from covariance-based adaptive filter: (a) first 125 msecs, (b) 
last 125 msecs. 
Figure 6 depicts the cumulant-based filter residual. During voiced periods, successful decon-
volution is possible since the excitation is non-Gaussian, and again a quasi-periodic pulse train is 
observed at the output of the filter. Now, however, the filter amplifies the speech signal during 
the unvoiced segment. As explained before, during this mode of operation, the system identifica-
tion task is ill-posed, and, since this filter has no power minimization criterion, the power of the 
prediction residual becomes higher than the unvoiced speech signal. 
To make better comparisons concerning the energy of the original speech and prediction resid-
uals, obtained via the two different filters, we illustrate the energy estimates in Fig. 7. Energy 
is estimated by first squaring the signal and then performing low-pass filtering using a 15 point 
Hamming window. Fig. 7 shows that, by comparing the prediction-residual power and the original-
signal power, it is possible to make reliable V /UV decisions. With the cumulant-based method, 
even better results are obtained, because it amplifies the input data during unvoiced periods. 
The observations from this experiment, validate our earlier statements; however, using a predic-
tor may bring additional advantages as well. One important by-product is pitch period estimation. 
Pitch period is the time difference between the quasi-periodic excitation pulses during voiced speech. 
After the V /UV detection step, better pitch estimation is possible by operating on the energy esti-
mate of prediction-residual rather than on the original speech signal. From Fig. 7, we observe that 
the peaks in the energy estimate sequence are spaced by a pitch period during voiced periods and 
they are sharper than the ones in the original speech signal due to combined filtering and squaring 
operations. Consequently, we may apply the correlation-based approach described in [18] to the 
energy estimate sequence, for a reliable, simple but robust calculation of pitch period. In [18], pitch 
estimation is accomplished as follows: low-pass filtered speech signal is quantized to three levels; 
-1,0,1 and the correlation sequence of this quantized signal is obtained. Covariance calculation is 
simple with the quantized sequence, since it can be performed only by addition. Finally, a peak-
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Figure 6: Prediction residual from cumulant-based adaptive filter: (a) first 125 msecs, (b) 
last 125 msecs. 
that pitch-period can take, which is called the admissible pitch range. We applied this method to 
the energy estimate of prediction-residual from the cumulant-based predictor that processes the 
speech segment in Fig. 4. The original signal and pitch estimates are given in Fig. 8. The deci-
sions and estimates agree with the signal characteristics. Results from the correlation-based filter 
are also accurate for this speech segment; however, the accuracy of the correlation-based method 
depends more on the threshold employed in comparing the power of prediction residual to that 
of the input, than in the cumulant-based counterpart, since the latter amplifies unvoiced speech. 
Therefore, we can observe degradation in the correlation-based case since it is sensitive to the value 
of the threshold. 
The second voiced speech segment in Fig. 4 is an example of the situation when harmonics 
are stronger than the fundamental frequency component. In general, correlation-based approaches 
operating directly on the speech signal fail when this event is present. To demonstrate this, we im-
plemented the method described in [37]. In [:37] pitch estimation is accomplished by calculating the 
correlation sequence of the low-pass filtered speech signal, and employing a. peak-picking algorithm 
on the correlation sequence. Peak-searching is done on the admissible pitch range. For reliability 
purposes, the algorithm also investigates the possibility of pitch errors, by checking for peaks at 
one-half, one-third, one-fourth, one-fifth, and one-sixth of the first estimate of the pitch period, if 
they are in the admissible pitch range. If a. peak at these locations is larger in amplitude than half 
of that of the current estimate, the pitch estimate is changed to the location of this peak. In our 
experiment, the pitch detector of [:37]loca.tes the major peak at lag 68; however, its decision rule 
identifies another peak around lag 34 which is in the admissible pitch range. Since the amplitude 
of the peak at lag 34 is larger than half of that of the major peak, the final pitch estimate is chosen 
to be half of the correct value, which is a. gross error. 
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Figure 7: Energy estimates. (a) Original speech signal; (b) energy estimate of original 
speech signal; (c) energy estimate of prediction-error residual from covariance-based filter, 
(d) energy estimate of prediction-error residual from cumulant-based filter. 
2.4 Conclusions 
In this work, we showed that it is possible to track transitions in the state of speech using adaptive 
linear prediction. Both covariance and cumulant-based methods are investigated, and greater 
contrast between V /UV cases is demonstrated by the latter method because cumulants can use 
the difference in the excitation model of the two speech states. 
Pitch-period estimation is also possible by linear prediction. Rather than operating on the 
original signal, we prefer to employ the prediction-error residual available from an adaptive filter. 
Cumulant-based approach operating on the power estimate of the residual process is shown to be 
a practical way of pitch estimation. 
We investigated the prediction performance of adaptive predictors based on correlation and 
cumulants and found that cumulant-based prediction can outperform correlation-based prediction, 
although the latter is designed to minimize the power of the prediction residual. We conjectured 
that vutliers in the excitation model of voiced speech result in this phenomena. Better predic-
tion performance obtained via cumulants is worth investigating analytically; however, this is not 
tractable with real or synthesized speech since there are many parameters involved. Simpler cases, 
such as a single sinusoid in Gaussian noise can be analyzed to evaluate the performance of cumulant 
and covariance- based adaptive-line-enhancers. 
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Figure 8: Pitch-period estirnation experiment. (a) Original speech signal; (b) energy es-
timate of prediction-error residual from cumulant-based filter; (c) pitch contour obtained 
by processing energy-estimate sequence using the method in [18]; and (d) autocorrelation 
sequence of the second voiced speech segment processed by the method in [37], leading to a 
gross error. 
3 Cumulant-Based Blind Optimum Beamforming 
Array processing techniques play an important role in enhancement of signals in the presence of 
interference. A number of books, and an extensive literature [13,30-32,42,44,50,64,68] have already 
been published. Capon's minimum-variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer [8] has 
been a starting point for both signal enhancement and high-resolution direction-of-arrival (DOA) 
estimation. 
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in high-resolution array processing 
techniques based on eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix of rec~ived signals [4,17 ,26-
27 ,36,38,56,60-61,69, 71]. To recover the signal of interest in the presence of interfering signals, the 
so-called COPY function [58] is used. In this procedure, DOA's for all signals are first estimated, 
and then the minimum-variance processor that reconstructs the desired signal and minimizes the 
contribution of all interference sources is implemented. All of the previously referenced methods 
rely on complete knowledge of responses and locations of array elements and/ or DOA information 
of the desired signal. 
If the array manifold is unknown, or there are uncertainities, it is then necessary to calibrate 
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the array [55, 72] ; however, this is not a practical thing to do, since calibration must be done quite 
frequently, and, each time, array-manifold information must be stored. In addition, calibration 
sources may be required. Even small errors in the calibration procedure may considerably degrade 
the performance. Sensitivity analyses of high-resolution methods and MVDR beamforming have 
been presented in [11,12,14,16,24-25,29,70,76]. 
In this study, we shall employ higher-order statistics of received signals to estimate the steering 
vector of the non-Gaussian desired signal in the presence of directional Gaussian interferers with 
unknown covariance structure. We assume no knowledge of array manifold, and DOA information 
about the desired signal. Desired signal may be voiced speech, sonar signal, ;adar return or a com-
munication signal. In our work, we specialize to the communications scenario, which requires the 
use of fourth-order cumulants. Following a mathematical formulation of the problem in Section 3.1, 
we describe blind estimation and optimum beamforming procedures in Section 3.2. 
Any estimation procedure is subject to errors, as is our cumulant-based source steering vector 
estimation method. In theory, cumulants are blind to Gaussian noise; however, their estimates are 
corrupted by such noise. In order to obtain satisfactory results, longer data lengths are necessary in 
cumulant-based signal processing. To alleviate the effects of estimation error in the beamforming 
step, we propose a more efficient estimation procedure that fully utilizes the data acquired by the 
array. We further suggest a method of combining cumulant and covariance information to yield 
better estimates. Then we employ a robust beamforming method based on artificial noise injection 
to combat mismatch in the source steering vector. We consider the estimation error as a mismatch 
and successfully apply this robust approach to our problem. These methods are presented in 
Section :3.3. 
In a communications environment, multipath propagation almost always take place. In this case, 
all eigendecomposition- based techniques and MVDR fail. Only in some specific array configurations 
is it possible to decorrelate incoming signals and then estimate their DOA's. We analyze the 
behavior of our cumulant- based approach in Section 3.4. We show that our proposed approach 
behaves as the optimum beamformer that maximizes the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio 
(SINR). 
For real- time operation (a necessary requirement in communications applications) we propose 
an adaptive implementation of the cumulant-based beamformer in Section 3.5. We then present 
simulation experiments to indicate the performance of our approach in Section 3.6. Finally, we 
draw our conclusions in Section :3.7. 
3.1 Problem Formulation 
We formulate our problem in a narrow band fashion. In array processing, a problem is classified as 
narrowband if the signal bandwidth is small compared to the reciprocal of the time required for 
the signal wavefront to propagate across the array. For a discussion on bandwidth, see [60,63]. 
In our formulation, lower a.nd upper case italic letters are used to represent scalars, lower case 
bold font letters are used for vectors, and, upper case bold font letters are used for matrices. 
3.1 .. 1 Signal Model 
Consider an array of M elements, with arbitrary sensor response characteristics and locations. 
Assume there are J Gaussian interference signals { ij(t), j = 1,2, ... ,1 }, and a non-Gaussian 
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desired signal d(t), centered at frequency W 0 • We assume sources are fa.r away fro111 th1• array so 
that a. planar wavefront approximation is possible. The additive noise preca~nt is assiJIIJed to be 
Gaussian with unknown covariance. With these assumptions, the received sip;na.l a.t. t.IJ(~ /;:th se11sor 
can be expressed, as 
J 
rk(t) = ak(Bd) d(t) + L ak(Bi1 ) ij(t) + nk(t) (I) 
j=l 
where, 
• Bx : the direction-of-arrival of the wavefront corresponding to emitter x. 
• ak( Bx) : response of the kth sensor to xth signal wavefront, including the phase factor asso-
ciated with the travel time of the signal wavefront with respect to a reference point; without 
loss of generality, this point can be taken as the first sensor location. 
• d(t) : the desired non-Gaussian signal as received at sensor 1, with variance oJ 
• i.i ( t) : the j th interferer waveform as received at sensor 1; interference signals are assumed 
to be independent of the desired signal, and they are Gaussian processes. 
• nk( t) : the additive noise at the kth sensor. 
Equation ( 1) ca11 be rewritten in matrix notation, as 





n1 ( t) l nz(t) 
+ j (2) 
nM(i) 
where a(Bx) represents the J\1xl steering vector for the wavefront from emitter x, which can be 
expressed as 
(3) 
vVe define the army rnanifold as the collection of steering vectors over a.ll DOA's of interest. Alter-
native expressions for the received signal vector are, 
r(t) = A z(t) + n(t) = a(Bd) d(t) + Ar i(t) + n(t) (4) 
In this last expression. we partitioned the M x( J + 1) steering matrix A as, 
(5) 
where the lVIxJ matrix Ar is the steering matrix for interference sources. 
In this paper, we address the problem of optimum beamforming with an array of sensors whose 
responses and locations are completely unknown; hence, although we may have a. priori knowledge 
about the direction-of-arrival of desired signal, we can not perform beamforming due to the lack of 
knowledge of array manifold. In [23], this problem is addressed; however, [23]'s algorithm is limited 
to a. single interference signal. We investigate the possibility of a more general solution; namely, 
signal recovery in the presence of multiple interferers whose correlation structure is unknown. Before 
presenting our approach, which employs higher-order statistics, we demonstrate the limitations of 
covariance-based array processing for this problem. 
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3.1.2 Covariance-Based Approaches 
Currently used high-resolution methods of DOA estimation and minimum-variance distortionless 
response beamforming (MVDR) employ the covariance matrix of signals received by the array. The 
wavefront covariance matrix, S, is defined as the covariance of the source signals as received at the 
reference point, i.e., at sensor 1: 
S = E{z(t)zH(t)} (6) 
where (·)H denotes complex conjugate transpose. Using the received signal model in (4), we can 
express the Jvf xlvf covariance matrix R of array measurements in the following two ways: 
(7) 
where Rn is the noise covariance matrix, 
Rn = [ { n(t) nH(t)} (8) 
and, Ru is the covariance matrix of the undesired signals, i.e., 
R" = [ { [ A1 i(t) + n(t) ] [ A1 i(t) + n(t) ]H } (9) 
In general, the noise covariance matrix, Rn, is unknown. \Vith some restrictions on array ori-
entation and noise covariance structure, some approaches for high resolution DOA estimation are 
proposed in [47,52] that do not require this information; however, these techniques have their limi-
tations due to involved assumptions. Even with complete knowledge of noise covariance structure, 
source localization is still impossible without the knowledge of array manifold. In [56], ESPRIT 
algorithm is devised to overcome this problem; however, ESPRIT requires transitionally equiv-
alent subarrays with known displacement vectors, which may also be impractical due to all the 
constraints on array orientation. In [21], an eigendecomposition-based beamforming approach is 
proposed which assumes the identifiability of the signal subspace and availability of the steering 
vector information for the signal of interest. Good results were obtained under these assumptions; 
however, this method can not handle coherent interference and spatially colored noise. 
In [9-10,57] , blind estimation of steering vectors for independent emitters is discussed with the 
following conclusion: 
Blind estimation of source steering vectors is not possible with only second-order 
statistics, but employing higher-than-second-order cumulants, it is possible to estimate 
source steering vectors up to a scale factor. 
MVDR beamforming is an alternate approach for signal recovery. This approach however, 
requires knowledge of the steering vector for the desired source up to a scale factor and uses the 
covariance matrix R of received signals for processing. The output of the MVDR beamformer y(t) 
can be expressed as [8] 
(10) 
where the constant fh is present to maintain a specified response for the desired signal and w 
denotes the weight vector of the processor. 
From the above expression, it is clear that MVD R beamforming requires knowledge of a( Od). 
Without knowledge of array manifold, it is not possible to determine a( Bd) even in the case of known 
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Bd. Therefore, MVDR beamforming can not be directly applied to our problem. In addition, the 
MVDR bea.mformer is quite sensitive to errors in assumed sensor locations and characteristics [11-
12,14,29,70,76]. 
In many applications, multipath propagation takes place resulting in coherent sources. Coher-
ence presents a serious problem to DOA methods; it leads to a. singular source covariance matrix 
S, for which it is not possible to estimate source locations except in some specific array configura-
tions [48-49,61-62,66,74,75]. In the MVDR case, source coherency does not represent a problem as 
long as there is no source correlated with the desired signal; however, this situation is rarely met 
in practice. In general, the desired signal is subject to multipa.th propagation, and performance 
of MVDR approach degrades severely [54,78]. An optimum bea.mforming procedure has been sug-
gested in [6] to overcome the coherence problem by using a linear array of elements with identical 
directional characteristics. 
We are therefore looking for a. method that can overcome all these problems. In the next section, 
we present an approach that accomplishes this by combining cumula.nt-based blind estimation and 
MVDR beamforming. 
3.2 Cumulant-Based Optimum Beamforming 
In the previous section, we discussed the problem of optimum bea.mforming and concluded that it 
is not possible to recover a. desired signal in the presence of multiple interferers, unknown sensor 
noise covariance, multipa.th propagation and without any information about array manifold. In 
this section, we propose a. method to overcome these problems. We propose a. two-step procedure: 
higher-order-statistics for blind estimation of the source steering vector, followed by MVDR beam-
forming based on second-order statistics of received signals and steering vector estimate provided 
by the first step. 
3.2.1 Estimation of desired signal steering vector 
In this section, we employ cumula.nts of received signals, to estimate the steering vector of the 
desired signal up to a. constant factor. Third-order cumulants are blind to signals with symmetric 
probability density function. On the other hand, most signals in communication environments have 
symmetric density functions, which motivates the use of fourth-order cumulants2 . First, we define 
the fourth-order zem-lag cunw.lant operator of complex processes {:v1(t), :tz(t), x3(t), X4(t)}, as 
(11) 
Next, consider the vector c = [c1,c2, ... ,cM]T, defined as 
(12) 
As suggested in [43], there are various ways of defining fourth-order statistics of coinplex random 
processes. Vie follow the approach presented in [51] in (12). Since interference signals are indepen-
dent of the desired signal and they are Gaussian with zero fourth-order cumulants, we can express 




Using properties of cumula.nts, we obtain 
(14) 
where /'d, 4 denotes the zemth lag of the fourth-order cumulant of the desired signal. Defining 
P2 = ia1(Bd)l 2 a{i(Bd) /'d,4 we have the following expression for the Mx1 vector c: 
(15) 
Observe that the vector cis a replica of the steering vector of the desired signal up to a scale factor. 
We show in the next section how this information can be used to recover the desired signal. 
3.2.2 Interference Rejection 
With the knowledge of the steering vector of the desired signal, interference rejection is possible 
using the following minimum-variance distortionless response formulation: find the weight vector 
w that minimizes the power, wH R w, at the output of the beamformer subject to the constraint 
wH c = 1, where c is obtained via the cumulant-based estimation procedure described in Sub-
section 3.2.1. The solution to this optimization problem is well-known [8], and can be expressed 
as 
Wc·um = (33 R-l C (16) 
where the constant (33 = (cH R- 1 c)- 1 is present in order to maintain the linear constraint. 
Due to the constraint wH c = 1, the power minimization procedure does not cancel the desired 
signal, but rejects all interference components and sensor noise in the best possible manner. Note 
that this is accomplished without knowledge of covariance structure of interference signals, sensor 
noise or array manifold. In the sequel, we refer to the processor in (16) as CUM1 . The proof 
that this cumulant-based beamfonner is identical to the maximum SINR processor is provided in 
Section :3.4, where the general multipath case is treated. 
3.3 Robust Beamforming 
In this section, we first propose an approach that utilizes the received data in the estimation of 
the source steering vector in a more efficient manner. \Ve then suggest a method that uses both 
cumulants and covariance information under some scenarios. Finally, we employ a robust method 
to combat the effects of estimation errors. 
3.3.1 Efficient Utilization of Array Data 
In the previous section, we presented a method of blind estimation of the Jesired source steering 
vector from the received data; however, the proposed approach is rather inefficient in the sense that 
only the first sensor is taken as reference. For example, if the connection from this element to the 
processor is broken, then the estimation objective can not be accomplished. Similarly, due to poor 
receiving circuitry following this array element, the reference signal may be very noisy, degrading 
the quality of the estimate. We can overcome these difficulties by using multiple reference elements. 
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Define the matrix C with the (k, l)th element, 
Ck,t ~ cum{rk(t), r[-!(t), 1·f!(t), rt(t)} where k, l = 1, ... , M. (17) 
With true statistics, the cross-cumulant matrix C will have rank 1, since all its columns are scaled 
replicas of the desired source steering vector; however, with sample statistics this condition never 
holds. The left singular vector of C with the largest singular value can be used as the estimate of 
the desired source steering vector removing the effects of noise. In this way, we utilize array data 
more efficiently3 . The beamformer that employs the steering vector estimate obtained in the way 
described above is referred to as the CUM2 beamformer in the sequel. 
In addition, the Total Least Squares algorithm, that takes the errors in both the received data 
covariance matrix estimate and the steering vector estimate into account, is a. better choice for 
computing the optimum weight vector, as suggested in [78], but it is computationally expensive. 
If extra computations are feasible, we suggest the use of the Constrained Total Least Squares 
algorithm [1], for even better numerical results. 
3.3.2 Covariance-Cumulant (C 2 ) Approach 
In some array processing applications, sensor noise covariance structure has a definite structure 
enabling a whitening operation on the received data. The principal eigenvectors of the covariance 
m.atrix .of this processed data reveal the subspace spanned by the steering vectors of .directional 
signals illuminating the array [58]. Hence, the steering vector estimate obtained by the cumulant-
based approach can be improved by projecting this estimate on the subspace spanned by the 
principal eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. This improved estimate can then be used in the 
beamfonning procedure of Section 3.2.2. The motivation behind this approach is that covariance 
estimates exhibit less variance than cumulant estimates, but in the covariance domain we can not 
identify the source steering vector if there are multiple sources. This procedure yields an estimate of 
the steering vector from covariance-matrix information by employing the cumulant-based estimate 
as side information. A mathematical description of this approach is presented below: 
1. From the received data, estimate the covariance matrix R and the desired signal steering 
vector c by the cumulant-based procedure. 
2. Perform an eigendecomposition of the sample covariance matrix, to reveal the signal and 
noise subspaces: the eigenvectors of R with the repeated minimum eigenvalue span the noise 
subspace [58], while the rest span the signal subspace. 
:3. Assume the signal· subspace is ( J + 1) dimensional. Then, the basis vectors for the signal 
subspace, obtained from the eigendecomposition procedure, can be sorted in an Mx(J + 1) 
matrix Es with the column space identical to the signal subspace. 
4. Project the cumulant-based steering vector estimate c, on the signal subspace to obtain an 
improved estirnate Cimp• as 
5. Compute the weights for the beamformer, as 
R -1 Wimp= Cimp 
3 A method that utilizes the array data even more efficiently is presented in[l9). 
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3.3.3 Robustness Constraint 
Any estimation procedure is inevitably subject to errors. MVDR beamforming is extremely sensitive 
to mismatch [11-12,14,16,29,70,76], especially in high SNR conditions and in arrays with large 
number of elements. A variety of constraints have been summarized in [68] assuming perfect 
knowledge of element characteristics and locations; however; in ou:r case these methods are not 
applicable since there is no available information about the array manifold to design effective 
constraints. 
Errors in the steering vector estimate result in signal cancellation . .This mismatch condition, 
arising from non-perfect estimation, can be viewed as the problem of optimum beamforming with 
an array of sensors at slightly perturbed locations: In [15], a method that constrains the white 
noise gain of the processor 'is proposed for the solution of the latter problem. In this section, we 
use the same approach to alleviate the effects of estimation errors in cumulant-based optimum 
beamforming. 
In order to understand the mismatch problem and find a way to alleviate its effects, we need 
to analyze the problem analytically. Consider the power response of a. bea.mformer with a. weight 
vector w, a.s a function of D 0 A (), defined as 
(18) 
with a(B) denoting the steering vector for an arrival from B. The derivative, 8P(O)j8(), can be 
expressed, a.s 
oP(B) · . M 8 
----ae = 2Re{ wHa(O) [ L Wf ae a{l(B) ]} 
1=1 
(19) 
Now consider the following scenario: we have a.n MVDR processor looking at 00 , which is the 
expected DOA for the desired signal. Instead, the source illuminates the array from ()d which is 
very close but not equal to 00 • In this case, the beamformer treats the desired signal as interference 
and nulls it; however, due to the distortionless response constraint for 00 , and since the angles are 
very close, the derivative 8P(O)j80 must be large in magnitude for () between ()d and 00 • From 
the deri~a.tive expression (19), it is clear that this is possible only if the norm of the weight vector 
increases, since the inner product, wH a( 0), and, the derivatives, { ffe afl ( e; }~1 are bounded. In 
this situation, the constraint is maintained by increasing the angle between the weight vector and 
the look-direction steering vector. This phenomena was exploited in [77], for tuning the beamformer 
to acquire a weak desired signal in the presence of strong interference. 
Note that the white-noise amplification factor for any processor with a weight vector w is wHw; 
hence, the nulling phenomena. can be prevented if the white noise level a.t the processor is sufficiently 
high so that output power minimization criterion limits the increase in the norm of w. This can be 
achieved by perturbing the covariance matrix estimate of array measurements by a scaled identity 
matrix a.s, 
(20) 
where E is a. non-negative parameter which adjusts the strength of perturbation. Alternatively, it 
is possible to coin a term vidual SNR, SNR," defined as 
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\Ve then detertnine the weight vector a.s, 
(22) 
A recent .method presented in [15] performs this procedure in an adaptive fashion by a simple 
scaling of the weight vector. In our cas~, we do not have source DOA information, but we do have 
au estimate of the steering vector. It is therefore possible to use this estimate in place of a( 00 ) in 
( 22) to formulate the cumulant-based processor with limited signal nulling property. 
3.4 M ultipath Phenomena 
Eigendecomposition- based high-resolution methods [4,17 ,26-27,36,38,56,60-61 ,69,71] have proven 
to be effective means of obtaining bearing estimates of far-field narrowband sources from noisy 
measurements. The performance of these algorithms is severely degraded when coherence is present. 
Several methods have been proposed to solve the coherent signals problem with restrictions on 
array geometry [48-,!9.6 l-62,66.7-L/5]; however, with lack of knowledge of array manifold it is not 
possible to solve the coherence problem. tvlVDR beamforming also fa.ils to perform optimally, 
when interference signals are correlated with the desired signal [54,78]. In some scenarios, even 
the coHventional beamfonner outperforms tlw IVIVDR approach due to signal cancellation in the 
MVDR beamfonner. 
ln Section 3.2, we showed that the cumulant-based beamfonner is not affected by the presence 
of coherence among interfering Gaussian signals as long as they a.re not correlated with the desired 
signal The same is not possible for high-resolution DOA estimation methods; but, the MVDR 
bea.mfonuer may perform equally well if the desired signal steering vector is known and a. satisfactory 
estimate of R is available. lu this section, we show that the cumula.nt-basecl approach is not affected 
by tltP presence of multipath propa.ga.tiou of the desired signal. In addition, we show that the 
cumulant-ba8cd processor tums out to be the maximal-mtio-combine1· [5] that maximizes the SINR. 
With the pn'sence of multi path propagation or smart jamming, our signal model in (1) changes 
to 
or Ill vector form 
L J 





d(t) + A 1 i(t) + n(t) 
(23) 
(24) 
where the set of scalars { '11· 172 •••• • IJL} constitute the multipa.th coefficients for an L-ra.y scenario. 
The set of vectors. { a( Bd 1 ), a( Bd2 ) ••••• a( OdL) } are the corresponding t>teering vectors of the 
L- ray model. Letting 
b " [ a(Bd, ), a(Bd, ), l]l I 1]'2 1]~ An 17 (25) 
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we can reduce the signal model for multipath phenomena to the single-ray propagation model of 
Section 3.1.1, 
r(t) = b d(t) + A1 i(t) + n(t) (26) 
besause we can view the vector b as a generalized steering vector for a single desired signal although 
it may not be a vector in the array manifold. Therefore, following our work in Section 3.2, cumulant-
based' blind estimation procedure will yield 
c = (34 b (27) 
where (34 = lb1l 2 b{i J'd,4, in which b1 is the first component of b. Incorporating (27) into the 
constrained power minimization procedure, we obtain the following weight vector, 
(28) 
wheref3s= (cHR-1 c)-1 . 
Next, we find an alternate expression for Wcum· Recall that the optimization problem which 
I:esults in Wcum is: minimize wHRw subject to wHc = 1, or by (27), wHb = 1/(34. We can express 
the output power in the following way by using (9) and (26), 
(29) 
but, due to the constraint wHb = 1/ (34 , the first term in the above expression is a constant. 
Therefore, the original optimization problem can be translated into : minimize wHRu w, subject 
to wH c = 1 or equivalently, wHb = 1/(34. The solution to this problem is 
Wcum = (36 R~1 C (30) 
where j36 = ( cH R - 1 c )- 1 . Of course, this solution can also be expressed in terms of b, as 
(31) 
where !37 = P4P6· 
Note that although (30) and (31) are alternate expressions for Wcurn, they are not the way to 
actually compute w cum, since Ru is not available in general. 
Next, we determine the weight vector that yields the maximum SINR. SINR can be expressed 
as a function of the weight vector of the beamformer, as 
(32) 
Defining, v = Rt,/ 2 w so that w = R~ 1 i 2 v, we can reexpress (32), as 
I VH Rt,/ 2 b 12 
SINR(w) = SINR( R~ 1 /2 v) = a~ yH V (33) 
Applying the Schwarz inequality [50] to ( 33), we find that 
SINR(w) = SINR( R~ 1 /2 v) ~ ai II R~1 / 2 b 11 2 = aJbHR~1 b (34) 
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where equality holds if and only if 
(35) 
in which ;38 is a non-zero constant. Consequently, the optimum weight vector WSJNR, which yields 
the maximum SINR, can be determined from w = R~1/2v and (35), as 
(36) 
Based on this derivation, some comments are in order. It is clear, by comparing (31) and (36), 
that the cumulant-based beamformer does indeed yield the maximum possible SINR, since w cum 
is just a scaled version of WSINR· This observation proves that the cumulant-based beamformer is 
optimal. In addition, Wcum can be computed from the received data, whereas WSINR, as imple-
mented in (36), requires knowledge ofRu, which can not be determined from the received data in 
the presence of the desired signal. Finally, note that robust approaches presented in Section 3.3 
are directly applicable in the presence of multipath. 
3.5 Adaptive Processing 
In real-world applications, adaptive beamforming is an important requirement, especially when the 
desired signal source is in relative motion with respect to the array. In this section, we address this 
problem by providing an "estimate and plug" type of adaptive algorithm for the CUM1 method. 
The beamforming procedure ( 16) requires the inverse of the sample covariance matrix to com-
pute the weights. We can estimate the covariance matrix recursively, as 
" . H Rt = (1- o:I)Rt-1 + o:1r(t)r (t) (37) 
Since we need to propagate the inverse of Rt, we use the Sherman-Morrison formula [46], to obtain 
t = 1, 2, ... (38) 
with R01 = 1 I where 1 is a large positive number and o:1 controls the learning rate for second-order 
statistics. 
To compute the weight vector, we also need the cumulant-based estimate of the source steering 
vector c. We can estimate it recursively as 
with the auxilary processes defined as 
p(t) = (1- 0:3)p(t -1) + o:3h(tll 2 
q(t) = (1- o:3)q(t- 1) + o:3r{f(t)1-t(t) 
v(t) = (1- o:3)v(t- 1) + o:3ri(t) 
x(t) = ( 1- et3)x(t -1) + o:3r1(t)rt(t) 
The auxiliary processes are required in order to implement the cross-correlation terms in ( 11 ). The 
initial values for the auxilary processes can be set to zero. Different learning rates are provided 
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to emphasize the fact. that hi?;IH'r-order statistics require longer periods to acquire the requ~red 
information. 
We can perform adaptive beamfonning by computing the weight vector at each time as 
(40) 
and obtain the array output, as 
y(t) = wH(t)r(t). ( 41) 
Adaptive versions of CUM2 and C2 methods will appear in a later publication. 
3.6 Simulations 
In this section we present vanous experiments to illustrate the performance of cumulant-based 
beamforming. In all of the experiments we employed a uniformly spaced linear array, rather than an 
arbitrary geometry. This is done for two reasons: Covariance-based techniques are mainly designed 
for this type of array structure, e.g., the spatial smoothing algorithm [48-49,61-62,66,74,75], so that 
it will be possible to compare both previous and future work with our current results. In additioil, 
allowing a sufficient num her of multi path rays, it is possible to represent any arbitrary steering 
vector by the linear array, since the steering vectors of the uniformly spaced isotropic linear array 
exhibit Vandermonde structure, resulting in liriearly independent vectors for different DOA's. In 
all batch type of experiments, the record length is 1000 snapshots and the array has 10 isotropic 
elements with uniform half-wavelength spacing. 
3.6.1 Experiment 1: Desired Signal in White-Noise 
In this experiment, we employ the linear array described above for optinmm reception of a BPSK 
signal, which is expected to arrive from broadside in the presence of temporally and spatially white, 
equal power, circularly symmetric sensor noise; however, the desired source illuminates the array 
from 5° broadside. 
Our first MVDR beamformer, MVDR1 , looks to broadside, i.e., a mismatch condition. Our 
second MVDR beamformer, MVDR2, uses exact knowledge of DOA of the desired signal. We also 
employ the cumulant-based beamformer of Section 3.2, CUM1 , and the improved cumulant-based 
beamformer CUM2 of Section 3.3.1. We investigate the performance of these processors for the 
following two elemental SNR levels: 20 dB for a strong signal and 0 dB for a weak signal. Note 
that the white-noise gain of any processor is limited to 10 dB by the number of sensors [15]. 
The beam pattern responses ( 18 ), and white-noise gains of these beamformers are presented 
in Fig. 9 for SNR=20 dB. All responses are normalized to have a maximum value of 0 dB. For 
comparison purposes, the optimum beamformer response, calculated by using true statistics in ( 16), 
is presented as the dashed curves. Observe that due to the mismatch condition, MVDR1 nulls the 
desired signal. More interestingly, the MVDR2 processor that utilizes the true DOA information 
does 110t improve the SNR, due to the mismatch arising from the use of a sample-data covariance 
matrix. The cumula.nt-based processors, CUivh and CUM2, yield excellent performance without 
any knowledge of source DOA. It is very irnpo·rtant to observe that the performance of curnulant-
based pmcessor·s are better than that of the MVDR with exactly known look-direction. 
We performed lOO Monte-Carlo runs to investigate the performance in a better way. The results 
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Figure 9: Beampatterns and white-noise gains of processors in a single realization for SNR 
20 dB: (a) MVDR1 , (b) MVDR2 , (c) CU:lv11 , (d) CUM2 . The optimum pattern is illustrated 
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Figure 10: Beampatterns and white-noise gains of processors in a single realization for SNR 
=0 dB: (a) MVDR1 , (b) MVDR2 , (c) CUM1 , (d) CUM2 . Theoptimumpatternisillustrated 
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Figure 11: Power of cumulant-based beamforming: (a) received signal at the reference ele-
ment at SNR = 0 dB, (b) output of CUM2 processor. 
From these results, it is clear that cumulant-based processors are superior and the extra compu-
tation involved in CUM2 reduces the variations. Note, also, that variations in the MVDR processors 
are significantly larger than those of the cumulant-based counterparts. This agrees with the previ-
ous remarks about the sensitivity of MVDR processing to experimental conditions in a high-SNR 
environment. 
Table 1: Results from 100 Monte~Carlo Runs for Experiment 1 
White-Noise Gain (dB) 
Processor SNR=20dB SNR=OdB 
Mean Std. Mean Std. 
MVDR1 -38.130 1.579 0.413 0.281 
MVDR2 0.179 1.360 9.583 0.131 
CUM1 9.954 0.015 9.058 0.359 
CUM2 9.990 0.003 9.959 0.014 
We pei"formed the sanl.e experiment for 0 dB SNR condition. Figure 10 illustrates the beam-
pattern responses and white-noise gains of the processors. Monte-Carlo results are also given in 
Table 1. In this low-SNR condition, MVDR results are expected to improve since the mismatch 
. conditions for the desired signal will be masked by the presence of white noise of comparable power, 
· as explained in Section 3.3. MVDR1 processor does not offer a significant gain due to the persistent 
mismatch condition, but MVDR2 yields a. near-optimum result, since presence of higher-level noise 
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Figure 12: Beamforming in the presence of spatially colored noise: (a) Spatial Power Spectral 
Density of noise, (b) Beam pattern of CUM2 processor. The optimum pattern is illustrated 
in dashed lines for comparison purposes. 
processor is slightly below than that of MVDR2 and exhibits more variations. This is due to the 
inefficient use of the array data, since a high-level of noise corrupts the cumulant estimates and 
with CUM1 there are no precautions to combat these errors. As expected, CUM2 overcomes this 
problem by using SVD. Results in Table 1 indicate that CUM2 achieves the best performance with 
minimum variations. 
Finally, to demonstrate the power of cumulant-based beamforming, we illustrate the received 
signal and the output of CUM2 processor for SNR=O dB case in Fig. 11. It is clear that CUM2 is 
capable of sufficient noise rejection for performing correct decisions. 
3.6.2 Experiment 2: Spatially Colored Noise and Multipath Propagation 
In this experiment, we investigate the performance of the proposed approach in the presence of 
spatially colored noise. We employ the linear array of the previous experiment. We assume that the 
noise field is created by a set of point sources distributed symmetrically about the broadside of the 
linear array. As suggested in [67], this source structure is typical when the noise field is spherically 
or cylindrically isotropic. In this case, the noise covariance matrix is symmetric-Toeplitz. In our 
experiment, we use the following structure for the covariance matrix of undesired components, 
Ru(i,j) = 0.8 Ji-.iJ (42) 
The spatial power spectrum of undesired components is illustrated in Fig. 12a. It is clear 
that most of the noise leaks into the system from broadside. The desired signal illuminates the 
array from broadside, with an SNR of 10 dB. To illustrate the optimum combining property of our 
approach, we implanted an exact replica of the desired signal illuminating the array from 60°, where 
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Table 2: Results frorn 100 Monte-Carlo Runs for Experiment 2 
Processor SNRo (dB) 
Mean Std 
CUM1 23.641 0.017 
CUM2 23.645 0.015 
noise power is relatively less when compared to that from broadside. The beampattern of CUM2 
processor is given in Fig.12b. For comparison purposes, we present the response of the optimum 
beamformer based on exact statistical information, as a dashed curve. The maximum-possible SNR 
at the output is 23.689 dB for this scenario. It is clear that the response of CUM2 is almost identical 
to that of the optimum beamformer: both processors emphasize the signal llluminating the array 
from 60°, since the noise contribution is less in this region. We performed 100 Monte-Carlo runs 
for this scenario, and the results are presented in Table 2. It is clear that both cumulant-based 
processors perform equally well. The reason for this phenomenon is the presence of the multipath 
from 60° through a low-noise background that virtually increases the effective SNR, which, in 
turn, alleviates the effects of estimation errors. Note that the peak of the beampattern is slightly 
shifted from 60°, in order to receive less interference. Similar behavior is observed in covai;iance-
based direction-of-arrival estimation in the presence of colored noise resulting in biased estimates 
of parameters. 
3.6.3 Experiment 3: Effects of Robustness Constraint 
In this experiment, we illustrate the effects of the robustness constraint of Section 3.3.3, on a CUM1 
processor in the presence of white noise. V.fe employ the same array as in the previous experiments. 
We employ CUM1, since this processor uses the data inefficiently, and requires a robust approach. In 
our experiment, we consider the situation with SNR=O dB. Figure 13 illustrates the beampatterns 
of CUM1 processor for several SNRv values. It is clear from the results that, as the perturbation 
increases, the patterns match better since the mismatch due to estimation errors in the steering 
vector estimate are masked by the presence of virtual increased level of noise. This method should 
be used sparingly in the presence of jammers, because virtually increasing the noise level results in 
diverting the capability of the array from nulling the directional interference. 
3.6.4 Experiment 4: Multiple Interferers 
In this experinrent, we consider the problem of beamforming in a multipath environment in the 
presence of multiple jammers. We employ the same array as in the previous experiments. The 
signal of interest originates from a BPSK communication source, and it is expected from broadside; 
however, due to multipath effects, multiple delayed and shifted replicas are received. There are two 
jammers, and one is subject to multipa.th as well. Table 3, summarizes the signal structure. 
Note that there are 10 wavefronts illuminating the array and it is not possible to estimate their 
DOA's with any existing high-resolution method; hence, signal-COPY algorithms [58] can not be 
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Figure 13: Beampattern of CUNh processor for varying virtual SNR: (a) 0 dB, (b) -6 dB, 
(c) -10 dB, (d) -20 dB. The optimum pattern is illustrated in dashed lines for comparison 
purposes. 
Due to presence of coherent wavefronts, second-order statistics are not spatially stationary along 
the array; hence, it is not meaningful to define SINR at an array element. Instead, we compute the 
SINR at the output of the optimal processor by employing true statistics. The maximum possible 
SINR0 is found from (34) to be 12.677 dB. From Table 4, we observe that CUM2 performs very 
well under these severe conditions. Performance of CUM1 is effected by strong interferers since this 
processor does not utilize all of the available information. Finally, we observe that MVDR with 
correct look-direction cancels the desired signal due to coherence. Note that CUM2 exhibits less 
variations than other processors. 
To gain more insight into the operation of the processors, we illustrate the beampatterns for 
MVDR and CUM2 in Fig. 14. We focus on the region where the wavefronts are received by the array. 
lt is observed that the MVD R processor does not null the jammer from -1°, since it maintains the 
look-direction constraint for 0° and tries to minimize the output power by destructively combining 
the coherent wavefronts. On the other hand, CUM2 is blind to Gaussian interferers, and, as in 
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Table 3: Signal structure for Experiment 4 
Source Power (dB) Multipath Coeff. DOA 
(0.0,-0.5) -10° 
( 0.9895,-0.0311) -20 
(1.0,0.0) oo 
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JAMMER2 10 (1.0,0.0) -10 
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Figure 14: Beampatterns and array gains of processors: (a) MVDR with correct look direc-
tion, (b) CUM2 . The optimum pattern is illustrated in dashed lines for comparison purposes. 
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Table 4: Results from 100 Monte-Carlo Runs for Experiment 4 
Processor SINRa (dB) 
Mean Std 
MVDR -28.424 4.405 
CUM1 4.110 2.118 
CUM2 10.290 0.746 
c£ 11.879 0.627 
Experiment 2, it estimates the generalized steering vector of the desired signal and combines the 
wavefronts to enhance SINR at the output. CUM2 puts a null on the jammer from -1°, destructively 
combines the wavefronts from the first jammer by weight-phasing rather than null-steering, and 
reinforces the wavefronts from the desired source. 
Finally, we implement the C2 beamformer suggested in Section 3.3.2: we first estimate the 
steering vector as done for CUM2, but then further project it into the subspace spanned by the 
principal eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix. Vile use the resultant vector as the estimate 
of the desired signal steering vector, and construct an MVDR beamformer based on it. The 
performance of the resultant processor is demonstrated in Table 4. 
We observe that by combining cmnulants with covariance information, we obtain the best 
results. 
3.6.5 Experiment 5: Adaptive Processing 
In this section, we demonstrate the results from the adaptive version of CUM1 approach as described 
in Section 3.5. We employ the 10 element uniform linear array of previous experiments. The initial 
pattern of the beamformer is designed to be isotropic, by letting c( 0) = [1, 0, ... , O]T. Desired signal 
illuminates the array from broadside with SNR= 10 dB. A jammer with power equal to that of the 
desired source is present at 30°. Nate that there is no nonstationarity involved in this experiment; 
our ai1n is to demonstrate the evolution of the beamforming process and indicate the data lengths 
required for cumulant and covariance estimation. Tracking properties will be included in our future 
work, including comparisons with adaptive versions of CUM2 and C2 processors. 
Figure 1.5 illustrates the beampattern of the adaptive CUM1 processor as time evolves. After 
100 snapshots. the beampattern is still close to isotropic. At 300 snapshots, covariance matrix 
estimate is improved, indicating the presence of desired signal from broadside. At this time point, 
the cumulant- based steering vector estimate has not matured, so it can not prevent the desired 
signal from being cancelled. After .500 snapshots, cumulant estimates get better, and there is a 
tendency to cancel the interference rather than the desired signal. Finally, after 700 snapshots the 
processor removes the interference by null steering. 
3.6.-6 Experiment 6: Effects of Data Length 
ln this section, we employ the linear array of Experiment 1, with the same noise conditions, and 
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Figure 15: Beampattern of the adaptive CUM1 processor as a function of time: desired 
signal is from broadside and the jammer is from 30° as indicated. (a.) t=lOO, (b) t=300, (c) 
t=~J)O, (d) t=700. 
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MVDR2. Figure 16 demonstrates the variation of white-noise gain of the processors with data 
length, for OdB and 20dB SNR levels. Each point on the plots is obtained by averaging the results 
from 50 Monte-Carlo simulations. 
From Fig. 16a it is clear that CUM2 outperforms all the processors, including MVDR2 which 
utilizes the correct look direction for all data lengths. Furthermore, small sample properties of 
CUNh are quite impressive, motivating further research for developing its adaptive version. Low 
SNR masks the mismatch in MVDR2 due to the use of sample covariance matrix; hence, as can be 
seen from Fig. 16a., CUM1 is inferior to MVDR2. 
·Figures 16b and 16c, indicate the effect of higher SNR on performance. CUM1 and CUM2 
perform almost identical for all data. lengths. Their gain is larger than 9 dB even for less than 50 
snapshots. MVDR2 can not recover in this experiment since the mismatch results in severe signal 
cancellation. We do not include the response of MVDR1 , because its performance drifts around 
-35 dB. 
These res·ults indicate that our approach has very promising small sample behavior that deserves 
mo·re research. This will be a topic of another paper. 
3. 7 Conclusions 
We have presented optimum beamforming algorithms for non-Gaussian signals, which are based 
on fourthcorder cumulants of the data. received by the array. Our proposed methods do not make 
any assumption about the sensor locations and characteristics, i.e., they are blind beamforming 
methods. Cumulant- based estimation is employed to identify the steering vector of the signal 
of interest and MVDR beamforming using this estimate is used to remove Gaussian interference 
components. We have suggested several approaches to combat effects of estimation errors. We have 
also implemented a recursive version of the method to enable real-time bearnforming. Simulation 
experiments demonstrate the performance of our approaches in a. wide variety of situations. It is 
important to emphasize that the proposed methods outperform an MVDR beamformer with an 
exaCtly known look-direction. 
In our future work, we shall address the problem of optimum beamforming in the presence 
of multiple non-Gaussian interferers and design of adaptive algorithms with better convergence 
properties. 
4 Final Comments 
In this paper, we summarized our recent research results on the applications of cumulants in speech 
aud array processing. The results are very promising, and encourage further study in these areas. 
We acknowledge tha.t especially in speech processing, cumula.nt applications a.re still in a. very 
premature state. Array processing, however, captured more attention, particularly after the excel-
lent work in [9]. On the other ha.nd, a.rra.y processing ha.s ma.ny practical problems, such a.s unknown 
sensor gain/phase factors, a.rra.y shape calibration, a.nd DOA estimation for coherent sources in col-
ored noise. It is our a.im to develop cumula.nt-ba.sed solutions to those practical problems tha.t still 
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Moments and Wavelets in 
Signal Estimation 
Abstract: The problem of generalized nonparametric function estimation has 
received considerable attention over the last two decades. Most of the approaches have 
assumed smoothness of the function to be estimated generally in the form of continuity 
of higher order derivatives and/or bounded variation and have used convolution kernels 
or splines as the estimation devices. Generally focus has been on density estimation or 
nonparametric regression. The spline and kernel-based methods may be inappropriate if 
either smoothness assumptions are violated or if additional side conditions are present. 
Wegman (1984) introduced a general framework for optimal nonparametric function 
estimation which applies to a much wider class of problems than simply density 
estimation or nonparametric regression. In this framework, a class of admissible 
estimators is regarded as a compact, convex subset of a Banach function space and a 
convex objective functional is to be optimized over this set. Recent work on wavelets 
suggests a powerful method for constructing orthonormal bases to span the set of 
admissible estimators. Moreover, older work on frames has re-emerged to some level of 
prominence because of the work on wavelets. The optimal estimates can be computed 
as weighted linear combinations of the orthonormal bases. The weight coefficients are 




Moments and Wavelets in 
Signal Estimation 
The method of moments is a time-honored traditional technique in statistical 
inference while wavelet analysis has recently burst upon the mathematical scene to 
capture the enthusiasm and imagination of many applied mathematicians and engineers 
both because of their important applications in signal and image processing and other 
engineering applications and also because of the inherent elegance of the techniques. In 
this paper we bring these tools together to illustrate their application to transient signal 
processing. Wavelets are described in detail in a number of locations. Much of the 
fundamental work was done by Daubechies and is reported in Daubechies, Grossmann 
and Meyer (1986) and Daubechies (1988). Heil and Walnut (1989) provide a survey 
from a mathematical perspective while Rioul and Vetterli (1991) provide a survey from 
a more engineering perspective. The new book by Chui (1992) is an excellent integrated 
treatment which I believe is more mathematically sophisticated than the author 
supposes. In spite of its title as an introduction, it requires somewhat more 
mathematical depth and maturity and is best regarded as more of a monograph. 
This present paper describes the basic wavelet theory in the context of the 
general statistical problem of nonparametric function estimation. It will be show that 
traditional moment based techniques have an interesting and useful connection to 
modern nonparametric functional inference for signal processing via wavelets. Wegman 
(1984) describes a basic framework for optimal nonparametric function estimation. This 
framework captures the optimal estimation of a wide variety of practical function 
estimation problems in a common theoretical construct. Wegman {1984), however, only 
discusses the existence of such optimal estimators. In the present paper, we are 
interested in combining this optimality framework with more general wavelet 
algorithms as computational devices for general optimal nonparametric function 
estimation. A new application of optimal nonparametric function estimation is found in 
Le and Wegman {1991). A second application will be discussed in this paper. 
In section 2, we discuss the optimal nonparametric function estimation 
framework. In section 3, we turn to a discussion of the general function analytic 
framework which leads to bases and frames. Section 4 introduces the notion of a 
wavelet basis and demonstrates the connection with Fourier series and Parseval's 
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Theorem. In section 5 we turn to transient signal estimation, develop an optimization 
criterion and illustrate the computation of a transient signal estimator. 
2. Optimal Nonpa.rametric Function Estimation. 
Consider a general function, f(x), to be estimated based on some sampled data, 
say x 1, x2, ... ,xn- This is, in fact, the most elementary estimationproblem in statistical 
inference. Often the function, f, in question is the probability distribution function or 
the probability density function and most frequently the approach taken is to place the 
function within a parametric family indexed by some parameter, say 9. Rather than 
estimate f directly, the parameter 8 is estimated with f8 then being estimated by f 0 = f0. 
Under a variety of circumstances, it is much more desirable to take a nonparametric 
approach so as to avoid problems associated with misspecification of parametric family. 
This is particularly the case when data is relatively plentiful and the information 
captured by the parametric model is not needed for statistical efficiency. 
Probability density estimation and nonparametric, nonlinear regression are 
probably the two most widely studied nonparametric function estimation problems. 
However, other problems of interest which immediately come to mind are spectral 
density estimation, transfer function estimation, impulse response function estimation, 
all in the time series setting, and failure rate function estimation and survival function 
estimation in the reliability/biometry setting. While it may be the case that we simply 
may want an unconstrained estimate of the function, it is more often the case that we 
wish to impose one or more constraints, for example, positivity, smoothness, isotonicity, 
convexity, transience and fixed discontinuities to name a few appropriate constraints. 
By far, the most common assumption is smoothn_ess and frequently the estimation is via 
a kernel or convolution smoother. We would like to formulate an optimal 
nonparametric framework. 
We formulate the optimization problem as follows. Let % be a Hilbert space of 
functions over R, the real numbers (or c, the complex numbers). For purposes of the 
present paper, we assume IR rather than C unless otherwise specified. The techniques we 
outline here are not limited to a discussion of L2(R) although quite often we do take % 
to be L2. In this case, we take 
< f, g > = J f(x) g(x) dJ.L(x), 
where J.L is Lebesgue measure. We emphasize that this is not absolutely required. As 
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usual II f I! = J < f, f >. A functional .t:%-+IR is linear if 
J..( af + /3g) = a.L{f) + f3L(g), for every f, g E% and a, f3 E R . 
.L is convex on S ~ % if 
.L(tf+ {1-t)g) ~ t.L{f) + {1-t).L(g), for every f, g E S with 0 ~ t ~ 1. 
.L is concave if the inequality is reversed. .L is stricUy convex {concave) on S if the 
inequality is strict. .L is uniformly convex on S if 
t.L{f) + {1- t).L(g)- .L(tf + (1- t)g)?: ct(1- t) II f -g 11 2 
for every f, g E S and 0 ~ t ~ 1. 
We wish to use .L as the general objective functional in our optimization 
framework. For example, if we are concerned with likelihood, we may consider the log 
likelihood, 
n 
i(f) = L log f(xi), xi are a random sample from f. 
i = 1 
If we have censored samples we may wish to consider 
xi again a random sample, 8i a censoring random variable, G = 1- G, and 
X 
G(x) = J g.(u) du. This is the censored log likelihood. Another example IS the 
-00 
penalized least squares. In this case 
n b 
.L(g) = .L (Yi- g(xi))2 + AJ (Lg(u))2 du. 
t = 1 a 
Here L is <a . differential operator and the solution of this optimization problem over 
appropriate spaces is called a penalized smoothing L-spline. If L = D~ then the solution 
is the familiar cubic spline. 
The basic idea is to construct S ~ % where S is the collection of functions, g, 
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which satisfy our desired constraints such as smoothness or isotonicity. We wish t<. 
optimize .t(g) over S. The optimized estimator will be an element of S and hence will 
inherit whatever properties we choose for S. The estimator will optimize .t(g) and 
hence will be chosen according to whatever optimization criterion appeals to the 
investigator. In this sense we can construct designer estimators, i.e. estimators that are 
designed by the investigator to suit the specifics of the problem at hand. 
Of course, in a wide variety of rather disparate contexts, many of these 
estimators are already known. However, they may be proven to exist in a general 
framework according to the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1: 
Consider the following optimization problem: 
Minimize (maximize) .t(f) subject to f E S ~ %. 
Then 
a. If %is finite dimensional, .tis continuous and convex (concave) and Sis closed 
and bounded, then there exists at least one solution. 
b. If % is infinite dimensional, .t is continuous and convex (concave) and S IS 
closed, bounded and convex, then there exists at least one solution. 
c. If .t in a. or b. is strictly convex (concave), the solution is unique. 
d. If % is infinite dimensional, .t is continuous and uniformly convex (concave) 
and S is closed and convex, then there exists a unique solution. 
Proof: A full proof is given in Wegman (1984). For completeness, we outline the basic 
elements here. a. For the finite dimensional case, S closed and bounded implies that S 
is compact. Choose fn E S such that L(fn) converges to in£{ .t(f): f E S}. Because of 
compactness, there 1s a convergent subsequence fnk having a limit, say £.. By 
continuity of .t 
.f.( f.)= lim L(fnk) =in£{ .t(f): f E S}. 
k-+oo 
f* is the required optimizer. For part b., we have the same basic idea except that S 
closed, bounded and convex implies that S is weakly compact. We use the weak 
continuity of L Uniqueness follows by supposing both f* and £** are both minimizers. 
Then 
.t( tf* + (1- t )£ •• ) < t.t(£.) + (1- t ).t(£ •• ) =in£{ .t(f): f E S}. 
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This implies that neither f* nor f** is a minimizer which is a contradiction. D 
This theorem gives us unified framework for the construction of optimal 
nonparametric function estimators. It does not, however, give us a definitive method 
for construction of nonparametric function estimators. We give a constructive 
framework in the next several sections. In closing this section we refer the reader to 
Wegman (1984) for the complete proof of Theorem 2.1 and many more examples of the 
use of this result. 
3. Bases and Subspaces. 
In this section, we discuss the basic theory of spanning bases and their 
application to function estimation. Consider f, g E %. f is said to be orthogonal to g 
written f J.. g if < f, g > = 0. An element f is nonnal if II f II = 1. A family of elements, 
say {eA: A E A} is orthononnal if each element is normal and if for any pair e1, e2 in the 
family, e1 .1. e2. A family {eA: A E A} is complete inS~% if the only element inS which 
is orthogonal to every eA, A E A is 0. A basis or base of S is a complete orthonormal 
family in S. A Hilbert space has a countable basis if and only if it is separable, i.e. if 
and only if it has a countable dense subset. Ordinary Lp spaces are separable. We are 
now in a position to state the basic result characterizing bases of Hilbert spaces or 
subspaces. We write span({eA}) to be the minimal subspace containing {eA}. This is 
the space generated by the elements {eA}. 
Theorem 3.1: 
Let % be a separable Hilbert space. If {ek}A;"= 1 is an orthonormal family in%, 
then the following are equivalent. 
a. {ek}k= 1 is a basis for%. 
b. Iff E % and f .1. ek for every k, then f = 0. 
00 
c. If f E %, then f = L: < f, e k > e k· (orthogonal series expansion) 
k = 1 00 
d. Iff, g E %, then < f, g > = L: < f, ek > < g, ek > . 
00 k=1 
e. Iff E %, II f 11 2 = L: I < f, ek > 12• (Parseval's Theorem) 
k=l 
Proof: 
a => b: Trivial by definition. 
b => c: We claim %=span( { ek} ). If not there is f ¥= 0, f E% such that 
f fl. span( { ek} ). This implies that f J.. ek for every k. But f J.. ek for every k and f # 0 is a 




2: k%k. This implies that for f E %, 
(3.1) 
Substituting (3.1) in the expression for the inner product yields 
By the orthonormal property, <ek, ej > = 1, if k =j and = 0, otherwise. It follows that 
< f, ej > = cj. Thus 
(3.2) 
00 00 
c => d: < f, g > = < f, 2: < g, ek > ek > = 2: < g, ek > < f, ek > . 
k=l k=l 
d => e: Let f =gin part d. 
e => a: If f E% and f j_ ek for every k implies < f, ek > = 0 for every k. This in 
turn implies that II f II = 0. Thus f = 0. This finally implies { ek} k is a basis. 0 
00 
Thus given any basis { ekh, we can exactly write f = 2: ck ek and we can 
· N k=l 
estimate f by 2: ck ek. Thus a computational algorithm for the optimal nonparametric 
k=l 
function estimator can be based on this result from Theorem 3.l.c. However, this does 
not yet take into account the "design" set, S. In order to more carefully study the 
structure of S we consider the following result. In the following discussion let S ~ %. 
Then defineS j_ = {f E %: f j_ S}. 
Theorem 3.2: 
If S ~ % is a subset of %, then 
a. S j_ is a subspace of% and S n S j_ ~ {0} 
b. S ~ S .L .L = span(S) 
c. S is a subspace if and only if S = S .L .L • 
Proof: S j_ is a linear manifold. To see this if f1, f2 E S j_, then for every g E S, 
<a1f1 +~f2 , g> =a1 <f1, g> +a2 <f2, g> =a1·0+a2 ·0=0. Thus a1f1+a2f2 eSj_. 
This implies S j_ is a linear manifold which is sufficient to show that S j_ is a subspace 
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provided we can show S 1.. is closed. To see this iff E closure (S 1.. ), then there exists 
{fn} ~ S 1.. such that f = li~ fn and for every g E S, < fm g > = 0. But < f, g > = 
lim < f"' g > = lim 0 = 0. This implies f 1.. S which in turn implies f E S 1.. • Part b 
n-+oo n-+oo 
follows from part a by replacing S by S 1... Part c is straightforward application of the 
two previous parts. D 
Suppose now that we have a basis for %, call it { ek}k = 1. This basis obviously 
also spans subset S of % and hence any of our "designer" functions in S can be written 
in terms of the basis, {ek}k= 1• The unnecessary basis elements will simply have 
coefficients of 0. In a sense, however, this basis is too rich and in a noisy estimation 
setting superfluous basis elements will only contribute to estimating noise. As part of 
our "designer" set, S, philosophy, we would like to have a minimal basis set for S. 
Theorem 3.2 gives us a test for this condition. Consider a basis {ek}k= 1 for%. Form 
B8 which is to be a basis for S. We define B8 by the following routine. If there is a 
g E S such that < g, ek > f. 0, then let ekE B8 . If on the other hand there is a 
g E S 1.. such that < g, ek > f. 0, then let ekE B 
8 
J.. Unfortunately, it may not be that 
B8 nB 8 J. = 0. But this algorithm yields { ek} = B8 u B 8 J.. Moreover S ~ span(B8 ) . 
. · Thus we may be able to eliminate unnecessary basis elements. We may also be able to 
re-normalize the basis elements using a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure to 
make B s i. B s . Usually if we know the properties of the set, S, we desire and the 
. 1.. 
nature of the basis set { ek}' it will be straightforward to construct a test function, g, 
with which to construct the basis set, B 8 • If Sis a subspace, then S = span(B8 ). In any 
case we can carry out our estimation by 
(3.3) 
In a completely noiseless setting (3.1) IS really an equality in norm, I.e. 
II f- 2: kckek II = 0. If% is L2(J.L), with fL Lebesgue measure, then (3.1) is really 
. (3.4) 
This choice of ck is a minimum norm choice. However, in a noisy setting, i.e. where we 
do not know f exactly, we cannot compute ck directly. However, we may be able to 
estimate ck by standard inference techniques. 
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Example 3.1. Norm Estimate. The minimum norm estimate of ck is the choice which 
rmmm1zes II f- E kckek II , i.e. ck = < f, ek > . In the L2 context, 
< f, ek > = J f(x) ek(x) d~t(x). 
R 
If f is a probability density function, then < f, ek > = E[ek] which can simply be 
estimated by n -l Ej = 1ek(xj), where xj, j = l, ... ,n is the sample of observations. We 
note that the major approach to estimating the weighting coefficients is via a traditional 
method of moments. 
Example 3.2. General Form of Estimate. In the general context with optimization 
functional L we have 
(3.5) 
Since (3.5) is a function of a countable number of variables, { ck}, we can find the 
normal equations and with the appropriate choice of basis, find a solution. For this we 
will typically assume L is twice differentiable with respect to all ck. A wide variety of 
bases have been studied. These include Laguerre polynomials, Hermite polynomials ao.d 
other ()rthonormal systems. Perhaps the most well-known orthonormal system is the 
system of fundamental sinusoids which span L2(0, 2n"). One might reasonable guess 
that wavelets form another orthogonal system. We discuss the connection in the next 
section. 
4. Fourier Analysis and Wavelets. 
4.1 Bases for L2(0, 2x-). 
Let us consider the set of square-integrable functions on (0, 21r) which we denote 
by L2(0, 21r). L2(0, 21r) is a Hilbert space and a traditional choice of an orthonormal 
basis for this space has been ek(x) = eikx, the complex sinusoids. Thus any fin L2(0,27r) 
has the Fourier representation by Theorem 3.l.c 
00 . 
f(x) = L ck elkx 
k = -00 
where the constants ck are the Fourier coefficients defined by 
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211" 
ck = l1r J f(x)e- ikxdx. 
0 
This pair of equations represent the discrete Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier 
transform and is the foundation of harmonic analysis. An interesting feature of this 
complex sinusoids as a base f~r 1 2(0, 21r) is that ek(x) = eikx can· be generated from the 
superpositions of dilations of a single function, e(x) = eix. By this we mean that 
ek(x) = e(kx), k= ···, -1, 0, 1, ··· 
These are integral dilations in the sense that k E J, the integers. The concept of 
dilations of a fixed generating function is central to the formation of wavelet bases as we 
shall see shortly. 
A well known consequence of Theorem 3.l.e for the complex sinusoid basis is the 
ParsevaLTheorem. For this base, we have 
Theorem 4~1: (Parseval's Theorem): 
( 4.1) 
Equation (4.1) is known as Parseval's Theorem in harmonic analysis and states that the 
square norm in the frequency domain is equal to the square norm in the time domain. 
While the space 1 2(0, 21r) is an extremely useful one, for general problems in 
nonparametric function estimation we are much more interested in 1 2(R). We can 
think of 1 2(0, 21r) as with functions on the finite support (0, 21r) or as periodic functions 
on R. In the latter case it is clear that the infinitely periodic functions of 1 2(0, 21r) and 
the square integrable functions of 1 2(R) are very different. In th~ latter case the 
function, f(x) E 1 2(R), must converge to 0 as X-+± oo. The generating function e(x) = eix 
clearly does not have that behavior and is inappropriate as a basis generating function 
for L2(R). What is needed is a generating function, e(x), which also has the property 
that e( x )-+0 as X-+± oo. Thus we want to generate a basis from a function which will 
decay to 0 relatively rapidly, i.e. we want little waves or wavelets. 
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4.2 Wavelet Bases. 
Let us begin by considering a generating function .,P which we will think of as our 
mother wavelet or basic wavelet. The idea is that, just as with the sinusoids, we wish to 
consider a superposition of dilations of the basic waveform 1/J. For technical convergence 
reasons which we shall explain later we wish to consider dyadic dilations rather than 
simply integral translations. Thus for the first pass, we are inclined to consider 
'/2 '/2 
.,P j( x) = 21 .,P( 21 x). Unfortunately, because of the decay of .,P to 0 as X-+± oo, the 
elements { .,P j} are not sufficient to be a basis for L2(R). We accommodate this by 
adding translates to get the doubly indexed functions .,P j, k(x) = 2i/2.,p(2ix- k). We 
choose .,P such that. 
J R I {j;(:;;) I 2 dw exists. 
Here ~ is the Fourier transform of 1/J. Under certain choices of 1/J, .,P j, k forms a doubly 
indexed orthonormal basis for 1 2 (actually also for Sobolev spaces of higher order as 
well). As we shall see in the next section, a wavelet basis due to the dilation-translation 
nature of its basis elements admits an interpretation of a simultaneous time-frequency 
decomposition of f. Moreover using wavelets, fewer basis elements are required for 
fitting sharp changes or discontinuities. This implies faster convergence in· "non-
smooth" situations by the introduction of "localized" basis elements. 
Example 3.1 Continued: Notice that 
cj,k= <f, tPj,k> = J~ 002jf2.,p( 2jx-k)f{x) dx. 
In the ~ensity estimation case 
Thus a natural estimator is 
2j/2 n .d . ) 
cj,k = rr i~l 'f\ 2Jxi-k' 
where xi, i = 1, .. . ,n is the set of observations. Again we are simply using a method of 
moments estimator. 
Notice that we can construct a Parseval's Theorem for Wavelets. 
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Theorem 4.2: (Parseval's Theorem for Wavelets) 
At this stage we are left with the problem of constructing an appropriate mother 
wavelet, ,P, suitable for constructing the basis. To do this we· turn to the device of 
multiresolution analysis. 
4.3 Multiresolution Analysis. 
To understand multiresolution analysis let us first consider the construction of 
space Wj=span{'I/Jj,k: keJ}. That is we fix the dilation and consider the space 
generated by all possible translates. We may write L2(R) as a direct sum of the W i' 
L2(R) = L W j so that any function f E L2(R) may be written as 
· iEJ f(x)=···+d_ 1(x)+d0(x)+d1(x)+··· 
where dj E W j· If ,P is an orthogonal wavelet, then W j l. W k' k ::f: j. We shall assume 
the unknown ,P to be an orthogonal wavelet in what follows. Notice that as j increases, 
the basic wavelet form ,P(2jx- k) contracts representing higher "frequencies." For each 
j we may consider the direct sum V j given by: 
j-1 
V·=···+W· 2 +W· 1 = J J- J- L Wm. 
m= -oo 
The V j are closed subspaces and represent spaces of functions with all "frequencies" at 
or below a given level of resolution. The set of spaces {v j}has the following properties: 
1) They are nested in the sense that V j ~ V j + 1, j E J. 
2) Closure ( U i E J V j) = L2(R). 
3) n;EJVj={O}. 
4) v j + 1 = v j + w j· 
5) f(x) E V j if and only if f(2x) E V j + 1, j E J. 
1), 4) and 5) follow directly from the definition of vj. 2) is a straightforward conse~ 
quence of the fact that u i E J W j = L2(R). 3) follows because of the orthogonality 
property. 
Any f E L2(R) can be projected into V j· As we have seen with j increasing the 
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the "frequency" of the wavelet increases which can be interpreted as higher resolution. 
Thus the projection, P /' of f into V j is an increasingly higher resolution approximation 
to f as j-+oo. Conversely, as j-+- oo, P / is an increasingly blurred (smoothed) approxi-
mation to f. We shall take V 0 as the reference subspace. Suppose now that we can find 
'/2 . 
a function </> and that we can define </> j, k(x) = 23 </>(23x- k) such that 
Then by property 5), Vi= span{</>j,k: ke J}. While we began our discussion with the 
notion of wavelets and have seen some of the consequences, we could have actually 
begun a.discussion with the function</>. 
Definition. A function </> generates a multiresolution analysis if it generates a nested 
sequence of spaces having properties 1), 2), 3) and 5) such that {</>o,k' ke J} forms a 
basis for V 0. If so, then </> is called the scaling function. 
For the final discussion of this section, let us consider a multiresolution analysis 
in which {V j} are generated by a scaling function </> E L2(R) and {W j} are generated by 
a mother wavelet function 1/J E L2(R). Any function f E L2(R) can be approximated as 
closely as desired by fm for some sufficiently large mE J. Notice fm = fm _ 1 + dm -1 
where fm _ 1 E V m _ 1 and dm _ 1 E W m _ 1. This process can be recursively applied say l 
times until we have f~ fm = dm_ 1 +dm _ 2 +···+ dm _ 1 +fm _ 1• Notice that fm _ 1 is a 
highly smoothed version of the function. Indeed, this suggests that a statistical 
procedure might be to form a highly smoothed (even overly smoothed) approximation 
to a function to be estimated. The sequence dm _ 1 through dm _ 1 form the higher 
resolution wavelet approximations. Many of the wavelet coefficients em_ i, k used for 
constructing dm _ i' i = 1, .. . , l are likely to be 0 and hence can contribute to a very 
parsimonious representation of the function f. Indeed, a wavelet decomposition is a 
natural suggestion for a technology for high definition television (HDTV). If fm _ 1 
represents the lower resolution conventional NTSC TV signal, then to reconstruct a 
high resolution image all that is needed is the difference signal which could be 
parsimoniously represented by the wavelet coefficients em_ i k' i = 1, ... ,1 and k E J, most 
' 
of which would be 0. 
Most importantly, however, IS the observation that the scaling function </> E V 0 
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and the mother wavelet 1/J E W 0 implies that both are in V 1. Since V 1 is generated by 
¢1 k(x) = 2112</>(2x- k), there are sequences,.{g(k)} and {h(k)} such that 
' 
(4.3) </>(x) = L g(k)</>(2x- k) and t/J(x) = L h(k)</>(2x- k). 
kEJ kEJ 
This remarkable result gives us a construction for the mother wavelet in terms of the 
scaling function. These equations are called the two-scale difference equations. We can 
give a time series interpretation to these equations. Lets consider an original discrete 
time function, f( n), to which we apply. the filter 
y( n) = L g( k)f(2n- k). 
kEJ 
First of all we note that there is a scale change due to subsampling by two, i.e. a shift 
by two in f( n) results in a shift of one in y(n). The scale of y is only half that of f. 
Otherwise this is a low pass filter with impulse response function g. Let us consider 
iterating this equation so that 
( 4.4) y(j)( n) = L g(k)y(j - 1)(2n- k). 
kEJ 
Notice that if this procedure converges, it converges to a fixed point which will be </>. 
This iterative procedure with repeated down sampling by two is suggestive of a method 
for constructing wavelets. If g is a finite impulse response (FIR) filter of length l, the 
construction of a complementary high-pass filter is accomplished with a FIR filter, h, 
whose impulse response is given by h(l-1- n) = ( -l)n g(n). This scheme is called sub-
band coding in the electrical engineering literature. The low-pass band is given by 
( 4.5) Yo( n) = L g(k)f(2n- k) 
kEJ 
while the high-pass band is given by 
(4.6) y1(n) = L h(k)f(2n"""" k). 
kEJ 
The filter impulses as defined form an orthonormal set so that the f may be 
reconstructed by 
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(4.7) f( n) = L [y0(k)g(2k- n) + y 1(k)h(2k- n)]. 
kEJ 
The sub-band coding scheme may be repeatedly applied to form the nested sequence pf 
V j· The nested sequence of {V j} is then essentially obtained by recursively 
downsampling and filtering a function with a low-pass filter whose impulse response 
function is ,g( · ). 
4.4 Construction of Scaling Functions and Mother Wavelets. 
We have already hinted that the scaling function may be constructed as the 
fixed point of the down-sampled, low-passed filter equation (4.4). This can be 
formalized by considering what statisticians would call the generating function of g( n) 
and what electrical engineers call the z-transform of g( · ). 
( 4.8) G(z) = 1 L g(j) zi. 
2 j E J 
Notice if z = e- iw/2, then ( 4.8) is essentially the Fourier transform of the impulse 
response function g( · ). In this case, the first equation in (4.3) may be written as 
(4.9) ~(w) = G(z)~2), with z = e- iw/2. 
This, of course, follows because the Fourier transform of a convolution is the 
corresponding product of the Fourier transforms. This recursive equation may be 
iterated to obtain 
(4.10) ~(w) =IT G(e -iw/2k) ~(0). 
k = 1 
We may take ~ to be continuous and ~(0) = 1. Based on (4.10) we may recover ¢>( ·) 
and based on this result, the equation h( l-1- n) = (- 1 )n g( n) and the second equation 
of ( 4.3) we may recover the mother wavelet, t/;( · ). Thus Daubechies' original 
construction shows that wavelets with compact support can be based on finite impulse 
response filters which was originally motivated by multiresolution analysis. Theorem 
4.3 below summarizes the general form of Daubechies' result. 
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Theorem 4.3: (Daubechies' Wavelet Construction): 
Let g( n) be a sequence such that 
a. E I g( n) I I n If < oo for some e > 0, 
nEJ 
b. E g( n- 2j) g( n- 2k) = c5 ik' 
nEJ 
c. E g(n) = 1. 
nEJ 
Suppose that g( w) = G( e- iwf2) = 2- 112 E g( n) e- inw/2 can be written as 
nEJ 
where 
g(w)=[~(l+e-iw/2)N]·[ E f(n)e-inw/2] 
nEJ 
d. E I f( n) I I n I f < oo for some e > 0 
nEJ 
e. supweRI Enf(n) e-inw/21 <2N-1. 
Define 
h(n) = ( -l)n g( -n+l), 
$(w) = IT G( e- iw/2k)' 
k=l 
~(x) = L h(k)¢>(2x-k). 
kEJ 
Then the orthonormal wavelet basis is ~ jk determined by the mother wavelet 1/J. 
Moreover, if g( n) = o for In I >no, then the wavelets so determined have compact 
support. 0 
We state this result without proof which may be found n Daubechies (1988). We 
note that Daubechies also shows that the mother wavelet, ~' cannot be an even function 
and also have a compact support. The exception to this is the trivial constant function 
which gives rise to the so-called Haar basis. Daubechies illustrates this computation 
with the example of g given by g(O) = (1 + .;3)/8, g(1) = (3 + .;3)/8, g(2) = (3- .;3)/8 
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Figure 4.1a. Daubechies' Scaling Function using 4-term FIR filter. 
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Figure 4.lb. Daubechies' Mother Wavelet using 4-term FIR filter. 
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5. Transient Signal Function Estimation. 
Now with the basic construction of wavelets m hand, we can tum to the 
transient signal processing application. Wavelets have as one of their prime 
applications transient signal processing. In particular, since the most effective wavelets 
are those with compact support, they are a natural basis for transient signal estimation. 
However, if we are to exploit them in the context of optimal nonparametric function 
estimation, we must construct an optimality criterion for transient signals. The 
discussion below outlines an approach to transient signal estimation set in the context of 
optimal nonparametric function estimation. A fuller treatment can be found in Le and 
Wegman (1992). We first consider signals. It is well-known that there is no non-zero 
function in LiR) which is both band-limited and time-limited. This being the case, we 
will assume the signal to be hard band-limited, i.e. with no energy outside a fixed 
interval, say [- v, v], but soft time-limited, i.e. with minimal energy in the tails. This 
particular example demonstrates an elegant application of moments to signal processing. 
5.1 Measuring of Out-of-Band Energy 
Let L2(R) be the set of square-integrable, real-valued functions and let 
h(t) E L2(R). Denote by f(w) the Fourier transform of f(t) such that f E L2(R). We 
assume f is frequency band-limited so that f(w) = 0, for I w I > v. We propose 
approximating the class of band-limited time-transient functions by considering 
functions whose energy time spread is confined to some small level s0 • As a measure of 
the energy time-spread, we will use analogies to concepts from probability theory to 
define various moments of If( t) 12, which plays the role of the energy distribution 
function. Assuming that 
j It IiI f(t) 12 dt < oo, j = 1, 2, ... , k, 
-oo 
the kth moment of the energy distribution will now be defined as follows 
00 
Mk = J tk If( t) 12 dt. 
-oo 
For k = 2, we have the 2nd moment of the energy distribution function as a measure of 
the energy time spread, given as 
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00 
M2 = J t2 If( t) 12 dt. 
-oo 
Remark: The factor tk serves as a weight on the energy function which is used to 
control the degree of spreading in If( t) I . A larger k value implies that more weight is 
applied at the tail-end of the energy distribution function and, therefore, the process of 
. minimizing Mk requires that more energy be centrally concentrated. 
5.2 Optimal Estimation of Band-Limited Processes 
For - il and 11 real numbers, and m and p integers, where -oo $ - 11 < 11 $ oo, and 
m ~ 0 and p 2:: 1, the Sobolev space 'Wm'p[- 11, 11] of complex-valued functions f on 
[- 11, 11] is given by: 
wm,p[- 11, 11] = {f(w): f<k>(w) , k = 0, 1, ... , m-1, are absolutely continuous 
II 
and, J I f<m>(w)IP dw < oo}. 
-II 
We consider observing an actual process, r(t), and we let f(w) be the Fourier transform 
of the observed process, r(t). The Fourier transform of the observed process, r(t), will 
then .be modeled as f( w) = g( w) + e( w) where, e( w) is the spectrum of a stationary noise 
process, g(w) E 'Wm'2[- 11, 11] • The fact that f belongs to the class cwm, 2(- 11,11] of band-
limited signals implies that the support of If( t) 12 is not bounded. The objective is, 
then, to find a function f(w) E 'Wm' 2[ -11,11] which best fits the Fourier transform f(w) of 
the observed process r( t) with minimum time-energy spread; specifically we would like 
to minimize the following functional with k < m 
(5.1) ..... min [t (f(wj)-f(wj))2] subject to J t 2k I f(t) 12 dt $ s0 , 
f E 'Wm, 2[- v,v] i=l 
where f(t) is the inverse Fourier transform corresponding to f(w) in cwm, 2[ -11, 11]. 
5.3 Moment Connection via Parseval's Theorem 
A rather elegant extension of Parseval's Theorem can be constructed under 
appropriate regularity conditions. The Parseval's Theorem for continuous Fourier trans-
form pairs is 
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J~v lf(w) 12 dw = l1r J~oo lf(t) 12 dt. 
But we know 
f(w) = 2~ J~ 00f(t) e- itw dt. 
Take kth derivatives with respect to w 
so that 
k~ 
£(k)(w) =a f(~) is the Fourier transform of ( -it)k f(t). 
aw 
We can apply Parseval's Theorem to this Fourier transform pair to obtain 
Theorem 5.1: 
fv lf(k\w)l 2 dw=lJ
00 
t2klf(t)l 2 dt.D 
- v 21r -oo 
Thus, our optimization problem (5.1) can now be reformulated as 
(5.2) 
v ~ min [ t (f(wi) - f(wj)) 2 ] subject to J I {(k)(w) 12 dw 5 sri. 
f E 'Wm, 2[- v,v] i=I - v 




_.._ min [t(f(wi)-f(wj))2 +-\ J lf(k)(w) 12 dw ]. 
f E 'Wm, 2[- v, v] j=l - v 
Indeed expression (5.3) is the form of optimization problem which results in a solution 
which is a generalized polynomial spline of degree 2k-1. This result may be 
substantially generalized by the theorem given below which is developed in Le and 
Wegman ( 1992). 
Theorem 5.2: Let g( w) be ~ band-limited spectral process with transient inverse Fourier 
transform and r( w) be the observed spectral process defined over some finite band 
- v:::; w:::; v. We model this spectral process as 
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f(w) = g(w) + e(w) 
where e( w) is some stationary white noise process. Let A be the time spread measure, 
defined as follows: 
where, +oo 
Ak(f) = l11" J t 2k If( t) 12 dt, 
-oo 
and where ao and a1 are the appropriately chosen weights. Here f is the inverse Fourier 
transform off belonging to L2 (1R). Then, the optimal band-limited representation in the 
Sobolev space cwm• 2[ -v,v] is fA(w) where fA(w) is the solution to the problem: 
n ~ ~ ~ mmtmtze 'L [f(w;) -f(w;)J2 + AA(f). 
f E 'Wm, 2[ - v ,v] i=t 
fA is a generalized 1-spline, and ..\ is known as the smoothing parameter. 0 
For a general discussion of 1-splines, see Wegman and Wright (1983). Notice 
that if A(f) = Ak(f) for some large k, then we are constructing a band-limited transient 
signal estimator with little energy in the tail of the signal estimate, fA, where fA is the 
inverse Fourier transform off.\· If k = 2, then 
+oo v 
A2(f) = l11" J t 4 1 f( t) 12 dt = J I {(2)( w) 12 dw 
-oo -v 
and our solution is the well-known cubic spline. However, much more interesting and 
physically meaningful solutions may be found. If A(f) = aoA0(f) + a1Ak(f), then for k 
odd 
Thus, we may also want to impose a total energy restriction on the estimated signal 
space. This imposed restriction may, for example, have resulted from a requirement to 
minimize channel bandwidth utilization from data transmission systems. Such 
modification, thus, yields the following optimization problem for k odd 
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Hence, by our theorem the optimal solution is again an L-spline. 
5.4 Computing Band-limited Transient Estimators and Exa.Inple 
The rather elegant result that our band-limited transient estimators are 
generalized L-splines makes the numerical computation of the estimators rather more 
routine since algorithms already exist for computing L-splines. The fact that we can 
impose total energy limits as well as tail-energy limits is an unexpected bonus. Our 
interpretation of Theorem 5.2 is as follows. We recommend doing an initial spectral 
estimation to establish the bandwidth, -v ~ w ~ v, over which we want to estimate g(w) 
(or more precisely the signal, g(t), its inverse Fourier transform). This initial spectral 
estimate will also allow us to select the sampling frequencies, w;. We recommend 
selecting these w i as the frequencies with the largest spectral mass. Notice that we may 
regard a transient signal, g( t), as the product of a signal of infinite support with an 
indicator function of a closed interval. It is well-known that Fourier transform of an 
indicator function is the so-called Dirichlet kernel which has a large central lobe and 
decreasing side lobes. By choosing sampling frequencies w i at the location of the central 
and side lobes, our technique allows us to to recover the indicator to an excellent 
approximation. Thus not only do we estimate the transient signal because of the 
penalty term for out-of-band energy, but because of the choice of sampling frequencies 
as well. Figure 5.1 graphically illustrates the results of our technique. 
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Figure 5.1a. A two-cycle transient signal. 
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Figure 5.1b. Same two cycle signal buried in Gaussian noise. 
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Figure 5.lc. Recovery of two-cycle signal waveform 
by optimal band-limited techniques. 
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